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DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY
JOINT INTEROPERABILUTY AND ENGINEE RING ORGANIZATION

11440 ISAAC NEWTON SOUARE, NORTH
RESTON, VIRGINIA 22090-5006

MFE•RTO: TXE 29 November 1993

MEMORANDUM FOR DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: Ada Dual-Use Workshop Proceedings

1. On behalf of the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA),
I would like to express my sincere gracitude to you for your
participation during the Ada Dual-Use Workshop that was held on
October 19-20, 1993, at the Sheraton Premiere-Tysons Corner in
Vienna, Virginia.

2. The suggestions, information and recommendations that you
prov.ided to the Department of Defense (DoD) will promote the
dual-use of Ada throughout the software industry for many years
to co=ie.

3. Enclosed are the proceedings from the workshop, as well as
the recommendations that were provided to the Ada Dual--Use. Committee on November 8, 1993 by the respective chairs of the
four panel sessions regarding the government, academia, vendor
and industry areas.

4. You may rest assured that we at DISA are committed to the Ada
programming language and the dual-use initiative. Again, thank
you for making this effort an on-going success. If you have any
further questions, please call my point of contact Accesion For
Mr. J=rry Russomano at (703) 285-6589.

NTIS C'&
DTIC, T3 A

J1 V.l' - l.- , ',on .. .

2 E n c l o s u r e s : B.. . .. .. .. ..N --

1 Ada Dual -Use Committee Brigadier General, USAF By
Meeting Recap Director Di t... - -,-

2 Press Release

Dist b) iuI

Qzulity information for a Strong Defense



ADA DUAL-USE COMMITTEE MEETING RECAP

The Ada Dual-Use Committee met on November 9, 1993 to review the
findings, conclusion and recommendations of the DoD sponsored Ada
Dual-Use Workshop that was held last month in Vienna, Virginia.
The meeting, which was chaired by the Honorable Emmett Paige,
Jr., Assistant Secretary of Defense for Command, Control,
Communications and Intelligence (ASD/C31), consisted of several
senior level executives and flag officer representatives from
within the Department of Defense. The Ada Dual-Use Committee
members included LTG Alonzo E. Short (DISA) , Lt Gen Albert J.
Edmonds (J6), LTG Kind (USA), Lt Gen Carl O'Berry (USAF),
Mr. Lloyd Mosemann (SAF/AQK), RADM John G. Hekman (USN/NISMC),
Brig Gen Bruce J. Bohn (JIEO), and Mr. Ronald Elliott (HQ/USMC),
Ms. Cynthia Kendall (OASD (IM)), and Dr. Howard Frank (ARPA).

Presentations were made to the Committee members by each of the
following Panel Chairs; academia: (Dr. Charles McKay),
government: (Dr. Kurt Fisher), industry: (Dr. Terry Straeter) and
Vendor: (Mr. Bill Carlson). A summarization of recommendations
and an action plan were then presented by Mr. Jerry Russomano and
Mr. Donald Reifer on behalf of the Defense Information Systems
Agency, Joint Interoperability and Engineering Organization,
Center for Information Management (DISA/JIEO/CIM).. Upon conclusion of the meeting, Mr. Paige strongly endorsed the
Department of Defense's commitment to Ada. DISA will proceed to
implement the following action items:

1. A detailed Program Plan for the DoD Ada Dual-Use Initiative
should be developed to itemize and prioritize investments in each
of the recommended strategy areas (Office of Primary
Responsibility: DISA/JIEO and the Ada Joint Program Office
(AJPO).

2. Migration systems should be pursued as the major target of
opportunity for the DoD Ada Dual-Use Initiative (Office of
Primary Responsibility: DISA and the Serviccs).

3. Current marketing efforts should be expanded to increase Ada
awareness and appeal to commercial firms (Office ot Primary
Responsibility: DISA/JIEO and the AJPO).

4. Investments in bidings (Ada interfaces to operating systems,
tools/environments, frameworks, commercial off-the-shelf
packages, etc.) tools, education, and training should be pursued
under the Ada Technology Insertion Program (Office of Primary
Responsibility: DISA/JIEO and the AJPO).



* DISA/JIEO/CIM, Ada Dual-Use Committee Meeting Recap

5. Strategic partnerships with academia, industry and other
government agencies should be used whenever possible to achieve
Dual-use goals. Such partnerships require all participants to
invest equally in developments (Office of Primary Responsibility:
DISA/JIEO and the AJPO).

6. Reward structures should be revamped to provide positive
incentives to both contractors and government personnel who
demonstrate excellence in Ada (Office of Primary Responsibility:
DISA/JIEO and the AJPO).

7. DoDD 3405.1 should be rewritten to clarify misinterpretations
and provide consistent guidance (Office of Primary
Responsibility: DASD (IM)).

8. Reuse libraries need to be openly identified to distribute
Ada Reusable Software Components (RSCs) to the software
engineering community (Office of Primary Responsibility:
Software Reuse initiative, DISA/JIEO and the AJPO).

9. AdaSAGE source code should be disseminated to the Ada
software community. (Office of Primary Responsibility: DISA/JIEO
and the AJPO).

Proceedings of the DoD sponsored Ada Dual-Use Workshop will be
distributed during December 1993. Additional copies and general
information may be obtained from the Ada Information
Clearinghouse (Phone: 1-800-232-4211).

An Ada Dual-Use Initiative Workshop is being planned for the fall
of 1994. This Workshop will discuss accomplishments during FY94
and detail plans for the coming year.



DEFENSE INFORMATION SYSTEMS AGENCY
JOINT INTEROPERABILITY AND ENGINEERING ORGANIZATION

CENTER FOR INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
701 S. COURT HOUSE ROAD

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22204-2199

IN REPlY

REFER TO: TXE

PRESS RELEASE

In cooperation with academia, industry and other government
agencies, the Department of Defense has been exploring ways to
increase the commercial use of Ada. An Ada Dual-Use Committee
meeting chaired by the Honorable Emmett Paige, Jr., Assistant
Secretary of Defense for Commani, Control, Communications and
Intelligence (ASD/C31) was held on November 8, 1993 to review the
findings, conclusions and recommendations of the Ada Dual-Use
Workshop that met during October 19-20, 1993 in Vienna, Virginia.

Upon conclusion of the meeting, Mr. Paige endorsed the continued
use of Ada and directed tii( Defense Information Systems Agency,

O Joint Interoperability and Engineering Organization (DISA/JIEO)
to develop an Ada Dual-Use Initiative Program Plan aimed at
executing the actions recommended by the Workshop panel chairs
beginning this year. These actions are aimed at promoting Ada
more effectively, providing support and incentives, and enforcing
the Ada programming language mandate.

The proceedings of the DoD sponsored Ada Dual-Use Workshop will
become available in early December. The Program Plan is expected
to be released during mid-January 1994.
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop Summary

1.0 INTROUCIION

Approximately 175 individuals participated in the Ada Dual-Use Workshop, held on October
19-20, 1993. The workshop was sponsored by Defense Information Systems Agency's
(DISA) Joint, Interoperability and Engineering Organization (JIEO), Center for Infonmation
Management (CIM), Software Systems Elngineering Directerate (TXE).
DISA/JIEO/CIMNTXE has been assigned the responsibility to evaluate current Ada initiatives
and to align the strategies of the cornmercial and government sectors. Ths Workshop
provided participants the opportunity to influence Ada commercialization strategies being
developed.

The Honorable Emmett Paige Jr. opened the Workshop with a keynote address (see Appendix
A for a copy of his address), which personally challenged participants to "provic.-e [him] with
the input [he] needed to make a difference." Representatives (see Appendix B for a list of
attendees) from the academia, government, industry, and vendor communities add iressed this
challenge and recommended actions that DISA!JIEO/CIM/TXE could take to both make Ada
more attractive for use within the DoD and expand its utilization within the comraercial sector
under the auspices of a dual-use initiative.

* 'The purpose for commercialization is simple. DoD would like to increase the overall demand
for Ada products, services, and applications, so that it can use market forces to stimulate
increased investment and use of Ada by non-defense organizations. While this increased
demand will create the pull toward Ada, the Congressional mandate will create the pwmh.
Both the carrots and the stacks are deemed necessary to make Ada successful.

2.0 PURPOSE

The main objective of the Ada DI.al-Ust Workshop was to identify ways to increase ' he use
of the Ada programming language and related technology in both defense and commercial
applications. To accomplish this goal, the workshop was organized into the following four
panels: academia, government, industry and vendors. Each panel deliberated to determine
ways to make Ada more attractive to both DoD and commercial users. The conclusions and
recommendations resulting from the panel discussions are sumnarized below. A detail
review of the panel session is contained in Appendices C, D, E, and F. In section five of this
report the primary product of the workshop is a top-level commercialization acdon plan to be
presented to high-level decision makers within the DoD for concurrence and funding.

LDefense Injormcaion Systems Agency November 8, 1993



Ada Dual-Use Workshop Sunmary

3.0 REPORT ORGANIZATION

This report is organized into the following seven sections and six anpendice:;. Section 1
introduces the reader to the workshop and discusses why it was held. Secdon 2 defiries the
goal of the workshop and the methodology used to achieve this goal. This section discusses
the report's organization and points readers to sections of srxtentie.1 interest. Section 4
summamizes the conclusions which were gleaned as a result of the workshop. Section 5
presents the consensus recommendations and actions that need to be taken to promote Ada's
use in both defense and commercial applications. Section 6 provides a surmar'v of the
results for the four panel sessions. Section 7 provides an overall summary for the report.

4.0 ADA DUALUSE WORKSHOP CONCLUSIONS

During the workshop, the panels heard a wide variety of testimony. Many issues were
discussed along with suggestions about what to do to address them Oppc,,a-i..ties tir dual-
use were also identified along with ways to take advantage of them. The reqationships
between these issues and the actions are iliustrated in the cause and effect diagram which

* appears as Figure 1 (Most executives havve been exposed to these fishbone diagrams in their
Total Quality Management training. The technique, often associated with Kaoru Ishikawa, is
referred to as a fishbone because the representaticn between effect anC all possible causes
takes the appearance of a skeleton of a fish). As Figure 1 clearly illustrates, the issues
thought to be inhibiting Ada corrviercialization a., be c&egorized in three main areas:

Marketing Ada from both a technical and business point-of-view.

Providing technical support and incentive.s for the expanded use of Ada within both
the DoD and commercial sectors.

* Strengthening the DoD Ada mandate.

Many additional conclusions were made which are contained in the ihdividual panel
summaries. The most cited of these include:

Ada is a true dual-use technology as demonstrated by firn's like Boeing on its 777
aircraft, Motorola on its cellular phone systems and Silicon Graphics on its virtual
reality simulation applications. Broader use in the commercial sector aceds to be both
encouraged and stimulated.

Defem'e Infonnation Systems Agency 2 November 8, 1993
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop Su nmary

There is no compelling reason for the DoD to rethLnk its Ada mandate. The reasons
used to justify the development of Ada still exist, and the results achieved to date ,ith
its use in both the DoD and commercial sectors have been extremely favorable.

While technical issues still exist, the primary barriers that seem to irphibit adoption of
Ada continue to be educatiora, psychologcal and managerial. Aeua is perceived by
many as a DoD language. Its merits have neither been properly promoted nor
adequately con-unuicated to the commercial sector.

The advent of otbect-oriented technology and the move,-ent to distributed clietnt-server
architectures provides the Ada community with a rare "second window of
opportunity". During the late 1980's many organizations chose C inste,Ad of Ada as
they moved away from Fortran and COBOL into second and third genertion
computing envirornments. As the technology changes again, the choice seems to be
between C+ ,-and Ada 9X

To take advantage of this "window", additional partnerships (with industry, academia
and other government agencies) ,are needed along with ad,,itional investments to take
advantage of the positive market forces. Partnerships that exist with Department of
Energy (DOE), Department of Transportation (DOT)/FAA, and NASA as well as
academia need to be strengthened as the outreach program is solidified.

A business environment conducive to continued commercial investment ýn AdA needs
to be created. DoD shculd incentivize using Ada through the award, fee, and
overhead structures of contracts.

An aggressive marketing, promotion, and public relations campaign needs to be waged
to improve Ada's image, communicate facts, and advance the techiical and business
cases needed to broaden Ada's use in the commercial sector.

* The existing support base for Ada needs to be strengthened as a first order of business.
Perceived risks need to be mitigated and the Ada 9X transition needs to be accelerated
to solidify th& existing DoD and commercial sector support base.

A variety of contractual (evaluation points, preferences in hinng, etc.) and finamcial
incentives (tax credits, changes in accounting practices, making training and tool costs
allowable, etc.) should be put into place, stimulating private firms to continue
investing in Ada.

Defemne Infonnation Systems Agency 4 November 8, 1993



Ada Dual-Use Workshop Summmary

Career incentives are neoled to stimulate DoD program managers and acquisition
executives to emphasize Ada in t6eir procurements, research, and in-house projects.

Educational training and fimded research initiatives are needed to motivate universities
and colleges to both teach Ad, anid use it in their research.

Strategic partnerships which jointly fund and develop needed capabilities (educational,
industial, governmental, etc.) should be strongly encotlraged,

DoD should encourage industry, academia, professional societies and other non-DoD
groups to actively participate in its initiatives.

DoD should give priority to investments in bindings and COTS tools wfich hicrease
the attractiveness of Ada within the commercial sector.

The Ada joint Program Office (AJPO) his been doing many of the right things.
However, is the technology transfer agent, it needs additional finding and support to
rmke Ada commercialization a reality.

* While die policy requiring the use of Ada remains strong, it has not been consistently
interpretedL applied or entfbrced by DoD components, FFRDCs, and research
institutions. Policy deployment continues to be an issue as DoD dcwmsizes and
middle managers strive to cut costs.

* DoD needs to empower arid provide DISA the means to execute this revitalization
inutative.

0 DISA, as DoD's executive agent for Ada, should give a high priority to moving Ada
9X from the laboratory (current state) into practice (desired state).

a DISA needs to reprioritize current Ada actions and reorient them towards increased
commercial use. Their actions should be primrily focused on marketing, not
teziAmology development.

0 1oD should not forget that Ada was designed and targeted for defense systems. it
should resist attempts to eiminate required fi-mctionality in an attempt to gain market
acce tancc.

These conclusion-, represent a consensus of what was heard in all of the panel deliberations.
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5.0 ADA DUAI-USE WORKSHOP REOZITMMNDATIONS

Figure 2 represents the actions DoD executives can take to remove the barriers to Ada
adoption, address perceptions, and focus on accomplishing its commercialization goal. Each
action in this fishbone diagram respond to a corresponding challenge shown in Figure 1. The
specific actions are briefly explained below.

To inpmwve Ada's irwge, the following actions are needed:

Build a business case and use it along with success stories to communicate Ada's
excellence. Work with the Ada Software Alliance (ASA) to develop a real Ada Trade
Association (Ada vendors, proponents, etc.). Provide ASA and SIGAda with the "hard
data" they need to make their effbrts successful. Communicate the resulting products
to DoD program managers and industry executives via an aggressive public relations
campaign and a Service school initiative (academies, DSMC, National Defense
University, etc.). Cooperate with the National Software Repository effort mounted by
the Air Force (Mosemann initiative) and provide them the data they need for their
effort.

Pumposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Office (in cooperation with Service
Schools, SIGAda, Ada Software Alliance and National Software Repository effort)

Develop a marketing plan that defines the best approach for promoting Ada's use, and
then aggressively follow it. Work with the newly fbrmed Ada Trade Association,
ASA and SIGAda to change the image and broaden the appeal for Ada within both the
civil and commercial sectors via an aggressive advertizing and promotion campaign.
Work to solidify the market base for Ada within the DoD, DoT/FAA, DoE, NASA,
NATO and other supporters. Work to create the market push needed to convince
software firms like Borland and MicroSoft that there is a market for Ada products and
services that is broader than just the DoD.

Proposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Office (in cooperation with the SIGAda,
Ada Trade Association and Ada Software Alliance)

Defenve Infoiualion Systems Agency 6 November 8, 1993
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Enter into cooperative agreements witt academic, industry, and government agencies
to stimulate use of Ada in the comnmnercial arena using dual-use funds. Work with
NSF to develop a teaching environment for Ada- Provide grants to colleges and
universities which do research in and teach Ada. Utilize HBCUts as a proving
grounds for Ada curriculum and courseware developments by the SEI and professional
societies/groups. Enter into strategic partnerships with vendors to develop needed
bindings, tools and COTS products. 'Work with ARPA and NIST to sponsor an Ada
dual-use initiative which rewards finns that demonstrate use of Ada within commercial
industry. Institute a "good idea" program to stimulate innovation and get snr 11
businesses behind the initiative. Work with DoE, DoT/FAA and NASA and get their
buy into the initiative through joint sponsorship of SBIR and other programs. Utilize
industry standards groups (0MG, ISO, etc.) to spread the word and get the vendors
behind the initiative. Convince EIA, NSIA and other industry groups that expanded
use of Ada by the commercial sector is a good idea-

hmposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Office (in cooperation with academia,
industry, industry groups, standards organizations and other government agencies)

* Develop an outreach program which communicates to the press accurate information
about Ada's positive impact in both the DoD and commercial world. Provide a visible
presence at major non-DoD software shows and exhibitions (Comdex, ObjectWorld,
OOPSLA, etc.). Cooperate with SIGAda to reach out to other interest groups
(Medical SIG, Numerics SIG, etc.). Advertize in major publications. Hold quarterly
briefings to industry. Prepare press releases which publicize Ada successes. Write
articles that extol the virtues of Ada within the commercial sector. Hire a leader in
the field to act the spokesperson for the industry. Influence the influence makers and
get them to speak positively about Ada within public forums and other media events.

Prposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Office ( in cooperation with SIGAda)

Encourage the exchange of information by broadening the role of the Ada Information
Clearinghouse (AdaIC). Currently, they provide information to firms and
organizations within the defense sector. Work with them to go outside the box.
Establish on-line bulletin boards that more broadly enable exchange of information and
ideas. Increase the frequency of newsletter publication and publish monograms and
white papers. Encourage industry groups, professional societies and trade associations
to distribute Ada information in their mailings and publications.

Prposed action officer - Ada joint Program Office
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To stimulate the incentives which will nuke Ada coumiercialization a teality the following
actions am needed:

Reward all stakeholders in the Ada initiative by making it in their best interests to use
Ada. Work with the Comptroller and legal staffs to provide financial reasons why
DoD suppliers (universities, vendors, contractors, etc.) should use Ada. Incorporate
Ada competence into the SEI CM[ Penmit Ada training and tools as allowable costs
in contracts. Work with personnel to make sure that Ada competence is rewarded via
improved funding, educational opportunities, and chances for promotion. Implement a
Malcolm Baldridge-like award for Ada excellence. Emphasize Ada issues in IR&D,
pre-award and post-award reviews.

Proposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Office (with support from Software
Executives, Comptroller, Legal and Software Engineering Institute when needed to
address commercialization efforts)

Improve the infrastructure available for DoD program managers by providing the tools,
bindings, COTS products, guidance, educational and training opportunities, and
support needed to make it easy to adopt Ada on DoD and (potentially) commercial
projects. Emphasize Ada education in the Service schools (DSMC, etc.), HBCU's, the
SEI and university programs sponsored by the DoD. Make sure that other DoD
initiatives (MIL-STD-SDD, ICASE, etc.) support the Ada initiative. Open the DoD
reuse libraries and use them as a distribution mechanism for quality Ada reusable
components and information.

Proposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Office (in cooperation with DoD Program
Managers for ICASE, MIL-STD-SDD and Software Reuse Initiative)
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Accelerate needed Ada 9X support by entering into strategic partnerships with tool
vendors and training providers. Demonstrate the ability of Ada 9X in relationship to
DoD user needs and the "Vindow of opporlmnity" presented by object-oriented
technology via demonstrations, ATIPs, SBIRs and fimding support for pilot projects.
Insist on texasurement of success in everything you do. Enter into partnerships
outside of the DoD arena that permit the advantages of Ada (both technical and
business) to be demonstrated convincingly to doubters and critics. Focus on
technology transfer because that's where the action really is. Move Ada 9X into
practice according to a well thought out and coordinated transition plan.

Prposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Office (in cooperation with Ada9X
Program Manager)

Innovate to increase the commercial use of Ada. Open the reuse repositories to
provide Ada users with access to quality tools, bindings, and COTS products. Reduce
the costs of compilers and tools to startup firms and universities using subsidies,
grants, and free software. Permit subsets and supersets of the language for teaching
and research purposes. Cooperate with ARPA and NIST to use dual-use funds to
stimulate comrmnercialization. Cooperate with industry and academnia, and jointly firnd
technology transfei mechanisms. Emphasize Ada in our research programs by
encouraging Principal Investigators to look at software issues as part of their grants.

Pmposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Officer (with support of Secretary of
Defense, ASD(C31) and DoD Software Executives when needed to address
InterAgency issues)

To enforce the num W the following actons are needed:

Continue to cormnit to the Ada mandate in public forums and events. Issue the
revised version of the language policy (DoDD3405. 1) as soon as possible and add
teeth to it through the acquisition review cycle. Eliminate any inconsistency and
variation within DoD components by providing interpretation guidance.

Proposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Office (with support from ASD(C31) and
WoD Software Executives when needed to address procurement law issues)
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Enforce the Ada mandate by supporting only Ada projects. Provide detailed guidance
on waiver policies and enforce it by having staff review all pending solicitations and
contract renewal packages for compliance. Have Software Executives work within
their organizations to deploy policy within 30 days. Have Inspector General conduct
audits to spot check compliance. Withdraw funding support for those programs which
fail to comply with policy and direction.

Proposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Office ( in cooperation with DoD
acquisition staffs, Comptrolle, Inspector General and Software Executives)

Motivate ARPA, FFRDCs (e.g. SEI and others), Service labs, and Service schools to
use Ada in their research and technology demonstration projects Have the SEI
incorporate Ada into the CMM Require all FFRDC's (Aerospace, IDA, MITRE, SEI,
etc.) to advocate and use Ada internally as well as externally in their research and
advanced development programs. Pemnit Ada subsets and supersets to encourage
development of inexpensive tools for teaching of Ada within Service schools. Permit
use of invalidated Ada 9X compilers prior to issuance of the standard to encourage
learning and use of the language.

Prposed action officer- Ada Joint Program Office (with suppori from ASD(C31) and
DoD Software Exezutives when needed to address InterAgency and FFRDC
contractual issues)

Require contractual requirements for the C and C++ programming language to be
justified prior to any allocation of funding. Review all solicitations and contract
renewal packages to determine where C and C++ have been required instead of Ada.
Have Software Executives work within their organizations to review justifications for
use of the C and C -+ programning language within 30 days. Forward justifications
to the ASD (C31) for staff review within 60 days.

Pmposed acion officer - Ada Joint Program Office (,Nith support from ASD(C31),
DoD Software Executives and their acquisition staff, when needed to address
compliance issues)
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Working with ARPA and NIST, develop a dual-use investment strategy. Task the Ada
Joint Program Office (AJPO) to prepare a plan of attack within the next 45 days.
Execute the approved plan, monitor results, and manage the initiative proactively
(currently viewed as reactive). Empower DISA to manage the initiative by
transferring funding, staff and all applicable program elements from DDR&E as soon
as possible Manage the Ada initiative as a program of major importance.

Prposed action officer - Ada Joint Program Office (with support from ASD(C31) and
DoD Software Executives when needed to address tnterAgency issues)

0
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To implement these initiatives, and achieve successful Ada comrm nercialization, a six step
process is recommnended. The process is illustrated in Figure 3 and explained as follows:

I. Plan - Develop a preliminary plan of attack by November 24, 1993.

2. Solidify - Solidify the existing base by reconfirming the mandate, aggressively
pursuing Ada 9X, and implementing an effective Ada marketing'outreach program
within the DoD.

3. Extend - Extend the existing base by entering into cooperative agreements with
academia, industry, and other government agencies to develop needed Ada 9X tools,
bindings and COTS products, and to provide guidance and support under the auspices
of the dual-use program Extend the role of the AdaIC, if warranted.

4. Apply - Apply products as they evolve using pilots to demonstrate technologies. Use
successes to breed successes as part of an aggressive marketing/promotion campaign.

5. Anilfy - Amplify efforts by marshalling commercial forces to synergkstically
generate results. Build momentum, channel effort, and act as a catalyst.

6. Reiterate - Proactively manage the initiative, reiterating when necessary, and pushing
forward when warranted. Get things moving and keep them under control.

1. Plan
2. Solidify
3. Extend
4. Apply
5. Amplify
6. Reiterate

Figure 3. Conxm~nialization Process
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Based upon the workshop, we have identified ten near-term targets of oppoitunity as shown
in Table 1. It is recommend that the dual-use committee provide us with direction to
proceed with taking advantage of these within the near-term

An initial assessment of potential investment is presented in I'able 2. Althougn more details
are needed, we believe funding at approximately $20 million pr year for five years is
required to make Ada commercialization a reality. The DoD dual-use program within ARPA
is the primary source for these funds.

Of course, any initiative of the magnitude presented needs to be managed as a major progranm
within the DoD. Therefore, we recomnmnend that the Ada program be elevated and given its
program element within the DoD budget. Reporting and managetnent cognizance for the
program should be given to DISA

TARGET OPPORTUNITY

1. ARPA dual-use programs Emphasize Ada commercialization in dual-use programs

2. NIST and NSF Make Ada commercialization central to weir core
technology and dual-tuse programs via coeperative
agreements and joint funding

3. Service Schools Teach Ada in undergraduate curriculum

4. DSMC and NDU Educate PMs/PEOs in Ada butsiness case

5. HBCU Use as a proving ground for cwi iculum and courseware

6. SEI Incorporate Ada in CMM, curriculan and produc.ts

7. FFRDCs and Labs Perform research in Ada at a level at least equivalent to
C or C++ and work tool/environment issues for Ada 9X

8. Ada 9X Program Office Accelerate near-term support for programs using Ada 9X

9. DISA/JIEO Demonstrate the technology on migration systems

10. SBIR Reemphasize Ada in next year's solicitation

TABLE I - TARGEIS OF (WPORINITY
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NVES"TMENT OPPORTUNITY AMOUNT

1. Improve Marketing • Business case development $ 1,000,000
* Marketing Plan
* Outreach program/promotion campaign
* Image improvement campaign

2. Provide incentives • Expanded AdalC role $15,900,000
and support * Strategic tool partnerships

* "Good idea" program
0 Open reuse repositories
* SEI CMM modification project
* Pilot projects uzing Ada 9X
a Vendor subsidies for

Ada 9X products
- Subsidies for DoD research

in Ada
• Expanded ATIP program
* Production Ada teaching

I ~envirornment
• University grant program

3. Enforce Mandate * Policy interpretation and $ 100,000
deployment

4. Provide leadership • Public relationship program $3,000,000
"and management • Program management

TABI E 2 - INVESTMENTS (FY94)

0
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t6.0 PANEL SUMMARIES

The panel sessions provided participants with the opportunity to present their particular
viewpoints and recommendations for increasing Ada utilization and commercialization.
Participants focused their efforts on aikswering questions designated for each panel with-in the
four disciplines: academia, government, industry, and vendors. Participant briefings
provided the basis for the panelists' findings, conclusions and recomnmnendations. The
subsections that follow provide a brief summary of the results for each panel. Appendices C,
D, E and F of tiis report provide detailed panel findings, conclusions, and recommendations
for each of the questions the participants addressed.

6.1 ACADEMIA PANEL SUMMARY

The Academia Panel Session provided participants with the opportunity to present their
particular viewpoints and recommendations for initiatives to increase the use and teaching of
Ada- Briefings were presented by members of the academic community, military academies,
other educational institutions, and trainring vendors. Participants focused their efforts on
answering four questions which provided the basis for the panelists' findings, conclusions and

* recommendations (Refer to Appendix C, Ada Dual-Use Workshop - Acad',nia Panel
Proceedings for the supporting data which includes a summarization of the panel findings,
conclusions, and recommendations for each question). The questions consisted of the
following:

1. MIat actions can we take to make Ada one of the pfinmy teaching larguaes
wifin nujor colleges and wivensities?

2. What initiatives cwn we mount to increase Ada's appeal, adoption, and

popularity within the acadenmc conumnity?

3. What investments can we make to increase the comnmetcial use of Ada?

4. What steps can we take to inhcrease the pool of enuy level persormel with Ada
skills, knowledge, and experience?

0
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The key topics kýrived from the two day ..cadeinia panel session are surmmarized as follows:

a. Leveraging academic accomplishments with Ada 83 as a fbundation for
subsequent improvements

b. The relationship between Ada and related software engineering activities
c. Availability of low cost environments, bindings and tools
d. The role of educational trairding and research in stimulating Ada dual use
e. Consistency of the DoD commitment to Ada

The academic panel concluded that this two day workshop produced a useful discussion of
key issues and possible approaches for institutionalizing Ada 9X within academia and thereby
contributing to the cormnercialization of 9Y, However- continuing dialogue and cooperation
will be required if academia is to be involved .s a frill-fledged partner with government.
industry and vendors in achieving the goals identified for this workshop.

Government industry, vendors and academia have made notable progress toward goals
complementary to those of this workshop. "h, infrastructure and accomplishments of this
past work should be leveraged as a foundation for subsequent improvements.

* There is alroady a good baseline of Ada-literate teachers, computer science texts, free or
inexpensive compilers, Ada-related academic organizations, and non-defense successes.

The Academic panel has concluded tlat we need MORE of what has made Ada succeed,
NOT whole new efforts!

The academic panel recommends the following actions be immediately undertaken:

a Restore/initiate consistency in DoD's treatment of Ada and Software
Engineering.

b. Expand an existing forum, ASEET (Ada Software Engineering Education and
Training), to serve the needs for timely information and technology exchange
among all educators that are stakeholders in Ada 9X

c. Low cost/free environments, tools and other resources supporting instruction
and research in and wid. Ada 9X should be made available to educators and
students as soon as possible.
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d. icrease Ada instruction and research support. NSF-style faculty development
)rkshops should be. iade available to tfcilitate the expansion and integration

i" Software Engineering and Ada 9X instruction and research in academia. In
addition, DoD should sponsor an initiative to effect curriculum improvement
that covers and integrates issues across the software engineering life cycle.

6.2 GOVERNMENT PANEL SUMMARY

The Government Panel Session consisted of briefings presented by members of the software
engineering community as a whole, not just the Ada comunmity. Participants consisted of
users, project managers, and senior executives within the DoD, as well as other non-DoD
agencies throughout the federal government sector. Software support contractors were also
represented, Refer to Appendix D, Ada Dual-Use Workshop - Government Panel
Proceedings for the supporting data which includes a summarization of the panel findings,
conclusions, and recommendations for each question. Three questions were carefully
considered by all the participants:

1. What action can we take tmin Ada the pdnury tool for developing software

systems witin your goveniment organization?

2. VW investnents can we make to increase tie comnermial use of Ada?

3. -Miat can we do to increase Ada's -,pield, adoption, and popdality within your
software conumnlity?

The key topics derived from the two day government panel session are summarized as
follows:

a Marketing
b. Training and Education
c. The DoD Mandate
d. Bindings
e. Tools
f Incentives
g. Reuse Libraries
11. Validation
i. Research
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Based on the briefings that were presented by the participants, the government panel
sunmmariz•d their recommendations as follows:

a Matwring - The DoD should provide information that substantiates the benefits of using
Ada during a given project's Life Cycle Managcment (LCM) process. This includes providing
examples that are considered major Ada success stories. In essence, tie DoD should advertise
"succ stories" within publications whose readership includes the audience that we are
trying to rearh - particularly, the business world executive (examples of such publications
include Business Week, Forbes, Datamation, etc.).

li Tmhing and Education - The DoD should develop videos in conjunction with other
federal agencies that identify existing programs, provide statistics, teach the lessons that have
been learned, and describe a listing of available sources of information for instructional help
on Ada The Ada community as a whole needs to educate the universities and colleges about
Ada, and support and proliferate its use. The DoD needs to sponsor efforts at the elementary,
secondary and community college education levels to ensure continued and successflad
utilization of the language.

O c. DoD Mandate - The DoD needs to clarify and promulgate the Ada mandate for the
defense industry. DoD also needs to better inforce the Ada policy. This will support the
Dual-Use initiative and will refute the claim that "the mandate is not directed at me". The
DoD needs to lead by example.

d Bindings - The Ada community needs to foster an effort that focuses on Ada bindings
through identifying required bindings, working with industry and NIST to develop and publish
standard binding specifications, narrowing the choices among competitors, stimulating
comparison efforts, publishing specifications, supporting prototype implementation through the
subsidy of binding efforts, interfacing with numerous languages at every level, and finally,
standardizing the appropriate specifications.

e. Tools - Ada tools need to be supported. Ada needs to have a rich set of tools that support
new language versions such as Ada 9Y, just like "C" does. AdaSAGE needs to keep current
with Ada 9X In addition, DoD needs to publicize the availablity of Ada tools through the
I-CASE program.

f. incentives - The DoD and other federal agencies need to recognize Program Managers of
Ada intensive projects with a special conferenct/gathering that rewards their involvement and
eflbrts. The reward could be provided through the OASIXC3I). Spot awards could possibly
be made throughout the DoD and federal government.
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g. Reuse Libraries - The community as a whole needs to provide reusable Ada libraries for
all environments, domains, and platfonrs.

tL Validation - The DoD needs to allow superset/subsets of Ada. This would help Ada reach
colleges and universities. Also, the DoD should look at allowing non-validated Ada 9X
compilers for non-critical systems until validated ones reach the market. This would speed
the process of Ada 9X reaching the Ada community.

i. Research - The DoD needs to subsidize more research in Ada and especially Ada 9X The
funding for research could be provided through ARPA dual-use funds

6.3 INDUSTRY PANEL SUMMARY

The Industry Panel Session consisted of briefings presented by members of the software
engineering community as a whole, not just the Ada community. Participants consisted of
users, project managers, and senior executives throughout the industry sector, including both
government contractors and commercial markets. Refer to Appendix E, Ada Dual-Use
Workshop - Industry Panel Proceedings for the supporting data which includes a

* summarization of the panel findings, conclusions, and recommendations for each question.
Participants briefed panel members on the following questions:

1. WMat actions can we take to get Ada accepted as the prefened laguage for
development of software within your organization?

2. What investnents can we nake to increase the conurcial use of Ada?

3. What can we do to increase Ada's appeal, adoption, and popularity within your
software conmunity?

The key topics derived from the two day industry panel session are summarized as foilows:

a- Enforcement of DoD Mandate
b. Business case for Ada
c. Bindings and 'Tools
d. Marketing
e. E~ducation and Training
f. Reuse Libraries
g. Incentives
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Based on the briefings that were presented by the participants, the ndustry panel summarlized
their recommendations as follows:

a. DoD Mandate - The DoD should strengthen the Ada mandate by enforcing the waiver
process and adhering to public law. Reinforce the DoD's language policy to include high
integrity, research and development and infonnatiorn systems where life cycle cost issues are
paramount. Provide incentives for those firms that have proven Ada capabilities on legacy
systems, or provide awards for DoD Program Managers and firms who demonstrate Ada
competence during contract performance.

Sb. Business Case - In order to place a business focus on Ada plans and strategies, the DoD
should cooperate with existing efforts (SIGAda, Ada Software Alliance, etc.) to substantiate
Ada's excellence. A solid business case and briefing should be developed for Ada with global
statistics that represent quantitative data on comparative performance (cost, schedule, quality,
etc.) of quality issues throughout the life cycle. In addition, the DoD should capture success
stories, leverage lessons learned, and focus discussions on why Ada was selected and what
benefits resulted.

*- c. Bindings and Tools - There is a need for more bindings and COTS tools. The DoD
should establish partnerships with Ada vendors to jointly develop high demand items on a
cost-sharing basis (Government could take limited rights; contractor could get marketing
rights). Additionally, the DoD should use reuse libraries as a distribution mechanism for high
demand items on a fee-for-service basis. Finally, the DoD's strategy should look toward
coexistence, not toward exclusive use of Ada. A coexistence approach with other languages
(C and C++ based products), in their technically appropriate area of application, should be
evaluated.

d Madreting - The DoD should define a marketing strategy for the commercialization of
Ada. This should include defining the market and market needs for Ada within the DoD.
The DoD's marketing strategy should include a plan for improving the outreach of Ada- This
could be accomplished by establishing a marketing objective for the AJPO iat includes
interacting with professional societies, FFRDCs, trade associations, other government
agencies, universities, and industry. The DoD should also reconstitute the Ada Board to act
as a sounding board for new ideas. The focus of the board should be to develop a plan to
move from a technology-driven strategy to one that is market-driven. In addition, to solidify
the existing Ada base, the DoD should view migration systems within DISA as a potential
opportunity to spotlight Ada_
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e. Education and Tmining - The DoD should stimulate educational use of Ada by permitting
language subsets and supersets and by providing grants and other formns of assistance to high
schools, universities, and colleges for Ada-based software engineering training. Preference in
hiring should be given to Ada trained softwaxe entry level engineers arid programmers within
the DoD. A teaching environment and low-cost compilers for Ada-based software
engineering training should also be supported by the DoD. In addition, the DoD should place
a greater emphasis on training government personnel. 1Ihis could be accomplished by
providing videos and Multi-Media based educational software for self-paced management and
programmer education.

f. Reuse Libraies - The community as a whole needs to provide reusable Ada libraries for
all environments, domains, and plafforms.

g. Incentives - The DoD should provide incentives that will motivate investors to renew their
Ada initiatives, and should stimulate industry to develop and recognize core competency in
Ada. The DoD should establish joint investments and strategic partnerships with other
government agncies, universities ad colleges, professional societies and trade associations,
and dual-use prograrm (NIST, ARPA, NSF, etc.). lncentivze contracts for Ada use.

O 6.4 VENDOR PANEL SUMMARY

The Vendor Panel Session gave participants the opportunity to present their particular
viewpoints and reconmmendations for increasing Ada utilization and commercialization.
Briefings were presented by members of the software e•,gineering community as a whole., not
just the Ada community. Participants consisted of users. project managers, and senior
executives throughout the vendor sector including both government contractors and
ccmmercial markets. kefer to Appendix F, Ada Dual-Use Workshop -. Vendor PaneJ
Proceedings 1br the supporting data which includes a summnarization of the panel findings,
conclusions, mid recommendations for each question. The following three questions were
posed to all participants:

1. What can we do to increase the nmudt for Ada goods and services within the
non-defense sectors?

2. What imestnients should we make ani initiatives should we lake to increase the
conjuerial use of Ada?

3. What cam we do to increase Ada's appeal, adoption, aid popudarity?
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The key topics derived from the two day vendor panel session are summnarized as follows:

a DoD commitment to use Ada
b. Awareness of Ada in the corrnnercial sector
c. Providing a business envirorunent that is conducive to vendor investment
d. Role of Ada 9X in prornoting dual use

The vendor panel determined that the DoD and Ada vendors can be effective partners in
increasing the market for Ada good,, and services in dual-use applications. This can be
accomplished by focusing on specific market segments and capitalizing on their respective
strengths.

The panel concluded that a particular target of opportunity is the reengineering of Information
Systems into architecturally designed Ada components which can be ported easily to nm in
diverse environments rang•ng frorm nmainframes to open client/server configurations and
personal computers. Ada's technical benefit3, especially portability and facilitation of reliable
component level reuse, are especially valuable in these applications.

* The four highest priorities for DoD action are:

* To demonstrate a consistent commnitment to use Adt for DoD upplicafiosm.
T To partner with industry in promoting an awareness of Ada's benefits.

* To create a business environment which is conducive to private investment.
• To accelerate the availability of high quality Ada 9X products.

The DoD should be aggressive in implementing these high priority actions. A detailed
analysis of each action area, including the findings which motivate the recommendation,
conclusions, and specific implementation steps is provided in Appendix F.

Vendors must also do their part. They must provide high quality products and services to
meet DoD requiremrents, and they must be aggressive in promoting their products and services
within non-Defense sectors.
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7.0 ADA DU,*ALJ.SE VVOR•hOP SUMMARY

The Ada Dual-Use Workshop provided an opportunity for academia. government, indus-y,
and vendors to influence the future of Ada comnmercialization. Thie results of the Workshop
are sumnanarized in this report, along with the detailed findings, conclusions and
recommendations of the four panels. In addition, an initial high-level action plan has been
developed. These materials will be presented to the Ada Dual-Use Workshop Committee
headed by the Honorable Emmett Paige, Jr., Assistant Secretary of Defense for Comnmand,
Control, Communii2atiors and Intelligence (ASD/C31) and Chaired by LTG Alonzo Short,
Director, Defense ihformation Systems Agency, on November 3, 1993. A tentative agenda
for that meeting is as follows:

Introduction and Welcome Mr. Russomano 10 minutes
Academia Dr. McKay 20 minutes
Govenriment Dr. Fischer 20 minutes
Industry Lr. Straeter 20 minutes
Vendors Mr. Carlson 20 minutes
SL. nmary Mr. Russomano 30 minutes
Break 15 mnutes
Dual-Use Committee 45 ninutes
Discussion

Dual-Use Committee I hour
Recommendation

The Ada community views the Workshop as a success. The corrar.tuty's testimony is
reflected in the findings, conclusions and recommendations contained within this report. In
addition to being pleased with Mr. Paige's stroag showing of support, the community hopes
that positive action aimed at commercialization will result as a direct consequence of tb"•se
hearings.
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop - Mr. Paige's Keynote Address

The Honorable Emmett Paige Jr.'s speech was taken literally from transcripts provided by
court reporters.

General Short, I want to thank you for your remarks. I think back when we started with the
Information Systems Command and reach back to fred a tall army colonel that was supposed
to be my deputy at Adelphi and promoted him to brigadier general, then moved him to my
command, my new command. Then I sent him up to Monmouth and then to ISAC. And he
was supposed to do all that was needed to be done with Ada, he and General Salisbury. And
I don't imagine Salisbury is coming today. But what I should do is put you and Salisbury up
here and get me a belt, a leather one, and whip on. you all a little bit, because if you all had
worked harder at it, and if you all had really believed in it then, we wouldn't be here today.

So I don't want you leaving here when you retire from the army and go out and start talking
and saying bad things about Ada- So if you have anything bad to say, you better put them on
the table now, because when you leave the service, we can always call you back if you don't
act right.

Now, first off, before I even get to my prepared remarks, I want to tell you that I'm not a
supporter of Ada for the sake of Ada If I didn't believe in it, if I didn't think it was

* necessary, I wouldn't be here, and never would have been a supporter of it from 1979, when I
moved across the highway at Fort Monmouth to find out what it was all about.

And I can assure you that the whole reason for Ada, in the first place, still exists. The need
today is probably greater than it ever was, greater than it was then. And a lot of people out
there tUat didn't even believe in automated systems back in those days are now believers in
automated systems. So i say the need for Ada is even greater than it was in the beginning.
And that's my vision and my view of the world.

Since its introduction, DoD and the software engineering conmnunity, I believe, have
benefitted greatly from Ada. With the features that Ada 9X promises to bring to the table,
things will get even better. While we took some early heat because of lack of quality and
validated compilei,, in the early days, the results to date show quantitatively that Ada makes
sense, both technically and from a business point of view.

Needless to say, the policy official in DoD that's responsible for C-41A is firmly commnitted to
the Ada strategy. Any speculation that DoD is wavering on the commitment to Ada is
wrong. Based upon the results that we've seen today, we have no compelling reason to
rethink our Ada strategy. This strategy uses Ada as a kingpin to bring a software engineering
discipline into DoD. And I'm sure that most of you, if not all of you people that are here
today, recognize the need to make software engineering really a discipline. In my humnble
view, we have held Ada too tightly in the past. And as someone said, it's just not getting

S enough air. And we've got to loosen our grip.
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Based on my experience within the Department of Defense, combined with my recent
experience in the private sector, there appears to be a common misconception that Ada has
not received the level of support that is necessary to ensure its acceptance within all of the
Department of Defense and the commercial sectors. I know for a fact that there are many
private firms that have embraced Ada. For ex~niple, I've read that Silicon Graphics is using
Ada in some of its virtual reality simulations. And I'm sure that they would not be using Ada
if they did not think it was the best language to use for the particular purpose. NASA and
FAA are using Ada in their major projects. And, certainly, we will not blame all of the
computer problems and other disasters that NASA has suffered in the past few years to their
use of the Ada language. Likewise, we cannot blame FAA's use of Ada for the program
delays that they've encountered. Many firms overseas, like Ferrani, Nippon, are using Ada
with positive results.

However, while I have not witnessed these examptes firsthand, I nonetheless feel that Ada has
not penetrated the commercial sector to the degree that we, within DoD, had hoped. The Ada
market is perceived as a niche market by many of the vendors that I talk with. And,
personally, I believe there is a lot of truth to this assessment. That's one of the reasons why
we are here this morning. And that's one of the issues that we need your help in addressing.
We've got to increase the appeal of Ada outside of the Department of Defense, and outside of
the federal government. We will, forever, have to carry the burden of the industrial Tower-

* of-Language-Babble on our shoulders if we don't do something to improve the utilization of
Ada throughout our sector. While we are not afraid to continue our investments, the best of
all possible worlds would be one in which the market itself caused others who would spend
their money to enhance their market share of a larger Ada market internationally. The pull
needs to accompany the push or else our chances of success in the future will be limited. I
would like to see U.S. companies leading the world in building jobs in this country,
producing applications using the Ada language.

In my view, we in the tederal government have tried to prime the pump with Ada, but so far
we've failed to find the answer to cause the commercial sector irn the United States to pick up
the Ada baton and ue. it for their own purposes. A few years ago, I used to say that the day
that we see IBM adopt Ada for their commercial systems will be the day that we can say that
Ada has arrived. Today, I will say that the day that we see Microsoft and Borland using Ada,
we can say that Ada has arrived.

There are other issues, as well. A lot of people still believe Ada is an overkill, that it's slow,
that it's non-responsive. But I believe that we've come a long way in the area of
performance. All of the benchmarks that I've heard about indicate that most Ada applications
run as fast and are more robust than their counterparts in other languages. With regard to
richness, this has never been a handicap to those properly trained in software engineering in
Ada As a matter of fact, those people that are trained in Ada love the capabilities that the
language provides to them
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The availability of quality compilers, tools and environments, including the linkages, has also
been raised as an issue in the past. And, again, I believe we've come a long way in this area
in the past ten years. Those of you who are old enough to remember the early compilers will
recall, as I did, the inefficient beast that consumed whole machines. Today, compilers can
run dffectively on work stations on your desktop. And when combined with ICASE,
hopefully, and I repeat, hopefilly, we will finally get the quality environment that we in the
community have all been looking for. I'm told that Rational will provide their new
environment, Tool Set, free of laarge to educational institutions across the country.
Certainly, that will enhance the training of people in the Ada language in many curriculums.
And that, too, will hopefully help institutionalize the language throughout the industry.

To paraphrase Mark Twain, "The rumors of Ada's demise have been greatly exaggerated."
As I said earlier, Ada i3 alive in the Department of Defense and within segments of our
commercial industry. But being there is not enough. We want it to thrive. We've got to take
Ada to a higher level. And we're trying to build strategies within DoD in the private sector
to do just this. However, as the questions that we sent to you indicate, we are not
presumptuous enough to assume that we have all the answers. We need your input. And we
need your recommendations. That's the primary reason why we're here today.

Our strategy focuses on strategic partnering, cooperative efforts, integration and bindings.
S And we are considering a more aggressive commercially-based approach. We are looking at

many carrots and maybe a few sticks, as Jerry said. And we need to make Ada easier to use
than not to use. We need to provide those, in a right-sizing environment, compelling reasons
for using Ada What we have in mind is marrying Ada with several of our other initiatives.
Just as an example, we are considering providing bindings to C and C++, so that Ada
programmers can access proven, reusable software components in other languages through
Ada interfaces; providing educators with a quality teaching environment for Ada, as I
mentioned a few moments ago, also will help. We also need to better market Ada and get rid
of those misconceptions that inhibit commercial use of this powerful technology.

The users of Ada in the government contracting commnunity and in the ,.ommercial sector is,
and will continue to be, our greatest, most effective nmrketing source. You must talk about
your successes as well as your failures. Talk about your problemns, any problems, any
successes that you have in using the Ada language. We simply have not done enough talking
about the utilization. We intend to help you do that better than we have in the past. And to
implement change, we need to ensure that our investment strategy spends money on the
things that will really make a difference.

For me, again, that's a primary output of this dual-use workshop. What I really want to do is
to take your recommendations and run with them I wLnt to make your job and our job

easier.
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Let me tell you what's going to happen as a result of your input. On November 8, my
executive-level committee will meet to review all of the findings and recommendations that
come out of this workshop. We will prioritize your suggestions and task the director of the
Ada joint program office to incorporate those in the plan for this year.

Your challenge is to provide me with the input I need to make a difference. I'm counting on
you. And you can count on me to keep the interest and the enforcement of the OSD theater
policy on the front burner.

I certainly intend to enforce it. And those people who tell you that they can get waivers,
remind them about Stan Fins, if you will. The then-assistant secretary of the army for
financial management and Clyde Jeffcoat, both two tough guys, were determined that they
were not going to use Ada And although the assistant secretary of the army was, I guess,
supposed to be my boss, he didn't take me on. So I'm going to take on anybody that comes
in and asks for a waiver. And if General Short gets one, and he doesn't send it up to me,
well, then, he'll retire carly.

As I frequently say, I did not come back to OSD to play any games. I absolutely did not. I
came here to try as hard as I can to be a strong stalwart in getting on with the job that must
be done in the C4I business across corporate DoD. Business, as usual, will not get the job

* done. Working together, we can make things happen.

That's enough of a pep talk. I would now like to share my broader vision with you. I see a
time, during my tenure, when DoD software engineers use Ada not just by mandate but by
preference.

They have the tools at their fingertips and the processes in place to make a difference when
they have open access to qu ality, reusable software components from our reused repositories
and reap the benefits from their controlled use.

I see commercial softwa.re 1,o)uses investing in owning Ada because the market is there and to
do otherwise would be a cempetidve disadvantage.

I see a stead, stream of Ada-trained software engineers flowing out of our colleges and our
universities.

I see the DoD being viewed as leaders, not fbllowers, in software engineering and technology
exploitation.

I see software costs continuing to go down and quality continuing to go up.

And, most important, I see and desire compelling managers to select Ada because of business
O as well as technical justification.
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That's my vision. And I thank you for your indulgence and getting up early enough this
morning to come in here to see what I was going to say to you. I know that you've donated
your time, and in many cases, your travel funds, to assist us this week in this effort. For that,
I want to say thank you. I'm especially grateful to you. I'm pleased with the turnout.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Appendix contains the findings, conclusions, and recommeindations for the four questions
that were posed to the academia panel. This data supports the sunnary of the academia
panel as described in the Ada Dual-Use Workshop Summmay.

2.0 ACADEMIA QUESTIONS AND FINDINGS

2.1 QUESTION #1: VIat actions can we take to nzlie Ada one of the ptinmiy teaching
languages Aithin major colleges and univesities?

FINDINGS

The following findings were a result of the participant briefings-

Ada is a foundation language taught in the first or second course for computing
instruction at approximately 100 instittions of higher education. Ada is taught
somewhere in the curriculum of several hundred other institutions. However, this is a
small "market share" of academia.

* *In order to achieve greater market share as a teaching language for Computer Science
(currently the largest computing discipline), Ada would have to supplant the predominant
teaching language Pascal and Pascal's current academic challengers, C and C+--.
However, there is a real window of opportunity. Pascal is generally acknowledged as
being antiquated, but C and C derivatives are perceived by the Pascal communtity as
retreating to a pre-engineering past. Therefore, the Pascal community could be persuaded
to emtbrace Ada as a logical software engineering successor (and a buttress against popular
erosion of software engineering support).

"* Computer Science instructors prefer to teach programming languages that they are also
using in their research activities.

" Perceptions are a part of reality even when the perceptions are not true. Many educators
still believe that Ada compilers are not widely available and are too expensive for
educational institutions to adopt. This includes the belief that Ada compilers and tools
will not execute satisfactorily on existing, personal computing platforms.

" Perceptions are a part of reality even when the perceptions are, but need not be, true.
This includes the belief that demand is decreasing for Ada skills and knowledge and that
U.S. funding agencies (i.e., ARPA and NSF) are anti-Ada
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@ 0 Some existing Ada 83 organizations and projects tue doing some of the right things. We
should intensify and build upon this work For example, GNAT, BAA, etforts by .1SEET
and the AdaIC are all committed to the advancen-ent of the goals and objectives of Ada
9X

" Ada is being short Jhanged by the "Computer Science" focuis on such issues as
programning languages rather than on the more important issues of the software
entIeerng life cycle.

" if research funds were. le to do Ada-based research and curriculun development,
academic interest in the,,-: ieculr would increase.

" The DoD Ada community , I ;s not know how to effectively interact with the Ada
academic community.

" The academic community i : terested in the availability of Ada source code (including
tools and environments codA, in Ada) to bolster the position of Ada as a foundation
language for disciplines reputing. This means free of charge and freely modifiable
because source code is 3 le.

CONCLUSIONS

@ Ada, the programming language, is an important by-product and facilitator of software
engineering. Promoting Ada 9X as another programming language will not be productive.
Promoting Ada 9X in terms of its support for software engineering can contribute to
achieving these goals.

* Ada is a superior teaching language because it provides the right constructs - including
support for concurrency - for effective, disciplined development of reliable systems, and
because the strong standard and compiler validation makes Ada programs much more
portable than programs in any other available language.

* In spite of the above advantages, "major universities" are characterized by their research.
Until there is sustained and appropriate funding for Ada-related and Ada-based research
initiatives, faculty at these (and other) universities will do their research (and teaching) in
newer or what is perceived-to-be more fundable languages. Other colleges and
universities fiequently follow the lead of these "majors."

The GNU-N-YU Ada Translatoir (GNAT) will serve a uniquely effective purpose in
bringing Ada 9X to academic researchers. A very high proportion of academic
institutions already have GNU software installed. GNAT will be distributed as an
inherent part of the next version. This means that no major university will be without a
usable Ada 9X compiler. the availability of source code for this compiler will enable@ GNAT to become an important vehicle for academic research projects. This will improve
Ada's acceptance in research and cause a "trickle-down" effect to computing curricula.
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@ 2.2 QUESTION #2: What initiatives can we nmount to incivase Ada's appeal, dop6ion
and popldauity within the •ieadenic conrvnmity?

FINDINGS

The following findings were the result of participat hiiefings'

"The Ada .mmunity is isolated and the Ada programming language has not been properly
romoted. Ada needs to be marketed more broadly to increase Ada awareness within the

broader academic conmmunity.

"* The AdaIC does good work popularizing Ada, but is inadequately and inconsistently
funded.

" Computer science based research efforts are not adequate for a wide variety of efforts that
could make Ada more popular at academic institutions (e.g., distributed systems, high
integrity systems, MIS).

Ada's lack of bindings to popular packages such as x-windows, data bases and
spreadsheets impedes its broader use within academia.

O Curriculum development workshop, Ada training workshops and supporting software
would all stimulate greater Ada awareness and appeal in academic institutions. Travel and
per diem money is a necessity to assure good academic attendance at such events.

" Ada libraries with useful software for a variety of domains mad accessible to the academic
community are desirable by academia. However, many of the DoD reuse libraries are
inaccessible to educators and have arcane user interfices that reflect only source code
concerns.

"• Academic institutions could participate in designing and performing experiments showing
the benefits of Ada 9X

" Ada 9X could be positioned as a powerful tool for object-oriented programming and
component-based programming. These capabilities could be researched in colleges and
universities to increase academic community awareness.

CONCL1USIONS

Even without a coordinated, fill-fledged partnership of government, industry, vendors and
academia, the participants in evolving and applying Ada 83 have made notable progress
toward goals complimentary to those of this workshop. The infrastructure and
accornplishments of this past work should be leveraged as a foundation for subsequent
inmprovenents.
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@ 0 The goals, rationale and successes of Ada 83, both within mad outside of DoD, have not
been widely disseminated and marketed. Ada 83 is a rich and successfiul language amd
has little to apologize for. Ada 9X will be even richer and more successfill. Thie Ada-
advocates within academia have had scarce resources and incentives to help promote the
needed outreach.

" Ada should be the foundation language (i.e., the language taught to majors in as many
community colleges, colleges, and universities as possible). Ada should be, the first, but
not the only language taught in computing cunricula Text books and Gther supporting
instructional resources should be developed to use Ada as the language of choice in
advanced courses such as operating systems and data base management systems.

" A comprehensive, integrated, software engineering curriculum should be evolved. The
SEI, along with organizations such as ASEET, should play a leading role in this evolution.

2.3 QUESTION #3: NvhA investrnnts can we nmke to increase the conmmerial use

of Ada?

FINDINGS

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

"@ 0 Ada 9X compilers and related tools could be used to stimulate interest in Ada.

"* Lack of Ada bindings to popular windowing and database packages impedes the use of
Ada in commercial applications.

"o The academic community thought that advertising could be a key area in attracting
interest to new products and technologies such as Ada.

"* Ada needs more investment in CASE tools and products targeted for personal computers.

"* Ada is often perceived as applicable for only large scale projects in the defense industry
or for embedded systems in general. These misconceptions should be cleared up through
a public relatioms program.

CONCLUSIONS

Although it is easy and popular to recommend increased marketing and public relations
activities as the key to commercialization of Ada 9X, such activities are only a subset of
the broader and more important issues of successful technology transfer.
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is Berkley Unix and X-Windows (trademarks) aie only two examples of academic research
products that have had a major impact on communercia. software products. With planning,
leadership and funding, Ada products of academic research projects can be used to address
next-generation computing problems with similar results.

2.4 QUESTION #4: Mhat steps can we take to incwrase the pool of entry level personnel
with Ada skills, knowledge, and experience?

FINDINGS

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

• Many of the findings to question #1-3 are applicable to this question.

"* Student internship programs were cited many times as a way to develop "hands-on" Ada
skills during college.

" Ada instruction needs to be expanded beyond a single course to a set of courses
emphasizing software engineering that begin in high school and continue throughout
college.

* * The software engineering community draws practitioners from numerous disciplines.
Efforts to increase the number of Ada skilled personnel should not be linited to the
computer science field.

'lhere is a perception that DoD and ARPA over-emnphasizes the hifluence of major
research institutions in training Ada programmers and researchers. A successful dual-use
program has to build on the important and sizable grass-roots constituency in hundreds of
colleges and universities throughout the country. DoD needs to learn how to
communicate with and to mobilize that constituency. This is a successful and enthusiastic
base of educators to build upon.

CONCLUSI(SIONS

" Gover-nent procurements have failed to incentivize industry and vendors to emphasize
Ada education, trahiing, experience, achievement, and excellence. The result is that
academia is concerned with the lack of jobs available for graduates that want to work in
Ada-related projects.

" Satisfying the issues of questions #1-3 would help resolve the issues of questions 4 and
vice versa

0
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. 3.0 OVERALL RFx)OMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations were derived from the findings and conclusions listed above:

" bThis two day workshop produced a useful discussion of key issues and possible
approaches for institutionalizing Ada 9X within academia and thereby contributing to
the comnmnercialization of 9X However, continuing dialogue and cooperation will be
required if academia is to be involved as a full-fledged partner with government,
industry, and vendors in achieving the goals identified for this workshop.

"* The following recommendations require a very small amount of additional DoD
investment compared to the potential benefits and to the potential costs of failing to
make such an investment.

1. Low cost/free environments, tools and other resources supporting instruction and
research in and with Ada 9X should be made available to educators and students as
soon as possible.

Discussion: Such support should be consistent with the software engineering goals and
objectives of 9X and rewarding for the initial and the more experienced user. At the
entry level, the visual interfaces and other support for student learning must be at least
as good as that now provided in competing languages and environments such as C++
and Turbo Pascal (trademarks). In addition, the Ada 9X environments, tools, and
resources must clearly support the principles of software engineering.

2. Expand an existing forum, Ada Software Engineering Education and Training
(ASEET), to serve the needs for timely information and technology exchange among all
educators that are stakeholders in Ada 9X

Discussion: Membership should include, but not be limited to, educators from:
military academies, universities, colleges, technical institutes, community colleges, high
schools, commercial training firms and Software Engineering/Ada instructors within an
organization.

3. Libraries of reusable components usefi for instruction and research should be made
available at little-or-no cost to educators.

Discussion: Such components should span the software engineering life cycle and
include bindings, interfaces and implementation components.

4. DoD should sponsor an initiative to effect curriculumn improvement tamt covers and
integrates issues across the software engineering life cycle (Preferably, this should
involve a number of other organizations as cosponsors).
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[Discussion: The initiative should include the use of Ada 9X in a variety of donmins
including, but not limited to, mission critical elmibedded systems, C31 and MIS. Such
an initiative should build upon other efforts Such as the ARPA BAA and the AJM
TIP. However, this initiative should be focused upon software engineering as a whole
and upon relevance to education and training in particular. In addition to ASEET (see
Recommendation 2), the SEI should serve as a focal point for this work.

5. NSF-style faculty development workshops should be made available to tfcilitate the
expansion and integration of Software Engineering and Ada 9X instruction and research
in academia-

Discussion: This means travel, per diem, and a small stipend should be available for
educators who are interested in participating in such workshops.

6. An Ada-based, software engineering, research agenda for at least the next five years
should be established and publicized.

Discussion: Such an agenda should include the kind of large-scale, basic research
issues now addressed by ARPA initiatives. At the other end of the spectrum, the
agenda should also include opportunities for smaller-scale, applied research projects
that might be addressed by new faculty members in smaller institutions. This means,
for example, that a new faculty member interested in Software Engineering and Ada
9X could depend upon the availability of related research funding for a sufficient
period (i.e., at least five years) to establish an academic career.

7. Fund instruction., research, and service that helps place Software Engineering and Ada
9X in "front of the wave."

Discussion: Strengths of Ada 9X, such as reliability and maintainability, are not as
attractive to potential students as perceived applicability to such current hot topics as
virtual reality. However, virtual reality is only one of the current hot topics that could
benefit from Ada 9X sponsorship of Ada 9X based research in such subjects along
with sponsorship of student team competitions can raise the visibility and desirability of
including Ada 9X and Software Engineering in academia.

8. Restore/initiate consistency in DoD's treatment of Ada and Software Engineering.

Discussion: Say what you mean- Mean what you say. Budget and act accordingly.
The supporters of Ada and Software Engineering within academia have paid a very
high price for the vacillations ane inconsistent signals of DoD. A mandate that is
ignored without consequence, that is unsupported by any major, Ada-based research
initiatives in academia, and that is not generally perceived to relate to anything other
than the issues of DoD's programming language preferences undermines the best
interests of all stakeholders and strongly argues against the inclusion of Ada in
academia-
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O 9. An outreach program should be mounted in conjtuction with implementing the above
recommendations so that the necessary public relations, mLarketing mad other technology
transfer activities support the timely insertion of Software Engineering and Ada 9X into
education and training,

Discussion: The AdaIC should play an important role in this dissemination.

10. Coordinate a long term, cooperative program among government, industry,
vendors, and academia to advance the goals and objectives for Software Engineering
and Ada 9X

Discussion: Sponsorship of thesis students, faculty and student researchers, cooperative
research and instruction, internships and exchange programs are some examples of such
coordination.

4.0 BRIEFING SUMMATION

This section lists the major issues and observations provided by the participants in the
workshop. Each participant was allowed 15 minutes to address the four questions. The panel
members then evaluated each issue and observation, to produce the consensus
recommendations in the main body of the report. Not all of the issues and observations listed

O in this appendix were considered valid or significant by the panel, but all of the participants
added considerable value by raising ideas and stimulating discassioa.

4.1 SCOPE

Major research universities, teaching cofleges, and two-year institutions should all be
supported by any efforts to increase the use of Ada in academia The smaller universities and
the conmrunity colleges produce far more entry-level software engineers than the research
schools, and getting Ada into those institutions is at least as inmrtant as getting it into
institutions like MIT and CMU. The panel's observations and recommendations are
addressed to all types of two and four-year, post-high school educational institutions. The
commercial training industry is an important supplement, but this panel did not develop any
specific reconmmendations to aid it. One participant suggested that an effort to increase Ada
teaching in high school was needed, but this received only limited support.

4.2 THE FOCUS OF ADA EDUCATION

Software Engineering was described as the main focus of Ada education efforts by many
participants. It was pointed out that "Engineering" is a word that is "owned" by the
Engineering (not Computer Science) part of many Universities, and that in some states
Engineers of all types have to be certified and registered, so this temi is not readily usable at
all institutions. The consensus was that Software Engineering, as we have traditionally

* understood it, is the right focus, but that another term may be needed.
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O Another observation was that making new graduates coni/uorahle with Ada is at least as
iri•fportart as making them fluent in Ada. Whlen they reach industry, students will resist
languages they are not comfortable with. If they feel that Ada is a sensible, learnable, useful,
modem language, they will not resist it even if they are not used it themselves.
Ada should not be the only language taught. One participant stated that a "computer
scientist" who knew only one language would be unemployable.

Another common theme was that Ada should be taught as a means, not as an end. For
example, it is very effective to teach a course on artificial life, using Ada as
the implementation language. An exciting main topic motivates students and makes leanling Ada
easier.

It was also suggested that Ada Education efforts should focus on "component engineering".

4.3 ENSURING A MARKEF FOR ADA PEOPLE

If the majority of employment advertisements for software professionals named Ada as a
mandatory or preferred language, Ada would immediately become the foundation language in
most universities with no firther action by the DoD.

There was general agreement that there are already enough Ada-qualified people for the jobs that
require the use of Ada More people knowing Ada would tend to increase th- aumber of projects
that use Ada by choice, however. Though a significant number of large DoD programs are using
Ada, very few DoD facilities use Ada for the majority of the work done in house or by local
contractors. For example, one participant had recently surveyed DISA's internal requirements,
and determined that C and C++ skills were needed much more than Ada skills for current work.
Thus, Ada is not a strong requirement in the job market even in locations which are dominated
by a DoD laboratory.

One participant stated that advertisements may stress C or C++ more than the employers really
mean, tecause naming particular programming languages and systems is easier than identifying
software engineering skills in the commanunication from engineering through personnel departments
and into a few square inches of newsprint. Nonetheless, market demand is a critical factor.
There was a consensus that anything the DoD can do to increase its own, or private industry's,
use of Ada wili also expand Ada's use in academia.

4.4 RESOURCES

The use of Ada as a foundation language (the first language taught to scientists and engineers)
is dependent on resources. Currently, there are more and better resources to support other
languages, as discussed below.
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O4.5 CURRICUTLUM DEVELOPMENT

One of the most commnnon themes was that a fHll, multi-year, Ada-based C(omputer Science and/or
Software Engineering curriculum, with associated books, materials, and exercises, was needed.
Using Ada continuously, from entry level courses through Junior and Senior year courses and
projects was seen as very important.

There are two external impediments: The AP (advanced placement) test requires Pascal; and the
AACSB (American Association of Colleges and Schools of Business) includes COBOL as part
of its mandatory curriculum. Changing either requirement will take a concerted effort over many
years, and must be in the context of a growing Ada market share.
The DARPA BAA for curriculum development was considered extremely valuable. Several
participants suggested that it be better funded and better advertised. It was also recommrnended
that two current rules be relaxed: participants wanted the BAA to cover the updating of existing
course material to Ada to be covered instead of only new courses, and they wanted multi-year
projects to be allowed. There was a consensus that it takes several years to develop a good
curriculum and its supporting materials.

It was stated that running the BAA through DARPA lends prestige. It was also stated that
DARPA-run procurements are not accessible to smaller universities, and other schools; the
smaller institutions expect to get most of their money from the National Science Foundation. The. NSF is also farther removed from the military, which makes it a better funding agency for many
faculty members.

There are many textbooks on Ada for students. However, there is no textbook for the teachers.
We need a "how to teach Ada" manual to make it easier for new adopters.
There is also a shortage of textbooks that apply Ada- It would be very helpful if the language
used in texts on Al or operating systems, for example, used Ada for its code samples. Some
textbooks come with a floppy disk containing C source code, but none come with Ada.

4.6 PROOF T11-AT IT WORKS

One participant said "we must stop relying on anecdotes and opinions and provide real data on
the effectiveness of Ada in education". A large-scale, hypothesis/experiment scientific study was
recommended- The group recognized the value in this, but their implementation details were not
worked out. One participant recommended post-graduation interviews with students, to learn
whether they are applying software engineering and/or Ada skills in their jobs.

4.7 FUNDING RESEARCHl

Most people defined "major schools" as the leading research colleges. The non-major schools
turn out far more graduates, and their use of Ada is also very important, but they do follow the
lead of the research colleges to a significant extent.
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* NSF's selection is based on Peer Review. Regardless of top managemnent intentions, basing an
NSF research proposal on Ada practically ensures that the proposal will be rejected during peer
review. It was suggested that some bucket of funding be set aside at NSF for University research
related to Ada. Everyone agreed that it would be unproductive for DoD or Congress to pressure
NSF to require Ada, cr even to favor it. NSF likes to do joint programs, and if DoD can provide
part of the funds for projects, it can specify Ada with no problem.

Another suggestion was to seek out leading Computer Science researchers and offer them an
opporttnuity and funding to connect their work to Ada. Supporting research requires appropriate
reusable components. GNAT is an excellent start. AdaSAGE would also be useful, especially
in for Information Systems students, if it were more available to universities. There was
widespread sentiment that this government-funded product should be available with full source
code at no cost.

There is also a need for implementations of operating systems and other high-tech software
systems in Ada Bindings to systems in other languages serve the needs of the production
community, but for research to be connected to Ada it is necessary that the implementation be
in Ada as well.

Some participants recommended that every DoD grant and contract have some Ada connection.
However, others said that this would be unacceptable to the research community. Providing

"* "extra points" in evaluation for Ada related programs was broadly supported, however.

One way to increase the use of Ada in research would be to provide assistance in writing grants
to faculty memEers that propose Ada The DoD could provide a -Taff which helped to find
opportunities andVor to create the actual application or proposal.

Senior researchers working in C or C+-+ put pressure on the entry-level instructors to teach C and

C-H- so the students are ready to join the project in the later years.

4.8 TOMS AND ENVIRONMENTS

"We muvt give Ada new advantages with respect to tools and software components".

Universities choose languages more on the associated tools and enviropnments than on the features
- of the language itself For education, tools need to be "student friendly". Aspects of this that

were stressed by the participants were:

"• A Gralh Lfaning Curve: Students should get some results immediately, rather than having
to learn a whole system before they can use it. The paradigm is "learn a little, do a little".

"• Fun: Students need to be interested, challenged, and excited. Tools and environments for
students should use high-quality GUIs, multi-media, graphical views of progranms, and. generally attractive technology.
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@ 0Moderate Resoutres: Most colleges have PCs, and not the most modem and powerful PCs
at that. While the community appreciates the Ada vendors efforts to make their products
available for free or minimal cost, it does not meet the need when an Ada environment
requires high-end workstations with large amounts of RAM for reasonable performance.

Avoid Blocking on Syntax: Students need to be able to concentrate on the impcaant issues.
Student tools should help with syntax so the students can learn real computer science rather
than where to put the semicolons.

Minimal requirements include: multi-window editors, full compiler integration, graphical display
of d .pendenicies, automatic recompilation, and a navigable library manager.
Student-fast means that there is no time for a distraction to set in while waiting for a compilation.

Today's Ada tools do not generally meet the ease-of-use standard set by current C and C++ tools.
Novices require highly visual environments.

There was a call for a "free Turbo-Ada for Universities". Objections were raised that this could
hurt the commercial compiler industry, and that current prices were low enough

"It's not enough to teach Ada and generate enthusiasm if in industry the Ada tools and
environments don't work".

@ There are many useful tools out there; what's needed is to add the missing 10-20 percent, and
ensure that these systems actually reach the educators who need them.
There was a wish that Microsoft and Borland would sell Ada compilers and environments. It
was acknowledged that this would be extremely difficult to accomplish until such time as Ada
was a bigger market than C or C++.

4.9 GrITING IN FRONi OF THE WAVE

The "essentially cool stuff" that computer science students want to use and learn about is being
written in C, C++, LISP, and other languages. Virtual reality, A], parallel processing, multi-
media, and other state-of-the-art, exciting technologies are the interests of students, and the proper
focus of computer science departments. The experimental and prototyping work researchers do
under DoD funding is widely considered to be "outside" the DoD Ada mandate. The DoD can
always redevelop production versions of this software in Ada, or write an Ada binding to it later,
when the technology is sufficiently mature for use in weapon or information systems, but this
approach does not address academia's needs. It leaves Ada always behind the wave, catching
up with technology that was first available in C, LISP, or some other language.

Engineering students (whether Software Engineering or another field such as Electrical
Engineering) are less sensitive to the implementation language used in computer science research.
However, Ada's current position behind a another wave does limit its appropriateness for these. students, this is the tools and environmints wave discussed above.
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*O To rapidly expand the use of Ada as a foundation language in software engineering and computer
science education, it is necessary to get ahead of the wave in research artifacts and in
development environments. This could be done by finding a large-scale virtual reality research
project that would use Ada, for example. A development environment better than Visual Basic
or TurboC is needed to get ahead of the tools and environments wave. Ada environments must
become technically better than Borland's C++.

DoD' s repositories are not serving academia's needs. They are not accessible without
burdensome paperwork and delays. Though access may be "streamlined" friom the viewpoint of
DoD contractors and project offices, the academic comrrnnity compares it with the instantaneous,
paper-free process it now uses (anonymous ftp ov'e the internet, coupled with informal
archiving/indexing systems maintained on a voluniteer tasis). Nearly all four-year institutions
have internet access, at least for selected facultv,, and can tap into hundreds of archives,
containing millions of lines of useful, working code. Cross-repository searching mechanisms are
informal, but can be used very effectively by experts. All of this software is either public
domain or otherwise usable for university research without permission, paperwork, fees, or
delays. Very little of this software is in Ada In comparison to the C and LISP software
instantly available on tihe Internet, DoD's Ada software is locked up and unindexed. DISA is
not connected to the Internet.

4.10 OUITREACH

. Steps are needed to improve Ada's image in industry and academiia, and to put Ada educational
resources into the hands of educators, as discussed below.

4.11 PUBUC RELATIONS

The name of the AJPO sounds too military. It should be changed. Anything would be an
improvement. Call it "snoopy" or "AdaSEX'. Avoid the military inmage, which is very
undesirable to students and faculty. "I am not going to teach a language that is primarily for
building bombs". We should never use military or violent example programs in instruction and
publicity. If industry gives tools to universities, they should come back later and find out how
its working out. We should make a disk (with a picture of Ada on the cover) containing success
stories, summaries of resources, statement of commitment, and general advertising for Ada4 make
hundreds of copies; and give them away free at conferences (not TriAda, outside the Ada
community, and taigeted to the education community. That we must stop preaching to the choir
was a common theme. We should participate in SIGPlan as well as SIGAda.

A consistent message from the DoD is an essential part of any public relations effort. The
periodi, anti-Ada blasts from high DoD levels are very hannful. The DoD needs to consistently
support Ada in both words and actions.
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* Pascal is the foundation language in nearly half of current U niversity prognaifns. It is being
gradually displaced by C or C++. Ada could and should go after the Pascal share of the miarket.
The C language rode in on the coattails of UNIX. Ada needs something that does the saine thing
UNIX did for C. Reuse, reliability, portability, maintainability and the other iaor tfeatures that
make Ada attractive to the DoD are not attractive to students. Students want to leamr and use
languages that are modem, interesting, popular, fun, and "essentially cool", We shouldn't allow
Ada to be compared with non-Software Engineering languages.

4.12 HELPING FACUILTY GET STARTED

Educators are busy. They tend to teach the same course year after year, with the same materials.
They would be happy to update the courses, but don't have time. This inertia handicaps Ada
introduction. People teach what they know, like, and use.

The DoD si ould support a touring team of Ada educators to help universities get started teaching
and using Ada The ASEET program is a good beginning, and very modest additional travel
funding coupled with volunteer eftbrts firom academia will help. The purpose of these teams
would not be to persuade universities to switch to Ada: it would be to help them get started once
they have chosen Ada. However, knowing that the help was available would be a strong positive
for Ada in their decision. The DoD should fund sumnmer workshops to teach Ada and Ada
instruction to educators. The NSF operates such workshops in many other technology areas, and

* this would make a good model. Educators should receivw travel and lodging costs and perhaps
a small stipend to attend.

4.13 RJR1-hER OBSERVATIONS

Though not recommendations or issues, the following observations were made and well-received
by the panel:

"* All faculty members are eager to do research and get funding for it.

"* Stars and the SEI get lots of money, but haven't produced many products useftil to the
academic conmmunity.

" Even educators who currently use C and C++ as a foundation languages acknowledge that
they are poor languages from a teaching viewpoint. C or C++ are chosen because they are
popular and well supported by tools and other resources. Ada is clearly better as a language,
but more resources and more "outreach" are needed to make it a practical choice for many
institutions.

There is enormous "downward pressure" on introductory-level instructors to switch to C.
This is because industry and students believe that they can get jobs with C skills, but not wilh
Ada This perception (which may be a "a't) has a strong influence on University

Smanagement.
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"* "Ada Research" is not respectable. It is like doing "COBOL research". Ada can be used in
many other research projects (some people argued all other research), but is lot a topic in
itself

" Thie DoD never had a reasonable plan to incrementally transition its own staff and work to
Ada. DoD had the intention, but never created a real, tactical plan. A "big tauig" transition
could never have worked.

"* To make Ada succeed, 90% of DoD people (military, civilian, anid trnvsienls such " I)AR14&t
mcmagenr) must get on-board.

" Academics are beginning to realize how bad C is (for software engineering and teaching in
general), and that C++ doesn't fix it. Beginners can do too many things wrong, and the
compilers don't help. Ada slaps your hand if you write something stupid; C assunes you
know what you're doing.

"* Summer funding is extremely valuable in small colleges, because salaries and supplemental
fundfig for instructors are tight in their existing budgets.

4.14 O(MER RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DOD ACTION

* * "The DoD should never buy a piece of hardware without an Ada compiler on it". DoD needs
to actually buy the compilers with the hardware, not just note that one is available. Systems
which don't have any compilers or development tools don't need Ada compilers either, but
if the machine supports development in any other language, it must have support for Ada
as well. This point is tied to the need for a consistent message ftom DoD and the need to
stimulate the compiler and tools industry to make better products.

0 In commnnercializing Ada, the DoD should target particular application domains, or market
niches, and invest in the infrastructure for each niche. Examples of domains are
Simulation, On-Line Transaction Processing, and Computational Fluid Dynamics. In each
targeted domain, it would be necessary to develop Ada equivalents of the important
reusable software and COTS tools now used in that domain.

* Given the necessary infrastructure, the DoD could sponsor pilot projects or "shadow"
programs to show how effective Ada is in that domain.

* The DoD should require that all COTS software it purchases provide equal support for
Ada: If the product provides a programming interface to C, COBOL, or any other
language, it must also provide one for Ada- It would riot be necessary that the COTS
products be written in Ada, only Ada bindings be included for any progranmming
interfaces.

0
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O the DoD would incentivize software engineering and software reuse, and include liet>
cycle costs in the evaluafion of programn maagers, it would increase the us.; of Ada on
DoD programs.

" A minority held that the mandate was harmful because of "reverse psychology", but the
majority supported the mandate because of the needs for an assured base of employment
opportunities for Ada-trained graduates and for a consistent public Ada message from
DoD.

" Providing companies who work in Ada with small financial incentives to bring in co-op or
summer students would have great leverage: it would create a demand for Ada-fluent
students in the universities, give the students experience and success stories, and
encourage more contractors to use Ada.

Defen•e Infonnation SIvstems Agency C- 16 November 8, 1993
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S 5.0 PANEL

Panel members were selected to represent various facets of tihe industial conuIltUlity.

Name Organization

Panel Chair: Dr. Charles McKay University of Houston - Clearlake

Panel Facilitators: Lt Col D1-nnis Bowers Defense Inforniation Systems Agency
Mr. Michael Ryer Inten-netrics, incorporated

Panel Members CAPT David Cook US Air Force Academy
Dr. Michael Feldman George Washington University
Dr. Gary Ford Software Engineering Institute
Ms. Eileen Quann FasTrak Training
Dr. Francis Van Scoy West Virginia University

S
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.Q 6.0 PAR'IlCIIPAN]i

Participants were allocated a maximIun of' 15 minutes to present the panel members their
comments to questions within the academia discipline (See questions listed in the Ada Dual-
Use Workshop Academia Summary, section 6.0 of this report). The following participants
presented briefings during the Ada Dual-Use Workshop (Refer to Section 7.0 of this
Appendix, Participant Briefings for copies of presentations). Participants are listed in the
order of presentation.

Name _mgyanization Briefing

Sitaraman, Murali West Virginia University Presentation
Plain, Russell Tri-Pacific Presentation-Slides
Bedar, George U.S. Naval Academy Presentation
Vorthmann, Scott Carnegie Mellon University Presentation-Slides
Dewar, Robert New York University Presentation-Slides
Moran, Lindy NCIC Presentation-Slides
Bolz, Richard Ventura Technology Presentation-Slides/Position Paper
Potter, Marshall NISMC Presentation-Slides
Frakes, Bill Virginia Tech Presentation
Vasilescu, Eugen Grumnan Data Systems Presentation-Slides. Long, Timothy Ohio State University Presentation
Miller, Philip Carnegie Mellon University Presentation
Engle, Clharles, Jr. Florida Tech Presentation
Kramer, John Institute for Defense Presentation

Analyses
Spear, Jon Naval Postgraduate School Presentation-Slides
Needham, Donald U.S. Naval Academy Presentation
Willis, Robert Hampton University Presentation
Adams, Elizabeth Hood University Presentation
Langdon, Joan Bowie State University Presentation

Note: Some of the views expressed were solely the Iarticipan t's own ,rid not of his/her
organization
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. 7.0 PARIlCIPANT BRIEFINGS

This section contains a copy of participant briefing materials provided to the Industry Panel
during the Ada Dual-Use Workshop. In cases were presentation materials were submitted in
handwritten form, a typed copy was created by the Ada Dual-Use Workshop staff and are
noted accordingly.
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Software Component Engineering and
the Future of Ada

Murali Sitaraman
Dept. of Statistics and Computer Science

West Virginia University
Morgantown, WV 26506 - 6330

0

i ~ Correspondence: murali @cs.wvu.edu
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Key Points

* Emphasize the influnces of introducing software
component engineering principles early and
throughout the CS curriculum on the US industry

Fund design of multi-year course sequences to
introduce SE principles

• Fund long-term experimental evaluation

e------B----- Bottorn line en-n-n----------------

Hypothesis:- Strengths of Ada will make it the ideal
choice for a software component-based curriculum

Note: The Curriculum Development initiative is right on the money, buL
does not currently support long-term investigations.

0



Why SE Principles Should Be Introduced Early?
Or

Problems Facing Undergraduate CS Education

Absence of a context to learn fundamental principles
such (e.g., abstraction) early in the curriculum

* Absence of motivation for (formal) specification and
design issues early in the curriculum

- Relatively late exposure to SE principles resulting in
gradaates with little experience in practising SE

• Minimal exposure of SE pnnciples for non-computer
*• science majors; and

• Software construction not viewed as an assembly of
"well-engineered" reusable components.



An Example Sequence

CS 1 (introductory course)
CS 2 (data structures course)
CS ? (algorithms analysis)
CS ? (compilers)
CS ? (software engineering)
CS ? (component engineering)

An Example Issue

Specification-based generic component reuse across
courses -facilitated readily by Ada

0
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0
Long-Term Evaluation

• Evaluate the influences of teaching SE principles
on student careers in academia and the industry

* Evaluate abilities of multiple programming languages
in learning SE principles

* Evaluate the influences of interleaving languages

• Evaluate the influences at a spectrum of institutions

Results will be two-fold

• Experimental evidence that Ada is an excellent
V vehicle for introducing SE principles

Ada and serious Ada-competitors (e.g., C++) can
co-exist in academia



0
Actions for Making Ada A Primary Language and

Initiatives for Enhancing Ada's Appeal

1. Stress the importance of integrating software
component engineering principles throughout the
curriculum; evaluate influences on student careers

2. Support multi-year curriculum redesigns to instill
software engineering/software reuse principles

3. Make a coherent series of textbooks available for such
SE-based course sequences

4. Show experimental results on comparing/interleaving
Ada with other programming languages

0

0



Investments

Fund 1, 2, 3, and 4 in the previous slide:

Fund multi-year, multi-institutional efforts for integrating
software component engineering principles in CS
curriculum and evaluating long-term influences of such
efforts

0o
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* ,-Ada Dual-Use Workshop
C P

I0 614 1771O

FAX SIXII4-7"

Russell it'in

Tri-Pacofic Consulting Corporation

1070 Marina Village Pa.-kway, Suite 202

Alameda, CA 94501

ZUZZ.'".. Ada Dual-Use Workshop
51 114 1""0

FAX SWIO14-1764

Background

What actions can we take to make Ada one of the
primary teaching languages?

What initiatives can we mount to increase Ada's
appeal, adoption and popularity?

What investments can we make to increase the
commercial use of Ada?

What steps can we take to increase the pool of entry
level personnel with Ada skills?

0



. Background
,L~• Cdt.4. S4501

04• $1+4 1"G'

FAX 610 414*174

Our mission: technology transfer including training,
mentoring, project support

Our experience:
"• Avionics, simulation, communications, process

control, MIS
"* Databases, user interfaces, OSs, networks
" Embedded systems, application systems
"• DOD, DOD subcontractors, non-DOD

5 6Z..1 Background - Things That Work
510 II14.17"FO

FAX gig *41?MIr

"* Varying class length

"* Emphasis on software engineering
"* Domain specific
"* Varying emphasis on different language parts
"• Emphasis on labs

t ~-______ ____



S _• .... Background - Things That Do
sic..... - Not Wei'k

- Fixed class length
- "One size fits all"

Entire language
Same emphasis on all larguage constructs

• Unfriendly Ada environments
- Lack of relevance to a domain

W2"2ZZ IWhat actions can we take to
make Ada one of the primary

f-AX SW0 all-l7M

teaching languages?
* Ada is not just a language, it represents:

Software enginei;ring
A minaset change

Emphasis on mainenance •koi development

- Undergraduate software engineering degree with
Ada at its core (recommended at ASEET 1989)

- Attract "Engineers"

• Stop giving Ada lip service
Make it a significant part of the Computer Science curriculum

Give it more exposure than a "sampler" in a multi-language course
Do iiot compare it to other languages withou,. software engineeringS Tell ,tuidents they will get jobs if they learn it



____.. .... What initiatives can we mount to
"increase Ada's appeal, adoption,
and popularity?

"• Provide incentives for change

"* Emphasize Ada before other languages
"• Provide inexpensive compilers to students ($49)

"• Emphasize software engineering with Ada

"• Promote Ada 9X as afuture language

". Provide a consistent (top to bottom) DOD Ada
message

_. __. What investments can we make
"to increase the commercial use of

FAX SW@ 4 14-1 TMIA a
Ada?

"* Give schools compilers / environments
"• Develop and implement software engineering with

Ada awareness and enlightenment programs

A Promote a positive image with computer, academic
and public press (not negative image or no image)

"• Provide better access to Ada repositories

~~~~~~~~~-- - ---- ---"- -iii -- i '' P I " ,- - "----: •" " I • . .



"1,1"-U s Vd.Q. What steps can we take to
ol 414 1 ,. increase the pool of entry level

FAX $10 414 1?"

personnel with Ada skills?

• Make Ada a significant part of every Computer
Science curriculum

- Provide DOD sponsored individual Ada
scholarships and internships on a wide basis

• Provide DOD sponsored college and university
competition to deliver Ada education ($ awards)
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Premise:

The advantages of C are largely due to
history: the quantity and diversity of software
and tools available have made language features
secondary in language adoption decisions.

Course of action:

We must give Ada new advantages with
respect to tools and reusable software:

Tools with new functionality, support
for interoperability, prototyping, etc.

* Highly reusable software libraries,
including Ada implementations (not
just bindings) of OSs, DBs, and GUIs



0 MUtST VIEW PROM(OTION OF Adla IN A _'( )NTI'EXI 01,' (•OMIPIETITION WilT I C,
C4-H

MUST PROVIDE INCEN-IIVES 'II-IAT "LEAPIFROG" CAPABILI'IES OF
EXISTING C LIBRARIES AND T(X)LS

o MUST IDENTIFY NEW TECI-INOLO-IES IN THIS REGARD, AND SUPPORT
THEM WITH Ada PRODUCTS

o NEED TO FIND FILE "UNIX" OF Ada - ONE OR MORE VEHICLES, WRVITEN
IN Ada, THAT MAKE THlE LANGUAGE HIGHLY A'IfRACTIVE

o Ada BINDINGS ARE IMPORTANT, BUT iNSUFFICIENT; IMPLEMENTATIONS
OF REUSABLE LIBRARIES, ETC. ARE IMPORTANT FOR ATTRACTIVENESS
IN RESEARCH AND COMMvERICAL VENUES

0
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The GNAT project:

A retargetable compiler for Ada9X

Robert Dewar

Edmond Schonberg

0• New York University

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
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GNAT:

the GNU-NYU-ADA-TRANSLATOR

"" Goal: a high-quality Ada9X compiler to be made
freely available, with sou:ces, to the Ada
community.

"" To be distributed by the Free Software Foundation
as part of the GCC compiler system.

"o June 1993: compiler bootstrap.

"• September 1993: obý,ect oriented features
demonstrated and used. at TriAda tutorials.

First release: December 1993 (Ada Lovelace's
birthday).

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY



The Uses of GNAT

* An early teaching tool.

"• A laboratory for language design.

A MUltilanguage programming environment for
Ada 9X, C++, Fortran.

* A testbed for optimization techniques.

* A compiler for the millions (...who have a Unix box
or an OS/2 machine)

* A research tool for programming multiprocessors
in Ada9X

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
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GCC

Product of the Free Software Foundation (Richard
Stal!man, guiding light).

A suite of high quality compilsr tool,.' released with
sources, under the GNU public license (GPL).

C, C- +, Objective C PC-OS/2

enhanced
~da X • GCC S SUN

, IBM/Power
Fortran, DEC/Alpha
Pascal, MIPS,
Modula3 HP700,

VAXNMS
M88K

187 targets for GCC (current GNAT targets shown)

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY



GNAT: an open Ada9X Technology

"* Bindings to open systems interfaces: X, Motif,
SQL, POSIX, Mach...

"* Interoperability and tight coupling with other
languages (C, C++, Fortran).

"* Integration with CASE tools and programming
environments, thanks to a radically simplified,

* •source based, Ada library desigh

"• Extensibility: source distribution encoirages
experiments with language extensions.

*NEWYORKUNIVERSITY



TWO PRIMARY NEEDS

INEXPENSIVE INTRODUCTORY
COMPILER WITH DECENT
ENVIRONMENT RUNNING ON ENTRY
LEVEL HARDWARE (CF TURBO PASCAL)
HIGH END RESEARCH TOOLS,
INCLUDING ADA COMPILERS,
DEBUGGERS WITH EASILY AVAILABLE,
MODIFIABLE SOURCE CODE (CF GCC,
G++)

TWO PRIMARY NEEDS (CONT)

° GNAT IS TARGETTED TO THE SECOND
GOAL (BUT MAY COME CLOSE TO
MEETING FIRST GOAL)

FL®



ADDRESSING QUESTION 1

THE TOP DOWN VIEW
PEOPLE WILL TEACH WHAT THEY
KNOW AND WHAT THEY LIKE AND
WORK WITH

• GIVING Ada A LEGITIMATE RESEARCH
PRESENCE WILL FILTER DOWN TO ITS
BEING TAUGHT AND SUPPORTED

ADDRESSING QUESTION 2
MAJOR NEEDS

o AVAILABILI1Y OF Ada BASED TOOLS
FOR SUPPORTING RESEARCH

- SUPPORT FOR Ada RELATED
RESEARCH (NSF POLICY)

• RESPECTABILITY OF Ada IN CS (CF
COBOL)



ADDRESSING QUESTION 3

o IT IS NOT ENOUGH TO TEACH Ada AND
GENERATE STUDENT ENTHUSIASM

* COMMERCIAL Ada TOOLS AND
ENVIRONMENTS MUST BE THERE TO
SUPPORT THE NEEDS OF
COMMERCIAL USE

EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE USE
OF GNAT

* RESEARCH INTO REAL TIME
LANGUAGES (ALL NOW BASED ON
G++)

o GANNON'S WORK ON CONCURENCY
MAPPING (G++ BASED)

• SUNY BINGHAMTON WORK ON ORDER
OF ELABORATION (Ada, BUT NO
IMPLEMENTATION



kDA, GNAT and HPCC

* Concurrent programming features of Ada are a
promising model for large-scale parallel program-
ming across architectures.

0 GNAT will allow this promise to be realized by
spreading the use of Ada9X in the research
community, and by stimulating experiments:

Use1 of tasking and data synchronization
primitives for control of fine-grained

* parallelism.

Use of distribution features to control coarse-
grained parallelism (e.g. implementation of
Linda)

- Bindings to the ARPA common runtime
support for high-performance parallel
languages.

Language extensions and optimizations to
exploit specialked parallel architectures

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
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* 1)r. Lindy Moran
Moranl (ii) a jpo.sci.cmuedu

(202) 282-0833

- Catching the wave
Compilers
E, ivironments
Libraries of pkgs
Textbooks

- Getting in front of the wave
Link to exciting "hook"
(like UR, etc.)

Use of multimedia in environments, libraries on CD? verbal help? animation?

- Currents in the wave
Acadeaic "irrelcvancies"

Modularity
Maintainability
Portability
Reliability

Changing our CSE paradigm
Emphasis on pgm in lauge

reuse, etc
concurrency

Emphasis on specification part of lifec-,cle
Emphasis on design

Hardware regmts
Bindings
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop
Position Paper, Academia Panel

Richard E. Bolz
Ada Consultant

I served as an Associate Professor of Computer Science for many years at the USAF
Academy. Following my reti.'ement from the USAF in 1985 I began a private independent
consulting practice primarily involved with Ada training. Counting academic courses,
tutorials and professional seminars, I have taught the language over 100 times since 1979. I
have given faculty, and graduate student Ada seminars at several major universities.

My information regarding Computer Science faculties might be a bit out-of-date. it is
gleaned from my experience as a faculty member, my discussions with faculty members of
other institutions and anecdotal research formed by discussing university experience with my
current students, most of whom are experienced professionals in the computing field.

I was involved in the Ada training and development for the STANFINS project
conducted by CSC for the US Army at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Indianapolis, Indiana. This
project redesigned and converted the army's Standard Financial System from COBOL to Ada
The project was accomplished by a staff of over 90 software developers most of whom knew
only COBOL prior to the project. The system was delivered under budget and virtually on

*time. The following project, STARFIARS, an inventory and accounting system, has made
good use of the lessons learned and technologies developed in the STANFINS project.

Projects fail for sociological reasons, not technologica! reasons
Bolz's Law

A corollary to this law might be transition to using Ada in the commercial world is a
sociological problem, not a technological problem. I begin with the premise that there are no
technological barriers to the increased use of the Ada language in the commercial world.
Most of the issues discussed herein are people issues.

1. What actions can we take to make Ada one of the primary teaching languages within
major colleges and universities?

a. There must be economical, efficient Txanslators available. Until we can provide a
capability like Turbo Pascal or even WATFOR, we will not be able to accommodate
the mass requirements of an introductory course in CS. If such translators exist,
we should find a means of getting them to the universities at little or no cost. This is
the only suggestion that is primarily technological.

b. There must be strong faculty support. (see # 2)

c. We must be able to show, convincingly t -it Ada is a legitimate language for



teaching. (see #2). 'Ne mist be well-versed in all of the arguments that might be 4"
raised.

1). Gather information from schools that currently use Ada. I assume that
ASEET already has much of that information available.

2). Develop a sample curriculum showing the benefits of using Ada from
course to course.

3). Establish a team or teams which could tour selected departments offering
seminars, discussing proposals with faculty and gathering data regarding
perceived stumbling blocks.

2. What initiatives can we mount to increase Ada's appeal, adoption and popularity within

the academic community?

a. Many university departmen's honor research above teaching. The clearest path
to adopting Ada as a teaching language would be along the research lines.

1). Issue an RFP for schools to test the viability of using Ada in at least a
three course curriculum. 'This curriculum should probably consist of
Introduction to Programm~ng, Data Structures, and Algorithm Development. If 6
the language is as effective a teaching language as we predict, those schools
will likely continue with ,he use of Ada in these and also more advanced
courses.

2). Insist that certtin research projects given to selected universities b'e
accomplished i'i A,-a.

b. In many CS departments, the curriculum is only nominally integrated, (if at all).
That is, software engineering courses tend to tout the language-independent nature of
life-cycle approaches. They often overlook the benefits of certain languages over
others relative to such issues as abstraction and information hiding. Students are
rarely introduced to the concept of a compilable specification.

c. It is difficult to experience principles of programming-in-the-huge at the university
level. Semester :imitations allow only examples of programming-in-the-small, medium
or, in the case of !aulti-semester courses, programming-in-the-large. Provide a suite of
case studies which exemplify the scale-up difficulties of very large systems and the
benefits of the AL!a language in dealing with such difficulties.

d. Most faculty members have not taken the time to learn the language. One
approach to solving this is to have a teach-the-teachers course, totally government
funded, for CS faculty members of taigeted univ :rsitiLes.



e. Many schools are beginning to focus on object-oriented methodologies. It might be

wise to wait for Ada 9X before trying to 'infiltrate' these schools.

3. What investments can we make to increase the commercial use of Ada?

a. A partitioned approach will probably work best.. We should target the commercial
world sector-by-sector. That is, the plan for increased use should probably 'vary from
application area to application area. The optimum approach for the MIS sector might
not be the optimum approach for the simulation sector.

b. We should not try to convince the commercial side to merely 'switch' languages.
We must be able to discuss the benefits of the language in terms of the entire life-
cycle. Perhaps the best approach would be to focus on certain Ada-oriented CASE
approaches.

c. We must be able to show successes, from the DOD world, in the particular sector
we are targeting. The commercial side is very results-oriented. If we target the MIS
sector, then we might show the success of STANFINS and STARFIARS which dealt
with US Army finance, accounting and inventory.

d. While the absence of DOD success stories in the sector would be damaging, the
presence of such stories, in and of itself, will not be convincing. We must take steps
to actually build success experiences in the commercial area itelf. One approach
would be to fund and partially staff parallel development of selected projects.

e. Realize that we will be dealing with a great amount of resistance-to-change.
Professional software developers have gotten comfortable with a certain way of doing
business. We must, somehow, minimize the trauma of transition.

1). One approach would be to provide a 'woik, alike' environment so that the
software developers have the assurance that all the tools they are used to using
have some kind of counterpart in the new environment. This allows a smooth
transition, one new idea/tool at a time. An example would be to provide a
CICS-like capability for the MIS sector. CICS is available on HP systems.

2). Another approach is to provide functional equivalency at a higher level.
This might occur if we introduce Ada within the context of a CASE
environment that includes such capabilities as automatic capturing of
requirements via screen 'painters' and also automatic generation of Ada
software and documentation from the capiurecd requirements.

f. If the target sector is one with enhanced support from Ada 9X (MIS for example)
then the appeal for transition will be made easier if we wait for Ada 9X to become a
reality. Of course, we would not have the success stories to share for ,i while.0



g. There is a CASE environment in existence that builds on the success of the
STANFINS and STARFIARS projects. A small company, Ventura Technology
International, has developed its Advanced System and Software Engineering
Repository and Toolset (ASSERT). This environment, while application and language
independent, has been shown to be effective when used on MIS systems written in
Ada. It includes capabilities for interactive capture of design information via screen
painters, automatic generation of Ada code, and automatic generation of supporting
documentation. It is hosted on HP-UX, HP's Open System Environment(OSE).

h. There is an increasing interest in object-oriented methods. We should have a
working forum within certain selected sectors (MIS for example) with the intent of
designing and even implementing class libraries to support various activities within the
sector.

i. Regarding the COBOL community: It has been my experience that COBOL
programmers have no particular difficulty making the transition to Ada. There will be,
of course, some initial resistance-to-change. That is easily overcome by validating the

students' experience and treating them as the professionals they are.

4. What steps 'an we take to increase the pool of entry level personnel with Ada skills,
knowledge, -nd experience?

a. This will partially take care of itself if we have successfully accomplished the goals
of numbers1 thru 3. Many of those in government service with Ada experience will
migrate to the commercial sector as the open marketplace has its effect. This, of
course, will force us to reconsider the question in light of increasing the pool for
DOD.

b. Vigorously target smaller schools, including community colleges. Often these
schools have very few CS courses available. They might appreciate a 3-course
curriculum (see 2.a) with slides, case studies, examples, lesson plans etc.

c. Provide a forum for these smaller schools and local industry to enter into symbiotic
relationship. The local industries can provide adjunct faculty, advice on curriculum
and entry-level employment for graduates from the institutions.

Conclusion:

Primay suggestion for success in the MIS commercial sector:

Migrate STANFINS to an OSE and deploy

0



S
I. What actions can we take to make Ada one of the na ccsprimary teaching languages, In major colleges and 7- Wh•t Initlati-es can we mount to increase Ada's

pnimaryitiea g aappeal, adoption and popularity within the

academic community?

* Assure availability of efficient, affordable translators Take the research path

RFP for viabdity testing

* Cvthtw current information Mandate Ada for government purchased COTS

* Offer sample curricula Provide r forum for cumculum integration

* Establish touring teams * Provide means of appreciating
program r ng -in -the-hug e

Provide government funded education fo: faculty
membefs

3. Wrist Investments can we make to Increase the 3. What Investments can we maký- crease the
commercial use of Ada? commercial use of Ada?

Target certain sectors (MIS, Simulation etc.) Encourage deelopment of COTS products with

functonalty equivalent to that currentty used within the

Take a life-cycle approach sector (CICS for MIS)

Show succesa stones • Encourage use of existing CASE environments

• DOD experience

* Fund and staff parallel commercial efforts Emphi.tL-, Ada 9X annexes (MIS)

• Provide forum for developing class litxaes

4. Whait steps can we take to Increase the pool of entry JSTANFINS4ý]level personnel wIth Ada akltai, knowledge and R d.,Jt, =• us 5' ,' $'ANdrd In •ai S~ai,,•

experience?

"* Sthps 1 thru 3 wig partally answe the question
0~ 0 COBOL. rogr'm.woe dweqvslbkg in Ad&

"• Vigorously target smaller sc&ools A,,,,. mo5 ob. e4 ISO

" Encourage symbiotic relationship between small 4 t0 - kwkdn,-V e r~gvdio produawdiy (SLOG/rfit lonthl

schcols and local industry *s% e..Iow d i...- frm efutpr &,,o.nel..,

-Ouatauý six. ate &Ay g9mntd ftro r., Neoiy ftion,'iio,
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ACADEMIA PANEL

MARSHALL R. POTTER
AFFILIATIONS

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

QUESTION 1

• WHAT ACTIONS CAN WE TAKE TO
MAKE Ada ONE OF THE PRIMARY
TEACHING LANGUAGES WITH MAJOR
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES?



SUGGESTED ACTIONS

* DEVELOP SOME QUALITY TEXTBOOKS
* PROVIDE SOME TEACHING TOOLS &

AIDS
- LEGACY CODE
- CAI
- ViSUALIZATION TOOLS
- V!DEOS
- CASE TOOLS TO SUPPORT Ada

i0

SUGGESTED ACTIONS (CONT)

° PROVIDE COMPILERS &
ENVIRONMENTS AT NONERY LOW
COST

0



QUESTION Ii

WHAT INITIATIVES CAN WE MOUNT TO
INCREASE Ada's POPULARITY WITHIN
THE ACADEMIC COMMUNITY?

POSSIBLE INITIATIVES
o DEVELOP SOME TRANSITION

WORKSHOPS
- PROVIDE TOOLS/MATERIALS
- PROVIDE INSTRUCTOR TRAINING

• PROVIDE FOR FREENERY LOW COST
COMPILERS AND ENVIRONMENTS

• PROVIDE FOR A NATION-WIDE
PROGRAM TO IMPROVE THE
COMPUTER SCiENCE EDUCATION
PROCESS (INFRASTRUCTURE)



0
POSSIBLE INITIATIVES (CONT)

* GET INDUSTRY INVOLVED TO DEMAND
Ada EDUCATION FOR THEIR
EMPLOYEESOPEN UP REUSE
LIBRARIES FOR EDUCATIONAL USE

o OPEN UP REUSE LIBRARIES FOR
EDUCATIONAL USE

o GET UNIVERSITIES INVOLVED IN
ON-GOING DOD/GOVERNMENT Ada
PROGRAMS

0

QUESTION III

* WHAT INVESTMENTS CAN WE MAKE
TO INCREASE THE COMMERCIAL USE
OF Ada?

0



0
POSSIBLE INVESTMENT

STRATEGIES

° DETERMINE WHY Ada IS NOT THE
LANGUAGE OF CHOICE FOR
SPECIFIED DOMAINS?

* DETERMINE STRENGTHS &
WEAKNESSES OF Ada IN THOSE
DOMAINS.

0

POSSIBLE INVESTMENT
STRATEGIES (CONT)

DETERMINE IF INVESTMENT HAS A
POTENTIAL PAYOFF, HOW MUCH IS
THE PAYOFF, AND HOW LONG WILL IT
TAKE TO ACCOMPLISH?

0



0

QUESTION IV

WHAT STEPS CAN WE TAKE TO
INCREASE THE POOL OF ENTRY LEVEL
PERSONNEL WITH Ada SKILLS,
KNOWLEDGE AND ABILITIES?

STEPS TO TAKE

• NEED TO GET DOD AND OTHER
GOVERNMENT R&D COMMUNITIES
BEHIND THE Ada MANDATE AND START
REQUIRING Ada TO BE USED.

• INITIATE TRAINING AT HIGH SCHOOLS
• INFLUENCE YOUTH GROUP

PROGRAMS SUCH AS THE BOY
SCOUTS/GIRL SCOUTS



STEPS TO TAKE (CONT)

° WRITE HOBBY LEVEL BOOKS USING
Ada

* NOT ENOUGH TO HAVE ,JUST Ada
COURSES
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Information Systems
Curriculum Observations

Eugen N. Vasilescu

DISA Ada Dual-Use Workshop - October 19-20, 1993

Copyright 1993 Eugen N. Vasllescu

L Computer Education Tracks

Computer Science (CS) Education

College of Liberal Arts/Engineering Schools
ACM based Curriculum

Information Systems (IS) Education

- Schools of Business

- AACSB based Curriculum; general requirements in
* Accounting

Finance

Business Law

tMiarkotinq

S



Core AACSB IS Curricculum

* Two programming Courses

- Normally COBOL I and II

- Systems Analysis Course

- Data Flow Diagrams

- Various SD Methodologies

- Business case oriented

- CASE component

* Database Course

- Relational model emphasized

- Semantic and 00 models used for

* Conceptua( schema design

* Business rules/modeling

- Integration with previous core courses

Notes on COBOL

• COBOL mostly associated with mainframe environment

• Perceived as legacy programming language

* No religious attachment to it

* Weak support for software engineering

. Wed integrated within mainframe environment

* Good file handling capability

Good financial computation features



Ada 83 Potential For IS curriculum

e Good support for Software Engineering

* Excellent portability across platforms

* Good potential for business case developmrentr

* Good life-cycle characteristics in large systems

"* Weak interfaces and file handling capabilities

"* Weak support for financial computations

!9

Ada 9X Potential in IS Curriculum

* Excellent support for Software Engineering

Excellent portability across platforms

* Enhanced potential for business case development

* AssLmled improved life-cycle characteristics in large systems

"• Excellent interfaces to external environments

"• Good support for financial computations



Fe corn men dations s

- Develop an AACSB compliant curriculum for Ada 9X

. Develop AACSB targetted course materials

. Develop integrated Ada 9X centered business cases for easy
articulation with AACSB follow-on courses

. Develop Ada 9X bindings to open systems standards
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Promoting the Use of Ada in
Computer Science Curricula

Timothy J. Long

Ohio State University

®I



To L4 ease Use of Ada in Academia:

* Supplant Pascal

* Compete with the move to C/C++

Necessary to Achieving Both Are:

Wide availability of good materials

"* Textbooks
". Programming assignments
"* Software libraries

• Wide availability of "student" compilers

"* Inexpensive
"* Fast
"I Very friendly

"* Run on variety of low-end" equipment



* A Philosophical Stand on the Computer
Science Undergraduate Curriculum:

"* The backbone of the curriculum is a
REDESIGNED sequence of courses, CS 1,
CS2, CS3,. . . , on progrmnming and
software development/engineering.

"* THE ENTIRE SEQUENCE IS FIRMLY
GROUNDED IN SOFIWARE
ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES.

"* The entire sequence is uniform,
presenting a consistent view of what
software is and how it should be
developed.

Then, to Supplant Pascal:

* From DAY 1 OF CS 1 emphasize software
engineering principles that require
features not present in Pascal:

"* Object-oriented design
"• Reusable and extendible software

components
"* Information hiding beyond

procedural abstraction0



Proof of Principle:

Long-term studies can track students
measuring:

"* Student attitudes towards the
principles and practices taught

"* Whether students apply these
principles and practices in other
courses

* Positive responses in such studies would
imply that students have the
EXPECTATION to use similar languages
and practices in the COMMERCIAL work
place.

s



*O Please Note - This Proposal is EXPENSIVE:

"* It requires consistent, uniform materials
over a sequence of courses.

"* It is unlikely that current CS 1 materials
are appropriate, so the effort starts with
CSi.

"* Multiple faculty will need to be involved.

"* Tracking studies must be well designed
and scientifically rigorous in order to
carry weight.

" * The entire project has to be funded for the
long terra.

But, a BIG study showing good results could
very well have a BIG PAYOFF.

0



Meeting the C/C++ Challenge:

Promoting Ada as the second language in
the curriculum probably will not work.

* There is "downward" pressure for C++.

* Students are susceptible to "C++
fever".

C should not pose any serious
competition.

SThere is very little support in C for
good software engineering principles.



* C++ Win Be Strong Competition in Academia:

"* Object-oriented natu-re of C++ makes it
attractive,.

"• There is "downward' pressure in the
curriculum for C++.

"* There is pressure from the textbook
industry for C++ materials.

Consider a Co-existence Strategy:

S
"• In a longer course sequence, there is

plenty of room for both languages. Ada
would be pedagogically preferable for the
first language.

"• Consider comparative studies measuring
the relative strengths of each language
and effects of using both in the
curriculum.

Additional Point: How Will Ada 9X Impact the
C++ Issue?

S



To Summarize:

"* For use in academia, the strengths of Ada
-are its support for

I object-oriented design, and
e good software engineering practices.

"* Fund projects that are based on this view
of the strengths of Ada, and that are based
on

* making object-oriented design and
* software engineering principles and

practices

the cornerstone of the undergraduate
sequence in programming and software
engineertig, beginning with CS .,

o Fund long-term projects having the
greatest potential for

"* demonstrating the effectiveness of
this approach to the undergraduate
curriculum, and

"* developing the corresponding
materials for such a currictlum.

* Seize the initiative now, or lose it to C++!!
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S

Philip Miller

Director of Introductory
Programming

School of Computer Science

* Carnegie Mellon University

plm@cs.cmu.edu

Adai DuaI-L.c Workshop (k.twhei 1 -2(0, 1993



What actions can we take to make Ada one of
the primary teaching languages within major
colleges and universities?

Important Dimensions of Languages

Ubiquity

Easy to Learn

Theoretical Foundation

Rapid Prototyping

Essentially Cool

High Reliability

Adi L)ual-U,.W - " orkshop ()ct4bcr 19 20(, 1111)3



Dimensions cf Language x Environment

Easy to Teach Principles

Round Up the Usual Suspects

Emphasize Ada's Unique Perspective

Gentle Learning Curve for Novices

Smooth Transition to Professional Tools

Ada rDual-Us. Workshop ()c:t-hcr 1V -220, 1993



What initiatives can we mount to increase Ada's
appeal, adoption and popularity within the
academic community?

Support of Quality Activities

Continued Sensitivity to Change

Stable Employment Picture

Realistic Expectations

Course Materials Telling the Ada Story

Aria Dual-Use Workshop Octobcr 19 -20, 1993
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TON SPEAR
(Spear (a) CS.NPS.Navy.MIC)
Naval Postgraduate School

EXPAND DEVELOPMENT, DISTRIBUIION AND USE OF Ad-_aIASW

TOOLS AND ENVIRONMENT'S
CAPS (COMPUTER-AIDED PROTOTYPING SYSTEM)
AdaSAGE

GNAT
ADA GENIE
ADA-ED
BWNDINGS

COURSEWARE
TEXTS THAT EFFECTIVELY APPLY Ada
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

I0



TEACHING HARD REAL-TIME ADA SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT AT NPS

Courses employing Ada:

* CS2970 "Structured Programming with Ada"

* CS3300 "Data Structures"

* CS3460 "Software Methodology"

"* CS3050 "Software Development for Combat Systens"

* CS4150 "Programming Tools and Environments"

* CS4500 "Software Engineering"

* CS4520 "Advanced Software Engineering"

* CS4530 "Software Engineering with Ada"

Other supporting Courses:

* CS4540 "Software Testing"

0



* • TO ENCOURAGE ACADEMIC USE OF ADA

* New Textbook that supports Ada Software Engineering

Software Engineering with Abstractions
Berzins & Luqi, Addison-Wesley 1991

Systematic Software Development with integrated

Requirements Specification

Illustrated with large examples in Ada covering the
entire life cycle

Approach has been successfully used at
Naval Postgraduate School (7 years)
University of Minnesota (5 years)

* •and dozens of other universities

* State of the art tools to support syntax-directed editing,
automatic type checking, and Ada interface code and
automatic test oracle code generation from the
Requirements Specs.

* Current tools and materials available via anonymous ftp
from taurus.cs.nps.navy.mil at /pub/SPECTOOLS

* Recommendations:
- provide funding support to refine and distribute the

tools
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- EXTENSIVE SUPPORI' LIBRARY
RDBMS
GKS
SQL
PRESEN TATION GRAPHICS
UTILITIES

WIDE USE BY DOD (80+ SITES), INDUSTRY (50+ SITES)
- APPLICATIONS

MIS
SCIENTIFIC & ENGINEERING
MANY OTHERS

ACADEMIC USE AT OVER 180 SCHOOLS
- PROTOTYPING AND APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
- DEMONSTRATES EFFECTlVE RE-USE
- PERMITS MORE REALISTIC PROJECTS

RECOMMENDATIONS
- IMPROVE AVAILABILITY TO SCHOOLS
- UPDATE FOR Ada 9X
- IMPROVE PORTABILITY
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DETAILED EXAMPLE
WERATOR patriot

,PECIFICATION

DESCRIPTION

(Patriot Missile Defense System simulation.

Simulates Patriot intercepting a Scud missile.)
END
IMPLEMENTATION

GRAPH

DATA STREAM
-- Typa declarations for the data streams in the graph go here.

CONTROL CONSTRAINTS

OPERATOR Patriot Radar OPERATOR Launch Patriot

PERIOD 800 MS TRIGGERED BY ALL

launch_angle

OPERATOR ScudRadar

PERIOD 800 MS OPERATOR CheckThreat

PERIOD 800 MS
OPERATOR Display_Tactical OUTPUT

TRIGGERED BY SOME intercept angle
tactical_status IF NOT (intercept_angle = 0.0)

OUTPUT
OPERATOR Control_Patriot target_range

TRIGGERED BY ALL IF NOT (intercept_angle = 0.0)

O intercept_angle, OUTPUTStarget_range launchangle

l IF NOT (launch_angle = 0.0)

- END

OUTPU
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Ada iMi AcI8de(leiil

Don Needham
mputer Science instructor

U. S. Naval Academy

Used Ada in: Software Engineering,
Operating Systems,
Programming Languages,
Introductory Ada course

1. What actions can we take to make Ada one of the primary
teaching languages within major colleges and universities?

A. Give us "Turbo Ada". Invest funds to develop a PC based
* compiler as user friendly and capable as Borland C.

You are competing with C++'s support environment,
need to be competitive with C++ in terms of tools,
availability and price.

Compiler should have a debugger similar to Borland's
with the ability to step through source code line by line
and inspect values of variables.

The compiler should have speed similar to Borland's
- implement various subsets of Ada if necessary
- the into course should be as "Borland-like" as

possible.

- Reasonable hardware requirements, so can be used in a
University with minimal upgrade requirenients (if any).



B. iAiheLIii I~I ()Adi"ý coin~pj1er free to til ive rsit,j( ,,s.
-Ur~fliVQI' qt~ie ame lore Prone, to try somethling nw if

faculty are motivated and "price is right".

-Rational's Apex environment.
- need to upgrade lab hardware.
- step in the right direction for upper-level courses.



2. WWJat initiatives can we mount to i,(,./\(iiUU f)]8 Iladoption and O1)tillarity Withinl •ic acad•(.el C inuntitv?

A. Do not man6 ke Ada's use required by law.

Forcing people to do something just makes them want
to oppose it on principle.

The reaso use Ada should be because it is the best
langua e (i 'h,,

B. Fix the Softwai ,epositories.

-Repositories need to house only tested- reliable Ada
code.

Locating the components needed within a repository
should be convenient, simple, fruitful.

C. Develop Ada introduction teams.

- Provide interested universities with a means for
acquiring the necessary Ada progranmming exposure.

- Need to combat the tendency of peopt'e sticking to what
they already know, opposing change.



B What lmve1stfnk1Cts , 10 should we make to ince'ast•0,"the co.niemrcial"
use of Ada?

A. Again, do not force Ada's use. Ada needs to (and can)
stand en its own merits.

4. What steps can we take to inCrease to pool Gf entry level
personnel with Ada skills, knowledge and experience.

A. Industry demand drives this equation. Teaching schools
need to provide their graduates with skills that are in
demand, where the jobs are.
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O- ~ Ro()bcrt A. Willis, .Ir
I larnptor t I nivcrSity

Questions: My RCSpofSCe
Pessimistic Rcsponsc

There is nothing that can be done to increase Ada's use significantly in academia and
industry.

Anything that would be attempted could be classified as "too little too late".

There have been many mistakes made in the promugation of Ada. It is impossible to
overcome these mistakes. The Edsel was a superior product. Superiority in American culture
has never been a key to success.

I have listed to many of the presentations and with notable exceptions (Phillip Miller and
Timothy Long) nothing was said that hasn't been said (over and over again) fbr the past 10
years. What was said is correct but irrelevant.

The Ada community has missed the wirdow of opportunity which was open approximately 3
or 4 years ago. Most C.S. professors were at Jeos receptive to the concept of using Ada in
their respective curricular. They are no nearly so receptive now.

C/C+ý- is bigger than Ada. This language has monentum. Remember the C vs. Modula 2
arguments during the CPM original MSDOS days? Where is Modula 2 now?.

Pragmatic Response

The pessimistic response is one I'm sure no one wants to hear. But its outcome is highly
probable. The widespread use of Ada will never happen.

But negative response are counter productive, in an attempt to be productive and/or helpful I
have prepared more pragmatic responses. short tern

I Ada needs good public relations. Everyone in the Ada community must show (prove)
that Ada is the superior product.

2 DOD must do a better P.R. job (much, much, much better). You can't make piople
accept Ada you must convince them.

3 No IX)D (in fact rio Governmemrc) contract or research grant should be awarded that
docs not have an Ada component. Academics require hinds to do research.
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2 a) Valid compilers -l-- Iow cost
b) Val.id compilers - PC & Ma]i.irame

3 - Ada 9X environments with good software development tools
- Compiler development
- Evaluate compilers with eye to improvement. Do nrot just

validate.

4 Summer Workshops
Summer Programs Ik.-;.e the SICA

The SICP program sponsors undergraduate and graduate summer
internships at Goddard Space Flight Center for the purpose
of introducing space applications to the students. They
typically use Pascal, C, and Fortran.

Students could intern at sites which use Ada for various
applications.

- Publish some results showing Ada's safety and reliability
characteristics.

- Publish all application areas

- We have received calls about Ada courses
Near GSFC

- Make grant money available for student support and
possibly faculty.

- Commerce Business Daily (What is it?)

Currently at Bowie

- Ada compiler but not Ada 9X yet. The free compiler is
being asked for.

- Several faculty members can tceach this course.
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- We are decentralizing somewhat

- We are going towards a combination of the two

Make Turbo) Ada like Turbo Pascal available

Work -ith 2 year colleges to implement Ada in conjunction with 4
year schools.

l6
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop - Government Panel Proceedings

1.0 |NTROI)1{(-TON

This appendix contains the findings, conclusions, and recommendations for the three
questions that were posed to the government panel. This data supports the sutmmary
of the government panel as described in the Ada Dual-Use Workshop Sunnary.

2.0 QUESTION #1: What actions can we take to nmke Ada the lpimn y tool for
developing software systenms within your govenment
organization?

FINDINGS

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

"* Knowledge of Ada's benefits as a language and a software engineering tool is
lacking. Program Managers believe there is a higher risk using Ada than other
languages.

"* Many DoD Program Managers ignore the Ada mandate.

"* DoD has failed to ensure the development of appropriate high quality Ada bindings;
and they, in fact, do not exist.

"* The current Ada policy is unclear. It appears that if a Program Manager believes
Ada is not cost-effective, then a waiver is not required-

CWNCLUSIONS

Based on the session findings, the following conclusions were made by the panelists:

"• Information about Ada successes (defense and commercial) is not reaching
government executives making programming language decisions.

"* The Ada mandate is not well communicated and adhered to throughout the DoD.
This provides a negative example to the software community as a whole.

"* DoD commitment to Ada appears weak, or at best, academic.

"• Robust, high quality bindings are needed for widely used standards, COTS products,
and defacto standards.

"* We need to evolve to a single binding standard with multiple implementation
capability.

Defenve Infonration SYvsLems Agen' D)- I Novemnber 8, 1993
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RECOIIMENDATIONS

The following recommnendations were derived from the findings and conclusions listed
above-

•. DoD should develop and collect standard metrics that show the relative cost.
schedule, and quality advantages experieced in Ada projects.

OASD (C31) should recognize Program Managers of Ada intensive projects with a
special one or two day annual conference that has as its keynote speaker the ASD
(C31).

DoD should collect Ada success stories in defense applications and publish articles
in publications that reach MIS management and technical personnel (e.g., Business
Week, Information Week, Datamation, PC Magazine, PC Week, Byte Magazine).
(This recommendation is an appropriate response to question #2 as well.)

" DoD should develop a video that describes the Ada policy, identifies progams
using Ada, shows the met-ics, teaches the lessons learned, and describes available
Ada help. The video should be disseminated widely, including industry, and be
reauired viewing for all software managers in DoD. (This recommendation is an
appropriate response to question #2 as well.)

" A focused binding effort should be fostered which includes the fbllowing steps:

- Identify candidates
- Narrow choice among competitors
- Stimulate comparative development effort
- Publish specifications
- Subsidize prototype implementation
- Standardize appropriate binding specifications

40
l!X'fc, tL'e Infoniiaiioti 1'vtesA cnui' [)-2 November 8, 199~3
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3.0 QIIF.STION #2: •h•at investrurnts can we imahe to incmse dtw coninlewial
me of Ada?

FINDINGS

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

"* Most non-defense softiware developers (including universities) perceive Ada as a
programming language solely for defense applications.

"* Among the general programmrning community, thenr is not a high level of
enthusiasm for Ada training and education.

"• DoD has not been proactive in urging vendors to develop and provide Ada
bindings.

"• Most colleges and universities can't afford the high cost of Ada tools.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the session findings, the following conclusions were made by the panelists

"* Information about Ada successes (defense and commercial) is not reaching industry.

"* Information about Ada is not reaching colleges and universities.

"* DoD needs to provide encouragement to the academic conmmunity and small
business companies to implement teaching and training in Ada.

"• DoD should motivate commercial product vendors to provide timely, fully
functional Ada interfaces.

"* DoD should ease the process for waivers/exceptions for interface code to non-Ada

applications.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations were derived from the findings and conclu-sions listed
above:

DoD Ada-related events need stronger press coverage.

JDefense Information Systems Agency D-3 November 8, 1993
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"* A qualif'ing characteristic for the new A.IP() irector should be that he she havc
broad appeal and be able to relate to the entire software community, not just IX)l)
weapon systems.

"* OASD (C31) should give a spot award ($500) to DoD authors of articles about Ada
in non-Ada specific press.

"• DoD should infomi colleges and universities of the availability of Ada tools through
the Free Software Foundation.

"* DoD should continue to support and fund the Free Software Foundafion, especially

in the area of the Ada compiler with Ada 9X enhancements.

"• DoD should donate older versions of Ada tools to colleges and universities.

" DoD should promote Ada within the academic community (universities, junior
colleges, high schools) as an excellent tool for teaching software engineering
techlniques.

"* DoD should promote/provide accessibility of compilers to educational institutions.

* * DoD should encourage private induistry to offer a variety of Ada traiirng courses.

"• DoD should emphasize Ada as the prmnary software language at all mdiitary
academies.

"* DoD should involve the academic commnunity in rescarch projects regarding
software development problemris and challenges.

"• DoD should prohibit the acqtisifion of software applications that do not have Ada
bindings.

" Emphasiz- the rigorous development of Ada 9X, Appendix M, "Interface to Other
Languages'"

4.0 QUESTION #3: X-hat can we do to incase Ada's apeal, a(doption, and
popularity within your softwae conrrunity?

FINDINGS

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

* The Ada community is a close knit and frequently weapons system onierited group.
They currently don't conunmicate well with the MIS corrmnimity.

Deflense Ilformarion Sstqems Agen,.v, F-4 November 8, 1993
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"" Ada is not highly supported by the DoV) acqulisition Comhnnit\ilv.

"" Acquisition typically does not concern itself with long term support issues.

"" Within DoD, "C' (mid its variants) is almost a dominant language for research,
prototyping, and even irany new systemns.

"• The percepfion, outside and inside DoD, is that "playing Ada" is an all or nothing
game -- variants are not permitted; waivers are often the path of least perceived
"cost"; the evolutionary process is very slow and without incentives.

"* The perception is that Ada tools lack the modern capabilities of other language
tools.

"* Program Managers and PEOs are not motivated to consider the long term

(maintenance) benefits of Ada.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the session findings, the following conclusions were made by the panelists

"@ 6 DoD must package and communicate Ada 9X as the "Now" lamguage.

"• DoD's Ada use policy and acquisition methods should dovetail with the way
industry wants to sell Ada tools.

"* The acquisition process is not well defined or is out-of-date.

"* DoD cormmitment to Ada appears weak.

"• The DoD mandate and commitnent is not well communicated or defined both
inside and outside of DoD.

"* Ada tools are not popular or widely used.

"• There is a need for quality, portable Ada tools across multiple platforms and
environments.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recomnmendations were derived fiorn the findings and conclusions listed
above:

@ • DoD must market Ada 9X more strongly thian is currently being done.

Dcfi,nve lqfornnation SYvstems Agencyu D-5 November 8, 1993
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" DoD Should ensure Ada compilers and libraries are included in "iunbrellaz"
hardware and software procurements.

" DoD should create a fornal software eniineering education and training program
for acquisition personnel.

* Program management plarLs must consider long tern- system goals and progiram
management should be graded against their criteria.

DoD should establish central control over mandates and waivers, and charge that
entity with enforcement of and consistency among the Ada rules.

DoD should informi colleges and universities of Ada tool availability and
distribution sources.

" DoD should ensure that quality Ada tools are available to adequately support the
software life cycle process.

" DoD should ensure that Ada's support environment is comparable to other
development environments.

* DoD should ensure that a rich set of tools and reusable components exist for
Ada 9X when it is released.

i)efens'e Infomnazion Systems Agencvy JL-6 November 8, 1993
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5.0 PANEL

Panel mnembners were selected to represent v'aious tacets of the in&dtLtral community.

une Orgnizati on

Panel Chair: Dr Kurt Fischer OASD(IC31), ODASI(IM)

Panel Facilitators: Mr. Fred Moxiey Defense Information Systemrks
Agency

Mr. Anthony Shuwnskas Logicon
Mi. Fred Baldwin Intermetrics, Incorporated

Panel Members: Mr. John Foreman ARPA
Mr. Alden Wynn DOETINEL
Mr. Thomas Rhodes NIST/CSL
Mr. Jack Cranman NASA. Johnson Space Center
Mr. Jim Hess DISC4/ARMY

Defense Infornation Svstems Ageny [) D-7 November 8, 1993
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6.0 PRICM/I'I,kIISN|

Participants were 1]loc1id a imixiI Iiint of 15 minutes to t.ivc pael nxIIlxrCMITS their
comimlentts to questions within dte goverranent dsciplin:2. 'I1e following participWIts
presented briefings during die Ada Dual-Use Workshop (Refer to Section 8.0 of this
Appendix, Participant Briefings for copies of presentations). Pwticipants are listed in
the order of presentation.

Name Orgpization Briefing

Howes, Norman Institute for Defense Presentation - No Slides
Analyses

Emery, David The Mitre Corporation Presentation - Slides
Siegel, Barry NCCOSC-NRAD Presentation - Slides
Reedy, Chris The Mitre Corporation Presentation - Slides
Gallagher, Edward USACECOM SED Presentation - No Slides
Roby, Clyde Institute for Defense Presentation - Slides

Analyses
Hook, Audrey Institute for Defense Presentation - Position Paper

Analyses
* Thumiond, George LFC PEO STAMIS Presentation - Slides

Depasquale, Gerry Maj U.S. Marine Corps-MCCTA Presentation - Slides
Solomond, John HQ Army Material Cmd Presentation - Slides
Sodhi, Jag U.S. Army Presentation - Slides
Enright, Jim U.S. Marine Corps- Presentation - No Slides

MCTf-SSA
McGarity, M. Joan NAVCOM TELECOM Presentation - Slides
Kemer, Judy The Aerospace Corporation Presentation - Slides
McPherson, Charles U.S. Army Material Cmd Presentation - No Slides
Stuart, Antoinette ASN (RDA) Prnsentation - No Slides
&raman, Jack NASA Johlson Space Ctr Presentatfon - Slides
Foreman, Jothn ARPA Presentation - No Slides
Druffel, I .arry Software Fngineering Presentarion - No Slides

hIstitute
Berg, Richard Defense Mapping Agency Pres,ntation - Position Paper
Milton, Donn lIt Research Institute Presentation - Position Paper
Tadda, George ILt U.S. Air Force. Presentati(.;n - Slides
Wexelblat, Rictard, Dr. Internal Revenue Service Presentation No Slides
Colket, Currie SPAWAR 331 Presentation - No Slides
Langdon, Larry CenIsuLs Bureau Presentation - N: Slides

Note: Some f thc vievws exvr'ssed wetv soleli, rhe f[oxiciqpxvts own ad not of
S his/her orgcrizavion.

iDe~f:'re !n/,,nnamn,�woii� ~ ~J(1nA - ~wn8mcC 8, ,1)9I
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7.0 PA{rICIIPANT' BRI IIIN(.S I( PSITI(O)N IAIIRS

"ihis section contains a copy of participa•M I)!ieefib niaterials provided to the
Government Panel during the Ada DLual-Use Workshop. In cases where presentation
materials were submitted in handwritten Ibrn, typed copies were created by thle Ada
Dual-Use Workshop staff These copies are rioted accordingly. Following the
Participant Briefings is a group of Position Papers submitted by individuals who did
not make a presentation but wanted their point of view record.

0
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Participant Briefing
David Emery

The Mitre Corporation

Defenve Informnation Systems A gencO, Novernbei 8, 1993
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop

David F.mmey
omory@mifsog

19-20 OCT 93

My "15 Minutes of Fame"

0 Observations from a decade of Ada experience

* Changes In Systems Development

e Ada and Open Systems

* Wither Ada?

Disclaimer: These are not the opinions oa The MITRE Corporadon,
Its clients/sponsors, the U.S. DOD or my wife.

Claimer: These are my opinions. a

I I II .. .. M ITR



Observations on the Use of Ada Within DOD

* Adia has been a big success
- Widely used In some domains (avionics, ATC)
- Significant savings on some programs

Triggered some Important technologies

"* Realtime performance (Rate Monotonic)
"* Object-Oriented Design

. Ada has been a big failure
- Uttle penetration outside of DOD/Govemment
- Many DOD "Ada Failures"

e Mostly failures of systems using Ada
* Ada made the system failure obvious
e This should be a "feature," not a "bug"

h -LII II I1

Observations on the Use of Ada Within DOD
(Continued)

* Ada Mandate good policy
- Terrible enforcement
- SPOsJPMs can not be trusted to do the right thing for life-

cycle costs

* DOD "Inferiority Complex" on software unwarranted
- DOD systems are order of magnitude largerf/arder
- DOD "Invented" software engineering

0
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COBRA DANE Example

"* Raytheon estimate: cost $40M to do software in Ada
- Raytheon had no prior Ada experience, and wanted to use

JOVIAL
- Estimate was $17M MORE to do software in Ada

* Government Insisted on Ada
- Raytheon teamed with TRW for the software

"* TRW bid $25M to do software component in Ada
"* Software development completed ahead of schedule and within

budget (280K SLOC In 24 months, $25M)
"* Schedule predicts IOC will occur 3 months early

Observation: Ada successes are considered -too good to be true"!

Changes in Systems Development

"• Technology trends
- Software as minor component -> Software as major

component -> Software IS the system
- Increases In hardware performance

* Industry caught tip with DOD requitements
* Software Engineering trends

- Methodologies
- CASE
- Software process

"• Now system development is integration, not development
- Open Systems
- Reuse
- interoperability/Interconnectivity
- System Architectures-* 11IIII InlI ''



Ada and Open Systems

o Open Systems are doable in Ada
- MITRE proof-of-concept prototype for Army ISEC

* lmp!emented client-server MIS application

* Conformed to Arriy OSE definition from SBIS
- Ada required more code, but also helped

o Ada Bindings to OSE components are still an Issue
- Good bindings are not that hard to do
- Bad bindings are not worth doing at all

e ff I wanted to use a C-like Interface, I'd program in C!
o Two problems with bindings:

1. Development of standard bindings takes time
2. Convincing COTS product vendors to deliver Ada bindings

along with C bindings

Mfl!

Wither Ada?

* DOD must not be afraid of being different
- Different/= Wrongl
- Do you really trust <PC vendor name here> to develop a

nuclear C2 system (for instance)?
a Can we wait for Version 2.0 to get it to work?.

* DOD must push Ada9X
- Affirm mandate for SX (and enforce it this time!)
- Provide appropriate tools

* GNAT is the singae most important product of the 9X
project!

- Encourage/require more researchladvanced deveiopment in
Ada/Ada9X

• ARPA, DOD labs, contractors

- -'" I I
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Wither Ada?
(Concluded)

e Commercial acceptance of Ada depends on many things
- Cost (compilers MUST get cheaper/better)
- Interfaces to other products (bindings, again)
- Political Correctness/Perception

Commercial acceptance of software engineering is real
problem

e Ada is quite acceptable as a DOD niche language
"Ada isn't intended for all kinds of software development, -
just software that you intend to use and update for more than
one year, software too complex to be written by one person,
software that must handle concurrent tasks, software that is
readable, portable and reusable, and by the way, software
that must be highly reliable and perform well."
"Everything else can be written in C."

I , IId II B ab II II
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Participant Briefing
Barry Siegel

NCCOSC-NRAD

I)c/.,nse hI/onmlion Systems Agcnc. Nov'mitx•r 8, 1993
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BARRY SIEGEL
Code 4123

San Diego, Ca. 92152-5088
OFFICE: (619)-553-4881

FRH: (619)-553-4888
E-MA IL:siegel@nosr.ml
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ZO1 • Z..'U• ,HEN ENCLOSURES ARF WVITHDRA\V,

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
PROJECT MANAGE,

FFLD ARTILLEPY TACTICAL DATA SYSThc1S PIFATDS)

Pr-OGi-AM EXECUTIVE OFFICE-COMMAND AND CIT",OL SYSTEM•.tS

.-DRTMONMOUTH NEW JERSEY 07"/03-5-4,4

SFA.E CC- FS-A 70-1-7b)

V-av'ORANDUM =STRIBJTION

STJ7jECr: Advanced .... d Artillery TacGtcai Daca Sv-stem (AFATDS)
Acwuisicion System _=roaram Protection Plan Ex-lanation and
Protection of Essenc'ai Program Informaclon, Technologies or
Systems (EPITS)

Assistant Scr- _•-r- of the Army Research., Development and
Acquisition iASARDA, .-as recently imr le-nen=-ec h rh Arrrv
Acquisition Svsscems _=rzcec:ion Program. The amount of time
between the feinz :f z: a new U.S. weapon system and the enemy
fielding a counter svstem or copy has been steadily eroding to
the point where ene_.nv counters are fielded alz,,sc simultaneously
or even before the U.S. weapon system fieldings. In addition,
friendly allies have been selling copies of U.S. weapon systems
based on key U.S. cecn.nologies thereby diminishing our market
share and decreasina =ur economic advantage.

2. As a result of =-" above, DoD has mandated that all
Acquisition CacegorY ",: and ir programs must have an Acquisition
Program Protection Plan (Aca P3) updated at each milestcce. The
Acq P3 identifies cr::.cal or unique cectnologies of a system and
states how they will be protected- The cr:tical or unique
technologies are cailed EPITS.

3. The EPITS are not necessarily classified but since they are
what "makes it tick" they must be protected. The Acq P3 provides
guidar-ce on how the EPITS are to be protected. Since the AFATDS
Acq 23 will not be ccoleted for a few months, this memo will
provide interim, cursory guidance for protection of the ALFATDS
EPITS' Since software has unique properties making it difficult
to senarate EPITS from the entire AFATDS software orogram, the
following are instructions for protecting the entire AFATDS
program and consequently the AFATDS EPITS:

a. Access to the AFATDS source code should be lim2ited to
personnel who have direct involvement wi'th AFATDS or those who
have been authorized access by the PM or DPM AFATDS. This should
include remote on-line access.

b. Do not allow conies of either pare or the entire AFATIDS
source code to be made or taken from the area.

,•4 I I I I I OR OJI U :1 U : ~I - F II II
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S FikECC FS-A (70 -17b)
U2 JEJC? Adv~anced FieltAr'~ e' Tac::'c~aI Dacia -'-sz:emr.(ETS

Acu-ulsicion Svsuem Proaram Prociecz:_on Plani E:-'clanacion and
-rc~c~onof seva r:-c~-zamnfor~acion, -ecz-17oio so

zzsaczis lociesSo

Conies of Lte scurce ccz-e should noc be discr~buced
~~'tt~~zu~ auhuz'ono i:e *!or DPM AFATIDS.

2.When cocies of* scf::-are -are distribucea. after aroper
3-ucnorizac:on. keec a 2. ca o~ ifwo has received copies of the

~o~4ar. nsure by signature of the recioienc acknowledgment.,
undetaningarnd acreemnent co abide by tche above r~auiremerlt.s.

__._s office will Oorvide a 'tvto be used to a receipt.)

.T-he EPCrS !n c I' S-'-culz r handled as FOUO a=nd not be
* isr:ucte =r -44scussec- =s ii: nrormacion b-uc :re-ased only

-~ in~um urrter : nvc`;~ individuals.

0:C N ic-holas Keselowsxv, at DSN

zEnc2. STEVEN W. - 3UTELA.

Proj ecc Manager

,ISTRIht3TIL-1:
Director, TRADOC System tý!anacer, Fire Supporz: Cornrnand, oritc::ol&

Ccmm~rnuicaciicris, '-_: TSF-'S'M-C3A, Ft Sill, OK 735,33-5600
Dizeczor, Cencer for Software -Engineeringa, Fzire Siicocrz Software

-:ra-neer-ncz, ATTIN: AMSEL-RD-SE-SY-FS-S, Ft Sill, OK 73503>5600
ýM CHiS ATITN: SACCC-/SECCSFt Monmnouth, NJ 07703-5404
Chief, Fire Supnort, Bldg 461, A=IN AMSEL-RD-SE-SY-F-S,

Ft Sill, OK '73,503-6600
Marine Corms Systems Ccamrand, A=T: C2G, Quanct-co, VA 22134-50J.0
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7tese a== auidanze =ac--am-,s wfl2..:z de--rm-m~'es ::w ALFATVS
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ns e 7ý- Ie s e cs w a U ~a' --1Sr an Cnrv:) zar~e AAS:
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- k-zA:ck Svscami AniaI..vs-s - r~a, andc
czr.mander's cuidance, enables kFATDS z:-- se=izr2.
and mnunition.

2. Weanoms Syscern Seie--ct-'cn - Enables AS.FATDS --o sei1-cc
cne otncimal weanoan system av-ailable co successfully
corrrlete a fire mission With cteP aunrTh= asse':
exnelditure.

3. Decerm=narcion of Unit Camabili':y/Availability-
Enables XFATDS to asserzaim, cte scacus of a
particular un-it- wirsh regard tzo c'iancit-Jes of
munliti4ons, mannower availability and u~nit
coan~aer' s ouplinion of unit' s readiness amonqr other
factors. A.FATDS will- select/rejecrz a par-ticular unit
based an this scatus.

4. Volume, of Fire - /Calculates tfte number of volleys
rea-uired to ach-ieve tfte desired effecz.
Under this two snecifi-c agrtb s sbc-,.idbe
nrotec-eci

a. I9kT
b. StTP.E:QUtY~--1-
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T AC-1RE/LTAC-F:IR ser: r I :azac n and auc 1encIcazIon

Knowiedce cf this would enable an enemy co mimic ant
"spoof" AFATrDS wich false m.essaaes orooorzedlv from

2. The AFATDS aoolicacions software concains
inrorznac-on/algorchims concerning finite details of
the ccmmunicacions archit-eccure. The applications
software :hac deal wich network access scruccures and
CC'--=EC f::' flags should ,e EPITS. Such infor-,,,c~cn would
facli:a5- where and when -&rmin= would be mosr

ef=e~ve.

-. :he :4 (Tactical Cozrzunications lncefrace Module)
is a scar: modem used aich AFATDS which enables CHS
comDuters to connect with Army cactical communications.
The AFATDS apolicacions software "loads" the control
software anc' communication protocols into the TCIMN. The
TCIM control software and zhe TCIM communications
protocols should be oroceczed as EPITS. Knowledge of
these would Eacilicace an enemy intercepting leartimace
messages and sending false messages.

C. ,j,&MEMs Daca

The .7JMEM !Joint Munitions Ef-ec-s :*:anual) .. C: nasa is
classtfied as SECRET and is handled as such. The AFATDS
Anplicacions software thac handles the effects cables
data should be an EPITS.

3. Poi.nc of contact is Mr. Nicholas Keselowsky,
Corwn. (908)532-0336, DSN 392-0336.

STEVEN W. BOUTELLE
COL, SC
Project Manger

70R O~ICI ZE C 71LY
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Participant Briefing
Christopher Reedy

The Mitre Corporation
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BackGround

- Based upon prior work experience
- DBiS development

- Database applications

- Artificial Intelligence

* These are my personal opinions, not those of
my employer

"Technical"

• Need Ada 9X desperately
- Too many missing features in Ada 83, e.g. inheritance

* Bindings
- UNIX, X, SQL
- Needed five years ago

"* "Visuai Ada"
- Needed - Create acceptance of Ada on personal

computers

- Includes large class libraries and visual programming

0



Language

*Current "business" applications are being 6
built using 4GLNisual Programming

• 3GLs (e.g. C/C++ and Ada) are being
relegated to "systems" programming and
" extensions"

• Ada must be usable as an extensions
language

- eliminate (or minimize) run-time library requirement
- caliable from other languages without an Ada "main"

6

"Standards"

* Most of computing community proceeds
ahead of standards

- C++ de facto standard, not yet official standard

* Ada community lags behind standards
development

- Must standardize before software/tools become available

• Need to encourage innovation with Ada
- E.g., accept language "extensions"

0
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Participant Briefing
Clyde Roby

Institute for Defense Analyses

I,/.enve hMi•mnelon Systems 4i gicny November 8. 1993



Ada Dual-Use Workshop

19-20 October 1993
Vienna, VA

Clyde Roby
Institute for Defense Analyses

1801 N. Beauregard Street

Alexandria, VA 22311
(703) 845-6666

FAX: (703) 84,)-6678
E-mail: Roby@lDA.Org

19-20 October 1993 Institute for Defense Analyses

With respect to Ada Bindings...

"* What actions can we take to make Ada the primary
tool for developing software systems within your
government organization?

"* What investments can we make to increase the
commercial use of Ada?

"* What can we do to increase Ada's appeal, adoption,
and popularity within your software community?

19.20 October 1993 Institute tor Detnrise AIalyses



Ada binaings io ... e

"* To defacto standards

"• To COTS "standard" products

"* To widely-used national and international standards

Examples:
X-Windows, Microsoft Windows,

Kermit, SQL, PCTE, e-mail

19-20 October 1993 Institute for Dolense Analyses

Why worry about Ada bindings?

* So that there are not multiple Ada bindings to a
standard or to a product - X, for example

So that there is some consistency to the Ada
bindings ("thin" versus "thick" bindings) - early
POSIX

19-20 Oclober 1993 Institute tor Delenso Anllyses



Why a single Aiaa Dinaing e

• So that implementors have only one binding to
implement - not several

* So that tool vendors can develop their tools once,
then port them to different implementations of the
Ada binding

* So that end-u.sers can develop their applications
once

* So that iraining for Au- development will be more
uniform -ind thus less costly

10-20 October 1993 Institute for DOlense Analyses

Ada Bindings

"* Investigate Ada bindings to popular products rand
standards, such as those mentioned earlier

"* If multiple Ada bindings exist, narrow the choice
down to (hopefully) one

"* If no Ada bindings exist, encourage cocpcation
among interested parties to d3fin:,, an Ada LUnding

" Once the Ada binding exists, publish the Ada
package specifications widely and publicly, and
encouia~e the market to supply package bodies

A" • Perhaps, in some cases, standardize the Ada
package specifications

19-20 October 1993 Instiltute Ior Defense Analyses



Ada Bindings

" Find out what people would like Ada bindings to

" Go beyond the Ada community and get other parties
interested in the development of Ada bindings -

commercial vendors, standards groups, ...

" Increase the number of other products/systems that
are accessible to Ada programs

" Many vendors now deliver products with other
language bindings, can we ask them to deliver Ada
language bindings, too?

" Increase coordination with standards groups to
influence their developmen-1 so that Ada bindings
can readily be defined

" Promote Ada bindings

19-20 Oclober 1993 Intlllule for Defense Analyses

Ada Bindings

Investigate the "right" way to develop Ada bindings
by looking at:

- Ada binding technology: what is the best way to define an Ada
binding?

- How to go about developing an Ada binding
- How to move from another language binding to Ada

"Thin" versus "Thick" Ada bindings

"* Make existing Ada bindings better, expecially for
Ada9X

"* Try to affect products during the development stage

"* Try to affect standards during the standardization
process, not after they i-ave become standards

"* Publicize who is producting!providing Ada bindings
and what qre they interfacing to

1.9 20i cO-ohrr 1993 Inslilule lot Delenie Aralyse



Ad(,-3 bind din g s ar re o o od fo r

- Academia

* Gove•rnment

- Industry

• Hardware and Software Vendors

19,20 October 1993 Institute for 02feiase Analyses

0

Academia

Having Ada bindings to the popular products
and tools, especially on PCs and workstations,
will inrrease interest in Ada by instructors,
thus making ft a primary teacning language at

major universities; this will also increase the

pool of entry level personnel with Ada skills.

19 -20 C.loner 1993 Ins.tutc for Defense Analyse;



Government

Having Ada bindings to existing program
building blocks will increase the adoption and
popularity within DoD and other government
organizations, thus making Ada a primary tool
for developing large software systems.

19-20 October 1993 Institute far Defense Analyse-j

Industry

Having implementations of Ada bindings
ubiquitous and inexpensive can help Ada
become the preferred language for developing
software, increasing its appeal and popularity
within industry.

19-20 October 1993 Inltitute for Defense Arntyses



Hardware and Software vendors0

Having Ada bindings will help to increase the
market for Ada products and services beyond
the defense community, thus investing in the
development and possibly the standardization
of Ada bindings will increase Ada's commercial
use.

I v-20 October 1993 Inlt~Iute for Defense Analyses

Elllso
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* Department of Army

PEO STAMIS

LTC George E. Thurmond II

Acting Director
Software Engineering & Integration Dir

Ada Dual-Use Workshop (Govt)
19 Oct 93

ImEO SrAMI3

Strategy

Government Questions Ir,.-xtricably Linked

Establish Clear Policy & Direction

Build Foundation

Reward Investment and Responsiveness

Share Technology

* Promote Successes



Actions

Acquire Ada Software Development Support Through
Detiined (OSE), Disciplined and
Measurable (Automated Tool Set) Process

Energize Vendors of CASE Products to Exercise Unique
Ada 9X Language Features

Continue Culture Change Through Education, Up Front
Planning, Access to Resources

PEO SIAMIS3

Investments

Universities - Partnership with Industry to Promote SW
Engineering Using Ada

Create Incentives for Tech Proposals Demonstrating
Ada Expertise, Reuse Capability and Historical
Tech Transfer Across Projects

Distribution of Public Domain Software, Program
Sponsorship Such as with Historically Black Colleges

Ex: AdaSAGE Engineering and Management Group



0 Acceptance

DoD Mandate

Demonstrated Savings Associated w/ Development &
PDSS Costs

Cultural/Emotional Issues:
Easy to Use
Productive
Affordable
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1IMarine Corps AdaSAGE Experiences

Presented by

Major Gerald A. DePasquale
Marine Corps Computer and Telecommunications Activity

Quantico, Virginia

0

Request

$1 Million Annually to Support AdaSAGE

[Commitment will pay large dividends.]

0



Lesson I

Marines love AdaSAGE.

[AdaSAGE is a Marine Corps standard development tool.]

Le, on 2

AdaSAGE is good - Ada is bad.

[To use AdaSAGE effectively,
introductory level Ada training is required.]

S



Lesson 3

AdaSAGE mcaIPS

"you get a meritorious service niedal"

[Using AdaSAGE, new Ada programmers are
productive in six weeks vice six months.]

Lesson 4

AdaSAGE means

"you get a vacation"

[AdaSAGE reduces our development time by 50%.]

0



lessov.o 5O

AdaSAGE means

"you get mo money, when you lie about your effort"

S[AdaSAGE provides 55% of our applications.]

Lesson_6

AdaSAGE means

"commercial DBMS vendors must get serious about Ada"

[AdaSAGE often outperforms commercial DBMS products.]

0



LA1esson 7

AdaSAGE is

"a deadly weapon in the iiands of a high school graduate".

[A high school graduate
+ one month of Ada training

+ two weeks of AdaSAGE training
= productive programmer.]

Les__sojn 8

AdaSAGE Video Training means

"you don't have to train that stupid bastard"

[Beginning AdaSAGE Video Training Materials
promvide effective refresher and introductory education.]



(CSSOI114

AdaSA( L 'Video Training aiso means

"you catch up on your sleep"

[You must stay, awake when viewing the Advanced AdaSAGE
Video Training Materials to glean v•luable advanced
knowledge.]

AdaSAGE means

"you can let the students do all the work"

[AdaSAGE can be used as ani aid
to teach software engineering teams.]

I



Lesson 11

Enhanced AdaSAGE means

"everyone will love you"

[Marine programmers have rewritten applications developed
back in late 1980s, adding new functionality made possible
by AdaSAGE enhancements, while simultaneously reducing
SLOC, increasing execution speed, reducing executable size,
and improving maintainability.]

Lesson 12

AdaSAGE Users Group means

"if you have money, you have a friend"

[Enrollment in the AdaSAGE users group is worth the
investment. Technical difficulties, wrestled with for days,
have been solved over a single phone call.]



Ilesson 13 0
AdaSAGE management means

"xyou own the system"

I[Enhancements requested by the user community get
completed.]

Lesson 14

AdaSAGE means

"damn those compiler vendors"

[The Corps has purchased compilers explicitly for use with
AdaSAGE only to find out that the new compiler release is
incompatible with AdaSAGE.]

0



L~essonl 15

Badiniortliig AdaSA( L

"can get you killed"

[Captain Hernandez, IRMD Albany, challenges all detractors
to talk to him before claiming AdaSAGE can not meet their
general purpose data base management programming needs.]

0

0
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ADA SUMMIT
19-20 OCT 93

,JOHN P. SOLOMOND

ARMY MATERIEL COMMAND

PRESENTING OBSERVATIONS OF ADA BOARD:
DEC 92, APR 93

PERCEPTIONS AND REALITY USING Ada

Major categories

A. Economic/ business issues
B. Education! research issues
C. Systems integration problems
D. DoD Ada mandate, acquisition policies
E. Technical issues



ECONOMIC/ BUSINESS ISSUE:
-- EXPENSE

-- Is s ies:

Ada compilers too expensive, large, and ccrnplex;
development costs too high

Ada compilers are large and require more resources than
compilers for traditional languages, e.g. "C"

Ada users develop on large projects that demand
additional expensive tools to achieve optimum
productivity

Operating costs to develop a first system are higher for
Ada, particularly as a result of the lack of trained
personnel at all levels. Situation improves drastically,
however, with increased iraining of personnel

J0

RESPONSE

Compiler vendors will indeed have to invest large amounts of
resources

However, comparable transition to C++ from C will be large as
well. Retooling and retraining for this transition is expensive
for firms using C on large projects.

Object oriented features of Ada 9X eliminate claims of
superiority by C++

Maintain standardization effort using 9X via the international
standardization route



* \ECONOMIC/ BUSINESS ISSUES

Issue Response

Heuse of Ada American firms consider productivity

programs is not gains through Ada reuse a competitive

meeting advantage - do not want to highlight
expectations advantages of Ada

The Japanese have
publicized
success with
significant levels
of code reuse,
but the US has
not

• ECONOMIC/ BUSINESS ISSUE

Issues Response

Compiler vendors Size of Ada market Is small relative to
are not marketing C++. Ada vendors tend to
Adýi sufficiently. concentrate in small niche areas of

Ihis is claimed in the market. Greater flexibility and
telation to technical interest associated with
marketing ol C++. Ada 9X should offset this trend.



& EDUCATION/RESEARCH ISSUES

Issue Response

Ada should be used Researchers have investments in tools
by the research that facilitate use of other languages
community Lack of incentives to conduct research

in "new" language, es;)ecially when
already comfortable u.-4 ing C or
FORTRAN

Financial incentives AJPO/DARPA initiative for Ada
for Universities introduction via software-engineering
to use Ada courses

Learning curve for Professors concerned about steep
first use in learning curve to bring into curricula
education Easy to learn - more difficult to teach

EDUCATION/RESEARCH ISSUES

Issue Response

Ability to deploy Large startup costs of several million
limited resources dollars peý year
to optimize Ada require: more powerful or at least
introduction of as large amount of memory to
Ada into populate laboratory
education
process

Transition to Ada Research lends to be done in other
technology from languages
research to Ada Principal investigators on DoD
applications contractors need to have incentives

for doing research in Ada



- ~ EDUCATION/RESEARCH ISSUES

Issue Response

Must transition Transition from prototype to production
from prototypes seems to be enhanced; language
into production remains the same
using Ada. They
currently tend to
be written in C/
C++/Lisp

Overhead of using Designed for large-scale systems;
Ada is too large using Ada with small classroom
for teaching examples sometimes not appropriate

SYSTEM INTEGRATION PROBLEMS

Issue Response

Ada weak in large- Many of the characteristics of Ada,
scale systems which make it suitable for thie
integration. development of large systems, make it

suitable for !he integration of laige
systems:

Ada's encapsulation and modularization
facilities improve the reliability and
simplify the maintenance of large
systems, regardless of whether they
are implemented usinlg development
or integration strategies.

Ada's implicit enforcement of sound
software-engineeriig princiiplt,.; like

strong typing have the effect of
ensuring that the interlace

assumptions of thc subsystemrs are
not violated.



SYSTEM-INTEGRATION PROBLEMS

Issue Response

Lack of Ada Some open systems standards have
bindings to key recently provided Ada bindings, e.g.
"open systems" SQL and POSIX.
forces choices
between the
language
portability
provided by Ada
and the platform
portability
provided by open
systems

DoD Ada MANDATE- ACQUISITION POLICIES

Issue Response

Procurement Financial arguments for using
practic,'s Ada are based on lifecycle rost
incompatible w-th savings, while procurement
Ada benefits practices emphasize front end

of the lifecycle. Benefits of
Standardization and Logistics
issues were primary criteria for
moving to a standard



gDoD Ada MANDATE - ACQUISITION POLICIES

Issue Response
Scope of mandate Original application domain was for

perceived as embedded systems
being too broad No single language is suitable lui a;;

conceivable application domains
UK ministry of Defense does not

"mandate" any language, but requires
validation and evaluation oi
compilers to suit needs of project
office --

Result: very few projects bid
withuut specifying the Ada
language.

UK Defense Industry largely supports
the language

Require validation of otiher non-Ada
languages as well

TECHNICAL ISSUES

Issue Response

Ada Is Interior to C/ Research proves otherwise:
C++ Ada vs C++

Ada 9X vs C++

Ada not best Ada has proven successful In Al and
lechnical choice real-time applications
for all problems Support for distributed/ pa•allel

processing uniested

Bindings slow in ATIP Is helping
comhng

0 . .. .. . ... . . . ... . .. . . ..... . . ..... .. .



RECOMMENDATIONS
(FERSONAL-INOi BASED ON OFFICIAl_ BOARL) N ,

" DO NOT DROP MANDATE

RELAX IT F-OR EXPLOHAWTOY WOPiK & PfDTOYOOI-

*.* SUBSETS

NON-VALIDATED COMPILERS
. EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS

"• MODIFY ACQUISITION GUIDELINES
- LIFE CYCLE COSTS VICE

ACQUISITION COSTS

" FINANCIAL INCENTIVES TO GOVERNivlENT kJOER2
RELUCTANT TO CONVERT TO ADA, E.G. ARMY DEPOT
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S~JAG SODHI
F G Fire Support/Ficld Artillery
US AR Yt ' CE OM, RDEL * 32 Systems

SED, FIRE SUPPORT SOFTWARE • Ada

ENGINEER * Mandate

FORT SILL, OK

Question 1: Government Question 2: Commercial
•Mandatc
• Education and Training , Investment
* Incentive • Education and Training
* Tools •Softwarc Engineering

Compiler • Fill Up Gap (Software Requirements >

- Ada Bindings Design > Ada)
* Software Reuse Mapping

- Pilot Projects
- 20% Funding
- Ada 9X

Question 3: Ada's Appeal Question 3 (conf): Ada's

"* Simple 
Appeal

"* KISS - Ccmpilcrs "Cost Effective)
* Advertisement - Funding for Universities
"* Qualified Professionals - Follow Marketing Rules

"• S- ccess E:asuy to !Follow

e 'exttbooks Workalec
"• Iessons Learne" - Co::t

-Otwitity
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Ada Dual Use Workshop
*I Government Track

Ms. Joan McGarity
NAVCOMTELCOM

19 - 20 October 1993

0

CONTEXT

• Software Engineering

* Economics

* Culture

• Immature Tools

:0



Ada as the primary development tool

*Provide technical support

* Effective, easy access to training

* Enforce the mandate

* Fee -for- service responds to customer

* Access to Reuse Repos,,itories

e Effective tool~s

Ada TRAINING/ DEVELOPMENT PR0C-iESS~

CON FINUE
DEVELOPMENT

PH. 1-ASE OUT MENTOR-

ADVANCED ADA AND
TOOL.S TRAINING

PEER REVIEWS/
COi', WALK TtHROUGjlHf7

TRAINEES DEVELOP WITH
O N--SITE ME N TOR A SSI c'TANC E

DE. /[ L(PMEIN t1 0OQLS TI A INI NG

fREAWMENTS AWL) M. SIGH WITH REUSE EXPERT ISUPPORT

(I) ;OT1- WAPI, E-W '4 a N G (2) DATA LCUH

-(3.1 N'T,, I TO j a (4) OBJECT OHILiNTE[) [ESIC; I



Increasing Commercial Use of Ada

o Tie Ada to business applications

* Lower cost, more powerful tools

* Leverage off existing government-
owned tool, AdaSAGE

* Provide quality, inexpensive, fun
training packages

Increase Appeal, Adoption & Popularity

e Educate our customers

o Quality tools

* Publize success

° Keep AdaSAGE current with standards

* Be positively aggressive

"* ID Provide bindings



DRAFT
From= Comanding Officer, Naval Crozputer and Teleco=munications

Area Master Station IANT
To: Comander, Naval Computer and T1lec~omunicatiOnS Command,

4401 Massachusntts Avenue, N.W., BuildLing 19, Washiington,
DC 20394-5000

SubJ : INITIAL PLANNING ESTIMATE FOR NAVY ADA TECHNV-AL SUPPORT
PROJECT FOR FY94

Ref: (a) ;AVDACINST 5320.IC

1. In accordance with reference (a), an Initial Planning Estimate
for conti iuing support of the Navy Ada ecchnical Support ProQtct
(b) is as, follows:

b. Prgjqt T , Iavy Ada Technical Support

c P roje eeivye: 18 Septarber 1992

d. Reonsi2l 1& y..e1Qne: NCTAMS LXViN

O a. Iaaui n : Mr. T. Colin Pratt,
N91, Autovon 564-3873 or Commercial (804) 444-3873

f. jg Rgvonsibility: Mr. T. Colin Pratt, N9.1, Autovon
564-3873 or Commercial (804) 444-3873

g. .ni .a .•
Proposed Starting Date: 01 October 1993

Estimated Completion Data: 30 September 1994

h. P

Labor: (3,516 hours @ $37.15 per hour) $130,643
Travel and Misc.: $ 25,000

Total $155,643

i. Desriptin z1 S:

Provide software engineering and Ada technical leadership
to the CO!MNAVCOQNTLCOM activ~tioa znd tho Ada technical community
at larro. Represent COMNAVCOMTELCOM at significant technical
revinwa which impact or provide direction for the growth of Add.



DRAFT
SubJ: INITIAL PLA!NNING ESTIMATE rOR NAVY ADA TEC!{NICAL SUPPORT

PROJECT

(1) Attend Ada conferences and workshops as directed and
funded by COMNAVCOMTELCOM.

(2) Review and make recoQendations on Ada tools and
software engineering techniq

(3) Conduct meetings and/or seminars for the purpose of

ccmmunicating Navy regairements to Ada vendors.

(4) Provide COMNAVCOMTELCOM with a monthly status report.

(5) Write articles to be published in Navy and Ada
technical community publications.

(6) Maintain and upgrade information provided to the Ada
community on the Ada Technical Bulletti Board, to include sections
on the following:

(a) AdaSAGE

(b) Reuse Program

(c) Complaints

(7) Write Ada bindings, where not provided by the vendor
community, to attract users on the microcomputer platform.

(8) Publish COMNAVC0MTEL' ,1M's davelopmant activities
successes with Ada in the management information system
environment.

(9) Provide a quarterly report to COMNAVCOM'r2ELCOM on
services, results and significant information of COMNAVCCMTELCOM's
development activities.

(10) Provide recommendations for an Ada Train.n,-;
Methodology and the required skills necessary at different lavals
of training.

(11) Provide a Plan of Action and Milestones.

2. If you agree with this Initial Planning Estimate, please
furnish formal acceptance and funding.

J. M. SPHUYMATE
By direction
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0

Ada Dual-Use Notes

Jack Garman
NASA Johnson Space Center

* Loosen up the rules (especially w.r.t
upward compatible extensions)

• who wants to build something they can't
"improve" (industry, other gov't, research,
etc.)

"• "if it works, don't fix it" but if it works its
obsolete

0



* Subsidize (foster, support) libraries and
buildings

_ former is another/special form of reuse
- latter speaks to reality; heterogeneous

systems and away from egocentririty

* Tell us (outsiders), unbiased, what Ada
has done for DoD! (study, review)

* failures & issues as well as expected &
unexpected benefits

• it might help DoD reassess, redirect, get
its "house in order" w.r.t. ACa

i 0



Why don't we use Ada (more
than we do)?

"* We don't know how to manage studies on a
large scale (across "stove pipes")

• It is weak in heterogeneous environments
(New sys: COTS & reuse; legacy: increment
re-engineering)

"• Weak Areas (tools, cost, real time...)
"• It's just not "in" (popular) (egocentric, DoD

only)
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* Dick Berg

Defense Mapping Agency

CREDENTIALS:

I have 30 years software experience - none in Ada. I don't know what an Ada statement
looks like (ends with a semicolon?).

I work in an agency of 7500 employees -- all of whom don't write software.

We make maps - we don't write software.

We don't fund 6.1 and 6.2 research and development initiatives at all.

We wan softwvare that works and is cost-effectively maintainable.

All our software needs are taken care of by contractors. Maintenance is provided by
contractors, too. Actually we do have about 200 programmers who do a variety of small
programming maintenance tasks, but not in Ada.

I don't really care whether Ada is the language of choice or not, but if I did, I'd have at least
* three reasons:

1. 1 believe you believe Ada is worthwhile, and I believe the business case studies.
2. I am responsible in DMA for ensuring DoD Ada policy is implemented.
3. It's the law.

With this background, I thought I could provide a different view of needs of Ada, and why I
think it's important to improve Ada's appeal within the software community. Along the way I
will comment on your three specific questions.

I want to talk in two areas:

1. Problems we are facing at DMA
2. Cormnents on what I've heard here so far and some recommendations (or perceived
needs).

Description of DPS system.

- Ten year development
-. Seven million LOC with 900 KLOC Ada
- Not critical life-dependent
- 60,00() embedded software errors
- Success but changing requirements

* Ada seems to be more cost effective to maintain, but. we haven't made an etlort to capture



significant metrics.

Real problem is to understand tools and techniques fbr sofltware convcrsio'tirecieneering into
Ada. (These could be 4GL Ada generators.)

Fund R&D initiatives in these areas if they don't exist.

Provide and advertise central, well-advertised location for infomaation about Ada tools and
techniques (Ada generally).

- Ada Information Clearinghouse?
- Internet "central site" rcpository?

Comments on three questions:

Many good comments from all presenters, but I really liked Judy Keman's recommendation,
and I support all of them. They were thoughtful and reasonable to implement, and
represented a good summary of others' comments.

Regarding question I -- Making Ada the primary tool

- Perception problems hee need correcting
- Ada success stories ,
- BYTiE/MacUser/Govt Computer News...

- Real problems providing excuses for not using Ada must be solved
- Incentivizing PMs to worry about lif1e-cycle costs
- Disincentivizing PMs to ignore Ada
- Mr. Paige must stop permitting highly-placed Dol) employees from
disparaging Ada publicly
- Clarifying DoDD 3405.1 regarding the "one-third" threshold

- Re-engineering needs must be addressed -- suspect there's a lot of code ripe for re-
engineering into Ada

- If there, need to publicize, make available
- If not there, need to fund R&D to develop

Regarding question 2 -- Increasing commercial use of Ada

- I don't care about this
- "Commercial use" means to me what vendors use to dcvclop ("C'IS packages
I can buy
- Not my' worry'-- market will detcrnnine what happens and we shouldn't try to
influence it
- If commercial product devclopers tf'cl it's in their best interests to u.se Ada.t,
they will. If not, they won't.



-I'll buy COlT packages in order to move to more "open systems"
environm(-nt. Competition ought to keep the price doxn even ii Q producer
uses C++ to develop and maintain a product.

Regarding question 3 -- Increasing Ada's appeal

- Change training and education paradigm
- AT&T gave away C; now we're plagued with C progranmmers. Is there a
model here? Low-cost ubiquitous development package is needed (Tiny-C, eta.
off the MILNET)
- Still teaching BASIC in elementary/secondary schools: work with SEEP
(DDR&E) -- laws have changed which permit easier give-aways of DoD
hardware and software

- Publish demonstrated business case studies.
- Positives for Ada
- Negatives for C and C-++
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LDonn Milton

I have been invited to this panel as a "government" participant, but actually nwy background
spans the academic, vendor, and defense industry communities as well. So, in the interests of
truth in advertising, I should let you know that I began my career as an academic, doing
research in language and compiler theory, which I continued at Bell Laboratories. In late
1980, Ada was on the horizon, and I became Technical Director of CSC's Ada Integrated
Environment Phase I effort for the Air Force. In 1982, 1 co-founded Verdix Corporation,
served as Executive Vice-President, and managed the Ada Products Division. During that
time I was also elected Treasurer of the ACM's Special Interest Group on Ada, which had
grown to about 4,000 members. By 1987, Verdix had become profitable, but I became
convinced that its continued success was essential!y dependent on the strength of DoD's
commitment to Ada, and that commitment was wavering. So I took a vacation--became a
lawyer, and practiced bid protest law for several years. I also founded, and am now chairman
of Pragma Systems Corp., which has been licensed by the Software Engineering Institute as a
vendor of software process assessments. Today, however, I am addressing you as Director of
the Tax Systems Modernization Institute, an FFRDC that -was established earlier this year by
IIT Research Institute to advise the Internal Revenue Service in the areas of strategic
planning, acquisition, and technology assessmcnt, related to the ongoing program to
modernize the nation's tax systems. I should emphasize at the outset, that the views I expressSare my own, and not those of Verdix, SIGAda, Prag-na Systems, IIT Research Institute, the
IRS, nor the American Bar Association.

This is the first Ada-related conference that I have attended in about seven years, and I have
to confess that I feel as if I have entered a time warp. The same people are here -- albeit a
few years older and a few years more cynical - but the conversations and the central issues
have not changed one bit. The topics of today are precisely the topics of 1986: "when is the
DoD really going to enforce the Ada mandate?" and, "what can we do to increase the use of
Ada in the commercial sector?" It is both amazing and depressing to see how little real
progress has been made in the Ada community, given the very real strides that have been
made elsewhere in the computer industry.

I believe this lack of progress can be directly attributed to four factors. And I am going to
address each of these because they provide us with valuable lessons learned, they identift'
mistakes that we cannot afford to repeat, and they serve to guide our investments for the
future.

Firs and foremost, DoD has simply not enforced its own Ada mandate. The history of the
Ada program is replete with waivers. The public perception is that by granting such waivers
the DoD has demonstrated a lack of courage in its own convictions. Without such courage,
DoD can have no rational expectation that Ada will be adopted commercially. I was
particularly heartened yesterday to hear General Paige state emphatically -- and this is a quote

* - "I am going to enforce it." Mandates are easy to write, they are only words. Enforcement
is quite another matter. This cOImmitment to enforcement that I heard yesterday, if effective,
is a substantial and absolutely necessary step lo the promotion of commercial use. I should



add, however, that the enforcement must be pervasive. 'R.CrC sh,,Iuld eC a imntladtory 1•1 )
FAR clause in every, solicitation. in even, contract, that requires all codC to bc developed in
Ada. No exceptions should be made fir Small Business Innovativc Research prograums, Pot
ARPA programs, or lor university research grants. Instead of bemoaning the thct that the
research community has not embraced Ada, DOD can and should simply require that AdLa be a
prerequisite for all DoD-sporsored research. Moreover, V)oD should further insist that every
item of software it purchase, -- whether source code or object code -- must be written in Ada.
Imagine what would happen ii' Dol) truly enforced the Ada mandate, and refused to buy any
operating system,, any word orocsor, aiy spreadsheet, unless it were written in Ada.

Second, DoD's investments tn Ada technology have actively discouraged the vendor
community. I remember back in 1983 or '84 when we were raising money for Verdix and
developing our compiler, the Army announced that it was going to make the ALS compiler
available for free. Needless to say, our investors expressed some concern. Fortunately, I was
able to allay their concern with the observation that no software tool developed and
distributed under Government contract had ever been much of a success. Unfortunately, it
took the Army several more years, and untold tens of millions of dollars, before it abandoned
the ALS as a failure. The other services made the same mistake -- the Air Force with the
AIE, and the Navy with the ALS/N. In stark contrast, those vendors who developed their
Ada compilers without the benefit of DoD contracts produced significantly better software
and garnered most of the market, all at a small fraction of what was spent on the DoD-
sponsored efforts. In technology, the proper role of Government is to establish standards, not
to compete with private irndustry. DoD did an excellent job of establishing the Ada standard 6
and the associated validation suite. It has done an abysmal job of managing the development
of Ada tools. Imagine where we would be today if those untold tens of millions of dollars
had been invested in both universities and defense contractors, earmarked for the acquisition -
not for the development - of commercial-off-the-shelf Ada tools.

Third, DoD has failed to adequately assess and advertise the significant life-cycle cost savings
that we all believe are obtainable with Ada. We have all heard anecdotal evidence of such
cost savings. But even such limited evidence rarely makes it into the popular or trade press.
Adequate funding must be provided to organizations such as the Ada Joint Program Office
and Software Engineering Institute to collect in a systematic fashion data demonstrating the
cost savings of Ada, and to perform and promote studies based on that data. While DoD
must continue to enforce and reinforce the Ada mandate within the defense community,
ultimately the commercial world will adopt Ada only after it is convinced that Ada will save
money.

the foregoin2 factors have all addressed what DoD can do to rectify its pas mistakes. My
fourth and final factor places some of the onus on industry. That is people resist change and
therefore large numrbers of short-sighted people who market Ada training have been able to
convince the community that Ada ca-inot be used without week, if not months of training in
the proper use of the language and in the use of modern software engineering practices. I
have heard some of these people despair that such training may likely not be eflective for
anyone over the age of 3C. This conventional view that enormous up-front training costs are 6
required for Ada is hogwash, but continues to intimidate potential LDoD and non-FDoD users.



O ,roni personal experincc. I c:.U attest that Ada is ca..sicr Lt lcu-in t,• ia C. i"f (nMI tbr the
simple lact that Ada prograo; tuc much easiCr to Nc, 1nd d,.Uig tliui C" p'--uram.n Amoiw,
with prograinnigl, experience in any third-generatio(n 1a twuagc can obtain an adequate:
grounding in Ada M less than a weck. sell-tauwait, given a text b(oV)k, access to a coiipiler.
and proper motivtions. Certainly thewe i' -a time and a place 16r training in Ada and
software engineering, but the Ada lrf'ining comnmunity must stop scaring away it.; cLstomers
before they, are even in the door.

To conclude, I Aould like to address Part;i t Question #1: "What actions can we take to
make Ada the primary t(ol for developin rare systerms ",Nithin your government
organization?" My government organizal t.,,a- IRS, and this is not an easy question. The
IRS currently maintains millions of lines ) le that comprise the tax system. Until 1985,
this was nearly all assembler code; in 19,.., 11 ,v modules began to be written in COBOL.

hlese millions of lines of code - by and lar .... work. In contrast tot the software programs
we see in the defanse community, these ruil is of lines of code directly impact evety
taxpayer in this county. Also, each year thc S devotes a considerable number of staff-ihour1s
to incrementally revise this code to accornin te changes in the tax laws and regulations.
Now I firmly believe that if all of this cod, re to be entirely re-engineered in Ada, the
risk-adjusted life-cycle savings would far igh the billions of dollars that such re-
engineering would cost. But I can also 1!i ee that Congress is not going to authorize,
these billions of dollars based on my pers 2Lssessment of risks and life-cycle costs. For

* Ada to be adopted by organizations such a. ,hJm IRS, organizations that are saddled with
substantial legacy software systems, you must come up with proof beyond a reasonable level
of doubt that re-engineering in Ada will be cost-effective.
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kRcommendations

Ada Dual-Use Workshop • Concur with most of the findings
presented

George Tadda • D)cfine and Publicize I)oD's goals and

SSC, Gunter AFB objectivcs that require Ada

Montgomery, AL

Recommendations (Cont) Comments

Encourage use of Ada in non-DoD - Provide levels of validation for Ada

systems by: Compilers

- Advertise Ada Successes • AdaSAGE for DOS

- Support companies using Ada

- Support DoD systems use

commercially
- Educate companies in the advantages

of Ada
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Eileen Quann

Reconnnendations for Expanding the use of Ada within DoI)

1. Either entbrce the Ada mandate or eliminate it. Don't assume the absence of waiver
requests means that DoD is using it. It may only mean that few people are requesting
waivers. Many people ignore the mandate or assume it doesn't apply to them. Specifically,
since you don't have the staff to check out every line of code being developed. I recommend
the following approaches:

a. Identify every program under development at DISA. Perform a random audit of
the software being developed. Ask to see the code. Do the same thing at DLA and
the other defense agencies. Do the groups developing software in other languages
have waivers or does the mandate not apply to them? Do something about your
discoveries.

b. Require that requests for training in C or C++- only be approved for programs that
have approved waivers, unless the mandate doesn't apply to them. Check 1556s for
compliance. Check 1556s for the last six months.

c. Read the CBD. Perform word searches on Ada, Software Engineering, Object-
Oriented, C++, compilers. Identify DoD procurements that are requesting compilers
for C-++. Identify DoD software development efforts that indicate a language other
than Ada. Do they have an approved waiver? Why is DoD issuing requests for tools.
compilers and development in other languages?

2. Clarify the Ada mandate. Who, explicitly, does it apply to? What
organizations/applications are not included in the mandate? The number of DoD people who
claim that "the mandate doesn't apply to us", is astonishing.

3. Broadcast Ada success stories. Promote technical seminars (perhaps about two hours in
length) on a regular basis (quarterly'?) that identify programs being implemented in Ada
within an agency. Advertise the programs agency-wide. Encourage attendance. Show the
metrics. Teach the lessons learned. When warranted, give the project (or individuals) an
award or bonus. (for reuse, high productivity, high reliability, quick response?) Ada needs
more visibility than just being mandated. Have General Paige or General Short sponsor the
seminars and attend them (in DISA for example). Show that you really are committed to
Ada.

These recommendations are specific, inexpensive and easy to implement. Each one will show
commitment, something that may be perceived as lacking in DoD. I will be happy to discuss

* any of these ideas further. I can be reached at (301)924-0050.
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A dirondac Computational Laboratories Inc.
100 Crossways Fark Drive West, Suite 112 Tel: (516)496-.2876

Woodbu.ry, N.Y. 11797 Fax: (516 496-09,1

The Ada Technology Incubator
The Ada community has benefitted enormously from the work of the Ada Software Alliance (AS A).
It looks like the ASA's recent Ada marketing campaign is poised to blaze new a-ails into the market-
ing frontier. This carmpaign coupled with the general medias increasing curiosity with Ada9X should
prove to be a market increasing sirtaaion. Indeed the ASA train is heading down the right track and
it seems tdat the political and maxkcting end of this technology is definitely being cared for,

The Ada Technology Incubator (ATI) is (or could be) an entity that focuses on increasing the Ada
market and creating new Ada business through the direct injection of Ada technology into the com-
mercial sector.

The ATI could::

• Act as a showcase for all Ada technology, without marketing pressures, on a level playing field.
° Provide a channel for Ada vendors to offer tools at a reduced cost to qualifying commercial efforts.
* Aid commercial efforts in porting products to a wider variety of platforms.
- Nurture and support new s:.artup companies selected for their potential to increase the Ada market..- 0 Give birth to a newsstand quality Ada m2gazine.
* Act as the needed seedbed and marketing medium for the software components industry.

The ATI should be ::

"* Stocked and hiighly supported by all Ada vendors.
"" Funded by the government.

,Ac h= a ,.&-. ca -• w al td-cml gHjh o tm a rne n g tZ r s sre s o .a2l.W. iaJieg.&lJ_

Perspective -crnmerciil users could benefit from a place that showcased a large selection of Ada
technologies thus allowing a user to taste and test and without the usual sales pressures. Vendors
would benefit from "displayng" their wears in a hands on environment. Potential users might be
able to receive a few days of free Ada taining as a result of several Ada training vendors offering
one day "samples" of their cwriculum. Component manufactures could benefit from an environ-
ment that can demonstrate first hand portability of their pi7oducts across a large number of platforms.

Provide a channetf Ad vndors to of et tools at a reduced cost to qualking commercial effot
The initial costs of adoptirg Ada technology can be quit high, especially it. a startup sitaation. All
would benefit from putting low cost Ada technology into the hands of those would need iL Keep
in mind that it is a very risky thing for an Ada vendor to vtnture out and drastically reduce product
price in order to increase market share. If not successfui the resulting decreased profit margin from
the edsting customer base could prove disastrous. What's needed is a channel for vendors to offer

* their products at a reduced cost (without jeopardizing existing profiL margins) to customers who
could otherwise could not afford to use Ada in their business ventures.



If a commercial company has the good sense to de velop their product in ida dten the Ada comrniuni-
ty should feel obligated and glad to help ease the cost and effort needed to get C it product running
on as many platforms as possible. For the vendors lucky enough to host the applic ýdon i's a featler
in their cap, if the application is successful chances are the developer will rmrke the full invest-rncnt needed to support the produc:. The ATI could serve as a neutral porting ground for such efforts.

Nurr. rýJemjjojrL Y e w srarr t o ren c reye
If a group of bright individuals pooled together to develop a set of software components, what orga-
nizations are in plbe to directly help them get on their feet. The mere existence of an ATI could.
help tremendously in attracting potenmal investors. To the eyes of an investor an entity .iUk the ATI
helps to mrdnimize the risk of the venture, it helps validate the concept-
GN birh to a niewsstand auali Ada magazjine

I see an entity like the ATI been used to spawn a news stand quality, highly circulated Ada magazine
that would compete with the likes of C++ Report and Journal of Object Oriented Programming,
a magazine that would reflect the profcssionalism found in the Ada culture. The magazine could
serve as an inexpensive marketLng medium available to supporting vendors, as well as a medium
for any Ada vendor. The magazine would help validate the Ada market and provide a sustained prcs-
ence of Ada within the larger mainstream software marketplace. The magazine could also serve as
a sorely needed marketing medium for the software components industry, software components
could be advertised in the same medium as their supporting compilers.
Act s the needed seedbed and marketing medium for the soltare comrbnents industry.
Developing components to run on as many platforms as possible is the ideal situation for the devel-
oper, for the tool vendors it pays to have as many components available as possible that add value
to their products. The ATI could serve both component developers and compiler vendors by provid-
ing a rich environment where components can be developed, tested and validated across a large num-
ber of platforms, a situation that would otherwise be, impossible to achieve by the developer alone.
The component developers could then use the previously mentioned Ada magazine as one of their
marketing outlets. Tool vendors could guide the component develope-rs by suggesting specific API's
and other components needed by their customers and that add value to their products.

The ATI could be a shinning example of how vendors, although direct competitors, can join
forces to iWnrease market share and promote their common technology.



Ada in Academia

* To any willing university, college, technical school, or high school. offer the following::

The Ada curiculum that ARPA is working on,
The Ada technology of their choice,
The hardware itf it's needed,
And what ever training is needed to teach the teachers.

Stipulate that they must implement the curriculum, and at some time in the future must participate
in a nationwide test geared to determine the effectiveness of the effort The test should take the form
of a "National Software Engineering Competition", it should be team oriented, and offer prize
money in amounts that can not be ignored.

I've dealt with high schools concerning the subject of Ada and belive me the carrot has to be wrapped
in a wad of bills. When it comes to furthering Ada in academia you have to make them an offer they
can't afford to refuse.

Code Gueý-t
Develop a (possibly multimedia) educational "adventure game" (hopefully in Ada) and call it say
"Code Quest". The object of the game could be to accumulate knowledge and correctly answer a
large number of questions pertaining to Ada9X. The user would reach plateaus one of which would
yield a 'token' redeemable for an Ada compiler of their choice. You could make it so that reaching
further plateaus would require the use of an Ada compiler and hands on programming experience.-

*• You should be able to produce enough material to make the courseware require atleast 40 to 80 hours
of interaction before yielding its ultimate prize of say a 1000 to 5000 dollar scholarship for the first
say 1000, to complete the quest.
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iNCORPO RATED

Subj: Input to the .a Dual Use Workshop
To: Ada Duai Use Worshop

C CC: MIer Dansin
John Ma2cimink
Doa Reifer

From: Di&k Dye 719-590-5224
Date: October 13, 1993

I am •nable to attend the Ada Dual Use Worshop. These are the input I would have
.conveyed in peson to the Industry PaneL

Personal backgroumd ielevant to the Wochop:
* I have been woridng with Ada sin= 1980 when I was a member of the United

States Air Force Aczdemy's Em Ada rsearch team.
0 I have been woang with Ada futime since 1987. Ia the last six years I have:

- Deigned and bilt Ada *ystexs for ral-diz and nan-real-time
applications.

- Consulted on numerous Ada project.
- Woxai on the AdaIC++ Businýs Case Analysis in 199 L
- Taught Ada clsses as a TRW and CIA employee and as a pam-thde

inst•cor for two differnt coleges..
- I have been very active in the Association for Computing Machinery's Special

Int1est Grorp for Ada (AC-I SIGAda).
- I have been the organization's secreta-y fbr two yeers.
- I have rwi.ce been the Tutorial Chir far TRI-Ada, the major confemrec

sponsored by SIGAda.
- I ain the Program Chair for the next TMI-Ada.

SSurmmay. I am well infomed of multiple ,speczs of the Ada world.
- The technical side of dte langge and how to appy i to large software

sysms.
- The teaching of the language and the isse armund it-
- The politics and mninkrug of the language.

I. What actions can we rake to get Ada accepted as the preferrd languae, fc-
development of software within your arguation?

* My compar, y and all the cortqzrdes I have wcimred with rs.pond to the
customer's direction- DoD contractors will do whamvcr the DoD asks them to
do. If the DoD says "do i in Ada," we will. If the DoD asks "what language
do you reconned?" we will probably rccommend C or C-r- (for r=esons that
are not essential to this discusion). This does not me= it is in DoD's be~t
interest for us to use C or C-;-. The Business Case Analysis determined that
developrnent cost= a=e roughiy equal (within 10-15%) for Ada and C-+. The
dam is nbt avai•e ycr for lif cycle costs. I bue've that Ada wZ be proven to
be more cost-effective for naiaienance than C or C++.
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Recommendatoos:
- Enfort= the Ada mn-ndae. Contra=crs will respond to gov=rent

direction-
- Start to collect the da= n--sary to do a life cycle cost annlv=is of Ad-a

and other languaes.
- Don't separate development contrac from mainm-ance contracts. The

key to winning a contract is lowest credible cost- By inch=iing the
maintnance cost with the development cost= I believe Ada will prove
more cost-effective.

The stndard accoutting practie established by the Finrncial Accuntingn
Standards Board (FASB) require that the cost of developing software be
expensed in the year the cost is accrued even though the sofrware will be used
as a capii asset in the fumn• If the rule w= changed so that the cost of
developing software could be depreiated over the life of the product, it would
be mome economical to develop software.
Recoum:nendation:

- Wak with the F-ASB to change Financial Stement 86 so that software
developed in a ridly contolled, internationally standardized language
can be depreciated rather than expense&

2. What irrvestrwas can we make to incr-ea the co=ercia- use of Ada?
The two biggect arguments I hear against Ada are that the existing software base
is not Ada and that it is hard to i=effac- Ada ro noa-Ada producrs.

- Using the New York Univeiy Gnu Ada Translar (GNAI) project as
a modeNl ftnd efforts to develop the bindigs from Ada to the most
commnonly used. prodcts.c

- Cntne w fund the development of the Ada 9X Appendix M,
"Inmface to Other Languagms."

3. What can we do to increase Ada's appeal, adopdon, and populariry within your
software coaiunirY?7

I The appeal of Ada is limited to developers with the wisdom to appreciate the
disciplite d=a Ada nforces on ther software- Not many developers appreciate
that discipline. Theareort, the issue today is not to improve Ada's appeal or
popukacy but to im=prove: Ada's adpion. Given the desires and sophiscon
of most developers I meet, adoption is promoted from above.
Radaions:

- Emphasize the long trm quality and life cycle cost of saftw= products
in the inial pr .etnenr cycle by procuring both the development and
=aintenance phases at the same time.

- Enforce the Ada =andate. The fact that no Ada waivers are granted
does not mean that Ada is being used excunsively, it means that the
waiver is not requested and the lack ofa waiver is not enforced.

- Continue to fund tht Ad- Softwar= AlMiance's Tradkedng effort into the
co,.nmerial sector emphasizing the life cycle savings and higher quality
software possible with Ada.

- Collect and promulgate the memics that prove Ada's long tern benrefis
in lowering life zycle costs.
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S ==Mry~ of rmw~ddn Cmi order of inprance):
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software possible with Ada.
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Prof .ichael Feldman
Dept. of Electrical Engineernug and Computer Science
George \Vashington Uruversiv,
Washington, DC 20052

Dear Michael:

Thank you for inviting me to comment on the state of Ada today. I looked at the four
questions you sent, and thought about how to answer them- I realized that my answer to each
of them was the same:

"Increase the -liability of Ada as a commercial progranuing language"

As an adjunct professor in computer science for some local colleges and universities, I
am not in a position to determine curriculum. Therefore, I am asked to teach courses that
the-se institutions feel will attract students (read "make money"). Tis i7 s especially tare m the
ccnrinuing education courses that I normally teach. Since these courses are attended by people
who want to improve their skills (usually with an eye to improving employment status), they
are definitely market driven After putting -da courses in the catalogs in past semesters, it has
become obvious to me (and the colleges!) that the general prograimming public has no interest

Ain da training. As i result, I have been informed by one university that these courses wdll no
longe- be offered if there is no attendance in the spring semester.

We can say all we want about the usefulness of. Aa as a teaching language (it's great)
and the uselessness of C C.- (they suck), but unless people can get jobs programming in Ada,
it will remain a curiosity, not a viable programming language. The colleges cannot get
enough people to teach the C'C-* courses; they are always full. A quick ptuusal of the
Sunday want ads will show F--" more jobs available in C/C-- than Ada. in fact, Ada is hardly
mentioned. If you wc-e a student trying to get ajob in this tough market, which language
would you choose?

Given the above, what can be done about gettang Ada into the programnming
mainstream? Step number one is that the DoD has to stop their two-faced treatmerrt of .- da- If
the language is mandated, then it should be used almost exclusively. This is certainly not the
case. In many projects, it is a given that Ada will NOT be used; the mandate is totally
disregarded. If the "champion" of the language has such mixed feelings about it, how can we
expect anyone else to wholeheartedly adopt it? I personally feel that this has a lot to do with
the current corrmmercial market. If I was in the miiarv wrTiting programs and expected to get a
civilian job when I left, which language would I want to be learng`? (Hint: it isn't .da).

Second, we need more publicity about Ada. The Metcalfe article in InfoWorld was

great; we need more like it. We need companies who have had commercial success with Ada
to be inore public about it We need to be more v.Msible at conferences and trade shows,.

Again, CO:\IDEX was ztgreat .tai-% what are we doing fbr an encore' Should this be a DoD



job"' Yes, 2 thev are really committed to Ada. This will attract both new and experienced
talent into the Ada world, which can only benefit future DoD projects in Ada.. In addition, the
cormnercial \da companies must realize that their future is in the commnercial narketplace.
Therefore, they must learn 'o market themselves (read; ,vend money) to sell corrpile.rs, instcad
of depernding on a mandate to do it for them- Toolset developmem is cssetmal also;
prograrnmers in other larguages laugh at the primitiveness of most Ada tools. Let's stop be
being language lawers and develop some useful tools instead.

I view Ada 9X as the last great hope of getting Ada i=to general usage. A-U of the
above sugge'stons are not new or novel; most are being done. However, the scope of the effort
is too smaUL Ada 9X is a viable alternative to C-., but if we don't let people know, it wiU fall
by the wayside.

I would suspect that this is not quite what you wanted, Mike, and I apologize if I
sound too much like CGreg .. I f you do not think these commeis are appropriate, I will not
be upset if you don't pass them on. I get a little emotional about A.da; I don't like it when good
solutions are ignored for the ,ATong resos.

Sincerely,

Jetey Htickey
Preside=t
Advanced Softvare Tedc'ology, Inc.
5 Patricia Lane
Patchogue, NY 11772
(516) 758-6545

jeffickl src4src.linet. org
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The primary mission of the Institute for Defense Analyses(IDA) is to assist the

Departme at of Defense address important National security issues of both immediate and

enduring ccncern. In carrying out this mission, IDA has been involved in assessing tech-

nology that enables the department to maintain military superiority. Support for the Ada

program has teen one of these enabling technologies. Now it is becoming clear that eco-

nomic considerations are of importance for National security as we are beginning to be

involved in the development of National enabling technology statements. Our commurity

of users are (1) in the R&D business (2) policy or program analysis business (3) managers

of large military or businý , projects. I have paraphrased the questions asked of government

panel participants to fit our organizational experience with these three communities of DoD

clients.

Question 1: To what degree is Ada encouraged/required by our DoD clients or by

the in-house development staff?.

Our clients who are in the R&D business or policy/program analysis business have

two immediate concerns, development cost and time-to-deliver usable software. The pro-

gramxning language used is of very little concern except thiat less programming is better

than more. What is generally wanted is a "prototype" where performance is of less impor-

tance than demonstrations of concepts, requirements, and simple tools for the user. The

solution for these clients is usually COTS with minimal programming in C or Visual Basic.

A client who is managing a large military or business project may or may not be interested

in "prototyping" but, if prototypes are done they must be done quickly at minimal cost.

The frequently heard comment from our clients and our in-house staff is:

"When we can buy a Turbo Ada compiler for $300, libraries of functions and bind-

ings for another $100, then we will seriously consider using Ada for prototyping."

posrtion2 DRAFT
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Clients who do not prototype but are using Ada because of DoD policy are now

being approached by contractors who are riding the Object Oriented bandwagon. Project

managers are somewhat confused about OOD or OOP but they have been told that Ada is

incompatible with both.

Recommendation:

(1) Invest in the GNU. Ada compiler (execution version) and make it available to
anyone who will pay a nominai fee for its distribution.

(2) Analyze the operation of a successful C/C++ company (e.g. Turbo). Look at
what they are providing (libraries), how its being priced and distributed, how it is being

advertized, and product improvement cycles. Copy what they are doing to produce "Turbo"

Ada

(3) Focus software engineering education on project managers who need to be con-

versant with Ada facts and latest fads in methodolo2ies.

Question 2: What can we do to make Ada the primary tool for developing soft-

ware systems?

The plain answer to this question is that there is no "silver bullet" but there are some

policy practices that can, help level the playing field. There has been a perception that

because Ada is a DoD language it is the only one that has a compiler validation require-
ment. The fact is that all F[PS languages have compiler validation requirements and all

software that enters the Federal Government inventory must have been produced by a FIPS
language compiler that has current validation status. This requirement is not being enforced

or else we would not have software inventories for obsolescent versions of COBOl. and

FORTRAN, C and C++.

R-commendation:

(1) Revise DoDD 3405.1 to include the requirement for maintaining validated sta-

tus for all FIPS compilers, or,

(2) Issue this policy in some other appropriate form.

2n
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Question 3: What can we (DoD) do to increase Ada's appeal, etc. for dual use?

Some small things have been clone to decrease the perception that Ada is a ,anguage

that is designed for, use only within Defense. One of these actions is the recent MOU With
the Department of Commerce (NIST) by which Ada validation certificates carry both DoD

and NIST logos. Another action was the declaration by the AJPO that the Ada Compiler

Validation Capability (ACVC) is in the public domain and exempted fiomn export controls.

However, "advanced software environments" using Ada examples are still on the Miliary

Critical Technology List (MCq'). The whole policy of technology controi is undergoing

change ii light of world-wide developments. It is an advantageous time to ensure that Ada

and Ada tools or re-usable software are considered as National enabling technologies rather

than technology to be held close by only DoD and DoD contractors.

position2 D RAFT
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Pro posalI
The Future Success of Ada 94

119 October 1993

Although Ada 83 is an excellent language ;:or a variety of application domains, it has riot
enjoyed commercial acceptance. Ada 94 offers system developers a current technology
language with facilities such as object orientation which are in high demand. By considering
the lessons learned from the history of Ada 83, Ada 94 may be afforded greater acceptance
by the government and the commercial sector.

After the initial excitement over the introduction of Ada 83, two irnportant barriers to its
acceptance as a full system development language became obvious. These were:

1. The Ada compilers were not mature and contained errors and inefficiencies
which were not present in commercial quality compilers for other langlages.

2. There were rarely any packages or tools available in the domains required by
full system developers. It was after all, "just a programming language", not a
development environment.

Ada 94 is well designed offering modern structures and methods. It has been favorably
compared against the C+ + language as a desirable language for large system development, using object oriented programming techniques. With proper ground work, Ada 94 could be
accepted as a viable full system development language upon ics release, and the experiences
with its predecessor, Ada 83, would not be wasted.

1. The current compiler vendors have years of experience in Ada and are
improving their products. With this experience, and the paths paved by the
GNAT compiler, the technology to produce commercially competitive compilers
is available. If these compilers also offered a quality development environment
and tools, they would be commercially competitive, and the resulting economic
competition would provide incentives for further improvements.

2. Ada 94 should be released with a rich set of reusable components (objects and
classes) which provide the developer with a useful development platform. With
the incorporation of objected oriented methods, these toois should be designed
to be further enhanced and complemented by the original developers as well as
any commercial developer wishing to provide third party tools. Since AdaSAGE
is one of the most widely accepted and successfully used development tools
in Ada, and it is sponsored by the U.S. government, it could be enhanced to
provide object oriented capabilities for Ada 94 which would promote immediate
acceptance by the many programmers now experienced in its use. It could be
made available at no cost to government and commercial developers to provide
a rich set of tools and a basis for further development,



Object Oriented AdaSAGE Development

14 October 1993
Idaho National Engineerinq Laboratory

Howard D. Stewart
Paul H. Whittington

(208)526-9103

AdaSAGE is currently composed of abstractions implemented as modular packages and stand
alone processors which provide a development tool set for application programmers. The
capabilities of Ada 94 will be utilized to recast the existing abstractions into classes. The new
object oriented AdaSAGE would take advantage of reuse through inheritance and
polymorphism. Associated tools would also be revised to present an extensible object
oriented development paradigm. Insure compatibility with available standard contract 9X (94)
compilers.

'Time of development = > 12 months

Cost of development = > $825k
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AdaSAGE' Notes

Howard D. Stewart
Kenneth D. Russell
Paul H. Whittington

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Special Applications Unit

P.O. Box 1625, Idaho Falls 13) 83415-1609
September 16, 1993

Abstract
AdaSAGE i. an application development tool for Ada programmers implemented as a set of Ada
packages and a set of executable programs used as support utilities during application
development and operation. Many questions have been asked regarding the characteristics of
AdaSAGE (i.e. Is AdaSAGE relational?). Herein several such questions are posed and
answered.

What is the purpose of AdaSAGE?
* AdaSAGE was designed to provide tools and an environment for Ada programmers to develop major non-

proprietary systems completely in Ada which are as good as or better than systems developed using alternate
methods.

Who uses AdaSAGE?
The SAGE system began at the INEL (Idaho National Engineering Laboratory) in 1982. In 1987, it was made
available mn the Ada programming language for use on U.S. Marine Corps projects. Since then, it has been used
by all of the major services of the DOD (Department of Defense), the DOE (Department of Enn'rgT) and ir'",ate
industry. It. is available through a variety of distribution channels to both government, academia and ix,', te
indit stry.

Where can one get AdaSAGE?
At the present time, AdaSAGE may be acquired from one of the following sources:

AdaSAGE Users' Group Office Of Scientific Technology Informatin
Idaao National Engineering Laboratory P.O. Box 62
(208)526-0656 Oak Ridge, TN 37831

RAPID Center (615) 576-1166

Sgt. Stephen St- Espirit
(703)285-9007

Copyright 1989 EG&G Idaho, Inc.
"ALL RIGHTS RESERVED"

Idaho National Engineering Labormtory

AdaSAGEu is a trademark of EG&G Idaho, Inc.
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Is AdaSAGE written in Ada?
AdaSAGE reusable Ada packages are 100% Ada code. In the MS-DOS environment. approximately 5% of
AdaSAGE is written in assembly language to provide optimal interface to low level hardware that is not readily
available to MS-DOS.

How extensive is AdaSAGE?
During AdaSAGE development, extensive effort is expended to crete application development tocis and

associaLed system development methodologies that maximizes the effectiveness and productivity of Ada system
developers.

"The AdaSAG" system is comprised of over 300,000 lines of code representing over 250 peison-years of effort

with an average cyc,'nmatic complexity of 4, as reasured by a standard code metric analysis tool.

Does AdaSAGE support the Open System Environment?
The AdaSAGE development team is committed to supporti-ag the Open System Environment standard. At the

current time AdaSAGE provides support in the following ways:

Ada AdaSage is written in Ada.
SQL Interactive and imbedded SQL is provided.
GKS Standard GKS is provided.
POSIX AdaSAGE is available on POSIX systems.
GOSIP AdaSAGE supports multi-user development on GOSIP networks

On what platforms is AdaSAGE available?
Versioas of AdaSAGE tools and reusable packages are available within a variety of envi'onments. AdaSAGE is
now available or will be available soon on the following hardware platforms:

Intel 8088
Intel 8086
Intel 80286 Real and Protected Mode
Intel 80386 Real and Protected Mode
Intel 80486 Real and Protected Mode
AT&T 3B2
Sun SPARC
RS/6000

AdaSAGE runs under the following operating systems:

M'S-DOS

AIX

The AdaSAGE application development system is availanle for the following Ada compilers:

Alsys
Meridian
Verdix

2Idaho National Engineering Laboratorv
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Can AdaSAGE be used to develop large systems?
Since AdaSAGE is witten in Ada, it supports the development of ve.-v large systems. In practice, it has been
"used for the development of small to very large systems, supporting both large program and capacity
requttiments, Some of the capacity constraints follow:

Category Constraint

Relations (flat files) per data dicticnary 1,000
Amibutes per relation 500
Indexed ztnributes per relation 500
Forms per data dictionary 6,550
Record (tuple) size (bytes) 3:,000
Field (attribute) size (bytes)

Fixed length 32,000
VariAble length 2,147,483,000

Significant digits per number 60
Records (tuples) per relation 2,147,483,000/RecordSize
Name leneth (characters) 312

Are training and support available?
Beginning, advanced and graphics traiiniii courses ame available at the INEL or r~a requested location if a

*o sufficient number of swudents is available. The AdaSAG• Users' Group supports registered users with a tecxhnical
suppoit line, new release upgrades. a bulletin board, a newsletter end other training and assistance. For more
information, contact the AdaSAGE Users' Group at (208)526-0656.

Is AdaSAGE maintained?
AdaSAGE is supported by the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (a DOE laboratory) with funds supplied by
the AJPO (Ada Joint Program Office) and other DOD agencies. A long term agrrement is in place between ':e
DOE ank DOD for continual support in the future. Work is currendy underway for conversion W other computer
platforms, open system architecture adherenet, and other areas.

Does AdaSAGE have a Data Dictioaary?
A data dictionary contains the data structure (schema) and often other ancillary information about tie. data and its
structure. Ad&SAGE supports an independent data dictionary and a facility for defining, modifying, and
reporting on this information. T"iis capability allows many different applications t3 acceL-s the same data
dictionary ana provides physical ard logical data independence as specified in riles 8 ant. 9 of Ccdd's Rules.

What security support is included in AdaSAGE?
AdaSAGE provides many levels of security. Even though data integrity checks am a form of sturiry and
provided by AdaSAGE, they vill not be discussed here. Access security is provided by password prt.ntxtion at
the database, relation (flat file), and the individual attr*. ute (column) level. These are 1,.fine.d within the data
dictionary and enforced throughout the system for both prograummer, and users. A-iditional securi:.' is often
required within applications. Many such applications have been provided using AdaSAGE with additiontl
prutection through user tables which contaij user identification inforrmation, statistical ixjormation, and network, and system information concerning user logon identifiers and privileges.

Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 3
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Does AdaSAGE support the development of relational data bases,
and if so does it support Codd's ruleF?
One of the many featur-s of AdaSAGE is its support fc. relational data base development. E.F. Codd, a
mathematirian, fi-'t defined the relational rules which were presented in a paper publihed in ACMI
Communications, June 1970. Later, in 1985, he suamarized a foundation principle and twelve rules which
should be adhered to by a relational system. He stated that a databa-e system fulfilling at least haif of these rules
and having the capabilities eventually to fulfill all of them =an be considernd relational. The following table
indicates the adhermnce to these rules by AdaSAGE, ANSI SQL (the ,-ource for FS 12.7 and F-PS 127-1), and
rM's DB2 which is considered by Mr. C. Date of the Reiational Instirute to be the leading SQL representative
data base.

Codd's Rule Description AdaSAGE ANSI SQL IBM DB2

0 Foundation Principle P P P
1 Information Rule Y Y Y
2 Guaranteed Access Rule Y N P
3 Missi3g Information Rule P N P
4 System Catalcg Rule P N Y
5 Covaprehensive Language Rule P P P
6 View Updatability Rule N N P
7 Set Level Updates Rule P P Y

Physical Data Independence Rule Y Y Y
9 Logical Dat. Independence Rule Y P P
10 Integntry Independence Rule P P P
11 Distribution Independence Rule P ? IS
12 Nonsubversion Rule Y ? Y

Y Yes N = No P = Partial IS = Intended Support ?=Unspecified

Does AdaSAGE speak SQL?
Speaking SQL umually refers to au RDBMS. AdaSAGE is not an RDBMS. Ada.SAGE is an application
devlopment tool that provides facilities for creating an application specific relational data base.

There are two aspects of SQL dialog to consider. First is listening to SQL and responding by executing the
requested commau d. Second i': issuing SQL to get a forign system to execute some process on your behalf. In
the first case AdaSAGE providcs both an imbedded SQL technology and an interactive SQL system adapted to
comply with ANSI-SQL DM1. Level 1. In the second case AdaSAGE does not provide any capabilities for
creating SQL commands, but sincc AdaSAGE is a set of Ada packages there is no reason that a package could not
be developed to do so.

Does AdaSAGE support multiuser system development?
Ada.SAGE provides for both single user and multiuser systems. Both types of systems have been represented in
fielded applications. A unique feature of the AdaSAGE multiuser system (MultSage) v, the distribution of not
only the data to be shared by many ,,sers, but also the distributed processing concept where each user contributes
his CPU to the multiuser database management and locking functions. 'This concept is used for LAN local area
network) type applications.

4 Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
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Are there audit trail and recoverability features in AdaSAGE?
The capability to record all transactions and roll forwaro from previous dates gives an audit tnall and ricover
capability. These features art often provided within data base management systems, and arm puvidcd with
AdaSAGE as a logging option, bUL seldom if ever are they used in final applications because of the exce&'s.ive tnme
and data storage requirements. An application using AdaSAGE may be dzevcloped to provide full or partial
capabilities in this area using the Ada language and AdaSAGE provided packages. More often, applications
regularly backup or copy current data to another device to provide data recoverability. As well, AdaSAGE
provides a facility to rebuild or recover 'urrent data base information in place.

Will AdaSAGE interface to DBMS's?
Neither Codd's rules for a relational system nor ANSI SQL spec.fies the physical storage format of data.
Logically, it must appear to be two dimensional and is often refer-od to as being composed of relations (or a less
precise term, flat files). Each data base system, therefore, tends to have its own unique method of physical data
storage. A method to move data between, different systems is often required. There are some commonly used
formats of files from which many DBMS's load znd unload data. This is one method of interface between two
DBMS's and is supported by AdaSAGE. With AdaSAGE, the Ada language may also be used to directly and
much more quickly move data from a DBMS into an AdaSAGE relation or in the reverse direction. The only
requirement is that the DBMS support an Ada interface.

Is AdaSAGE a code generator?
Currently there are no components of the AdaSAGE system that gen-erate code. The application paradigm
supported by AdaSAGE results in applications that ire data driyen. This data is contained in a data dictionary
containing information about the relational structure of the application's data, the application's user presentation
and various other application specific informatioa.

Are AdaSAGE packages reusable?
AdaSAGE provides many Ada packages, all of which are reusable. Many of them are independent and may be
used within any Ada system wit.our causing the inclusion of the data base or user interface facilities. These
include libraries for sorting, data movement, binary operations, bit manipulations, graphics, string manipulation,
and otherm,. Ther, are also packages which directly access the data base system and others which access the user
inf.Tface facilities.

AdaSAGE adheres to the concept of 'black box" modularity which emphasizes the reuse of code through data
encapsulation and extensibility through inheritance.

All of the provided Ada packages are designed to be understandable, useful and usable, and are loosely coupled
and highly cohesive at their level of abstraction.

S
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Does AdaSAGE support graphics development?
AdaSAGE graphics s-upport is available on some platforms. The graphics support includez the folowuv7

Low level support
ANSI-GKS Level ma

Intermediate level support
Pr'mitfive Calls - RotanzAle Arc, PolyLine, Rwtar,.gle, Rotatable, Scalable Text and Bit-Mapped Text
Input Calls - Keyboard and Mouse
System Calls
W'indow Calls
Devic: Calls
Font Calls
Locator Calls
PCX Graphics File Calls

High level support
2-D Graphing Package - Pie, Bar, X-Y, Area and line Charts
Graphical Utsor Interface Package - Menu bar, Pull-down Menus and Pop-up Menus
Data driven graphical reports edited in THOR

Device support
Video - CGA, EGA, VGA
Printes - EPSON-FX, EPSON-LQ, HPCL, Posts•ipt
Mouse - Microsoft Mouse Driver

Support Utilities
Resource Compiler
Stroke Font Editor
Bit-Mapped Font Editor
Cursor Editor

This material resulted form work developed under Government Contract No.
DE-AC07-761D01570 at the Idaho National Engineeiing Laboratory and is subject to "Limited
Government License". Neither the United States nor the United States Department of
Energy, nor any of their employe(es, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any
legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulnes5 of auy
infornation, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not
infringe privately-owned rights.

6 Idaho National Engieerwig Labor-atory
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S1.0 INTllOOIDIcoN

This appendix contains the findings, conclusions, and reconmmendations for the three questions

that were posed to tile Industry Panel. This data supports the sum-mary of the industry panel,
as discussed in the Ada Dual-Use Workshop Summary.

2.0 QUFSTION #1: MdXat actions can we nrake to get Ada accepted as the pnefened

language for developirent of software within your organization?

FINDINGS (We H1eaid)

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

"• The mandate is weak, not consistently applied, and often ignored by our customers.

"* More case studies and global statistics which substantiate the business case for A\da are
needed.

"* More bindings (especially to standards like Windows) and COTS tools are needed.

"* Better education and training for managers and programmers (both Government andO Industry) is needed.

* Better marketing and communications are needed to promote and sell Ada.

"* Availability of Ada 9X tools, training, and implementation guidance needs to be
accelerated to meet the window-of-opportunity within industry.

"* Incentives are needed both to defer cost and increase profit for those who demonstrate
Ada excellence.

"* The means to make more effective use of reuse repositories is needed.

"* Educational use needs to be stimulated by permitting language subsets and supersets.

* Pilot projects to demonstrate proof of concept of new ideas should be performed.

* Ada should be incorporated into SEI Capability Maturity Model's Software Process
Assessments and Software Capability Evaluations.

• The industry should be stimulated to develop and recogn.ize core competency in Ada.

0
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. CONCLUSIONS (We hink)

Based on the session findings, the fbllowing conclusions were made by the panelists:

" Testimony supports the fact that Ada has been successful in mission-critical, software-
intensive systems within DoD and elsewhere. We should not comipt this support in the
name of winning a popularity contest or by moving Ada into a narket it was not designed
to support.

"* We need to shore up the perception of an eroding base for Ada within the DoD.
Solicitations in mission critical systems which do not call for Ada should not be allowed.

" Our strategy should look towards coexistence rather than exclusive use. A coexistence
approach with other languages such as C and C++ based products (COTS and reuse) in
their technically appropriate area of application should be evaluated.

"• The "software engineering market" is very different from the "general 3oftware market".
We need to focus on the market that Ada was designed for (the mission-critical systems
area) and not be diverted to entering a highly competitive and price-driven marketplace.

"* The government needs to let good software contractors make money.

" The government needs to make Ada excellence a competitive advantage.

" The DoD mandate is not achieving its intended objectives. It is too flexible and doesn't
have teeth.

"" The business case supporting the use of Ada is not well constructed and has not been
communicated well to industry executives. There are not enough global statistics to
substantiate Ada's excellence.

" Ada has not been well marketed.

" A continuing need exists for a broader-based education and training proramn for all levels
of government and industry personnel.

" Availability of qtality tools, bindings, and COTS products continues to be an impediment
to adoption.

LX'fe'ne lnfomnaion Syste'ns Agencly E-2 Novemnber 8, 1993
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RECOMMENDATIONS (You Do)

In order to strengthen the andLate, the following actions are needed:

"• Eliminate wavier process fbr mission-critical systerns (close the door).

"* Reinforce DoD language policy to include high integrity, R&D, and infonnation
systems where life cycle cost issues are paramount.

"" Provide incentives in hiring during source selections for those fimns who have proven
Ad& capabilities and vvho practice an Ada mandate within their ovn internal software
efforts.

"• Provide awards for DoD Program NManagers and firms who demonstrate Ada
competence during contract performance.

"* Have IG investigate compliance of major programs to public law and good engineering

practices.

"* Refocus the Software Engineering Institute's programs to Ada.

* In order to develop a business case, the fbllowing actions are needed:

"* Capture success stories and lessons learned. Focus on why Ada was selected and vWhat
benefits resulted.

" Develop quantitative data on comparative performance (cost, schedule, quality, etc.) of'
Ada on a life cycle basis in cooperation with the proposed National Repository
(Moserrann initiative).

"* Cooperate with existing efforts (SIGAda, Ada Software Alliance, etc.) to develop a
business case white paper and briefing.

In order to better market Ada, the following actions are needed:

"• Define the market and market needs for Ada within the D)oD (Remember the concern
over not making this a popularity contest.)

" Improve the outreach by establishing a marketing objective for the AJPO and a plan to
realize it - reach out to professional societies, FFRDC s, trade associations, other
governnent agencies, Universities, and industr,,.

" Establish an executve board to act as a sounding board fbr ideas (reconstitute the Ada
bo'ird). Make sure dhe people needed to move Ada from a technology-driven to a
market-driven strategy are on it.

1gerse Infonnation 5'Vstems Agency E-3 Novemnbe 8, 1993
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In order to provide incentives, the following actions are needed be considered

"* Permit training and tox)l costs to be directly chauged to the Contract.

"* Increase the Ada competence of the acquisition staff (including their FFRDCs aid
support contractors).

"• Provide advantages in competitive evaluations for Ada excellence.

"* Provide incentives in award fee and incentive fýe contracts for the use of Ada.

"- Permit software development environmenrt assets to be carried as capital equipment to
promote (rather than inhibit) investmnet in quality environments such as Ada tools.

In order to fill the continuing need for broad-based education and training, the following
actions are needed.

"* Provide grants and other forms of assistance to high schools, universities, and colleges
for Ada-based software engineering training.

"£ Provide a teaching environment and !ow-cost conmpilers (free, if possible) for Ada-
* based software engineering training,

"- Provide preference in hiring to Ada trained software entry level engineers and
programmers.

"* Provide Ada 9X training courseware to fi-ns for use in their continuing education
programs.

"* Previde videos and Multi-media based educational software for self-paced management
eduction.

"* Direct Service schoos (DSMC, etc.) and acadenmies to oteih Ada-based software
engineering/maagement cHrriculTun.

In order to provide necessary tools, bindings, and COTS produ,;ts, the fohiowing actions are

needed:

*Perforn a market survey to define the high return investments.

Enter into pzarterships (CRADA's, TRI s, etc.) to jointly deve!op high dem'and items
on a cost-sharing basis (government takes timited rights, contracter gets marketing
n'giits).

Dli?:ens'e lnqfmiLzion Svtsemns Agency E-4 November 8, 1993
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a Use reuse libriuies as disttibution mechanisml 6rr high denruld items on a tIcC-f6r-
service basis.

a Prove value by piloting use of items bef ore release to the open market.

3.0 QUILTSION #2: N'*Ixd im-tjrents can we nz,&e to ionwase te Cof onleicial Ust,: of
ada?

FlINDINGS (We leard)

The fbllowing findings were the result of participant briefings:

"* Tools and bindings (WINL)OWS/PC first) were noted as die investments with some of the
highest potential return.

"* The availability of Ada 9X tools, bindings and implemnentation support needs to be
accelerated to maintain the aura of cin-rency.

" Education and training subsidies/grants to colleges and universities who teach Ada and use
it in their research seem warranted.

*Strategic partnerships (with other government agencies, finms and universities) should be-
pursued.

" Wide exposure/marketing investments are needed to change image and create rri'ket push.

"" Research is neteded to resolve Ada 9X techniical issues and stimulate universities to teach

Ada in both their graduate and undergraduate cLriculuhl.

"* The development of Ada 9X superset/subset for education needs to be supported.

* Financial incentives for businesses are needed to motivate them to renew their Ada
initiatives.

Investments in ASIS (Ada Semantic Inteiface Specification) seem warranted in order to
proxide the means to interface Ada langu:age and CASE tools through a common
repository.

Reuse needs to b. ixcentivized by resolving the numagement issues which act as the
major inhibiters (data rights, infi astructure costs, organizationil issues, etc.).

Sponsorship of true dtal-use programs are needed to enable snmll businesses to take DoD
temhnology and build products which can be sold broadly to the private sector.

* • Giving ;ob preference to those with Ada skills should be considered.

Dej.nse Infbmcation Systems Agenct' E-.5 November 8, 1993
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SBIR (Smnali Business Innovative Research) proirýuins should be employed to stimulate
innovative ideas for Ada cominercialization.

A proiessional market research firm should be hiled to understand the commercial
marketplace and develop strategies for effective penetration.

"The entry costs for Ada fbr educators and their students (costs f.br compilers, courseware
development, etc.) should be lowered.

"IThe development of a low cost, production-level Ada teaching environment for educators
should be subsized.

"* Sharing data rights with finns to lower costs for software development should be

considered.

CONCJSIONS (We 'nink)

Based on the session findings, the following conclusions were made by the panelists:

" Increased DoD investments are necessary to achieve higher degrees of coammercial use.

* * The following investments seem to have potential high payoffs:

- Bindings (inteifaces to standards like X-Windows, databases and generators)
- COTS products (standard packages like math libraries, etc.)
- Marketing/Pronmotion
- Tools (debuggers, linkers/loaders, design packages, etc.)

Education and Training
- Trade shows

"" A broader buy-in to Ada will help the DoD leverage its investments and achieve broad-
based success.

" The DoD and comnmercial markets are different; do not force Ada in system areas that are
not appropriate for Ada.

L.efense nfonnation Syvstems Agency E-6 November 8, 1993
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O REOMNMMNDK1ONS (You Do)

The DoD should ensure there is an Ada market by solidif•ring the existing base and viewing

migration systemns within DISA as a potential opportunity for showcasing Ada.

To develop a viable Ada investment strategy, the following actions are needed:

Take the results of the dual-use workshop and develop a prioritized plan which lays out
tasks, schedules, budgets and deliverables incrementally.

"• Acquire finding and go do it.

"" Provide quarterly feedback and reporting to both ASD (C31) and DISA, and an
executive-level advisory board (company presidents and CEOs, university deans, and
department chairs, etc.).

The DoD should establish joint investments/strategic partnerships with:

- Other government agencies (DOT/FAA, NASA, DOE, NIST, etc.)
- Universities/colleges
- Industry/professional societies/trade associations

* - Dual-Use programs (NIST, ARPA, NIST, etc.)

The DoD should make reuse commercially viable by opening the reuse libraries and
stimulating technology transfer using the dual-use initiative.

4.0 QUESTION #3: 'What can we do to increase ada's appeal, adoption a nd popularity
within your software coniiurity?

FINDINGS (We lleard)

The following findings were th~e result of participant briefings:

"* Make sure there are jobs for Ada professionals.

"• Institute cooperative initiatives with professional socicties, trade associations, etc.

"* Stimulate research into Ada issues.

"* Provide more widespread exposure to the reasons why Ada was developed and what it can
do for firms adopting it.

"* Expand the use of Ada into other government activities.

@ 0 Change accounting rules (FASB) to stimulate investments in A&

1)fense Information Systems Agency E-7 November 8, 1993
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@ 0 Make Ada even more cost-effective (price/performnce, ROL. etc.).

! Lsert Ada into education process earlier (high school, undergraduate, etc).

S oter negative perceptions through, an aggressive public relations campaign.

"• Try to speed cycle time and make the Ada standardization process more responsive to
change.

"* Make Ada more attractive by integrating it with the DoD reuse initiative.

"* Provide iexpensive tools and compilers.

"* Reconstitute the Ada Board as an executive advisory board.

"" Foster consistency by providing positive con-mmunications.

XCONCLUSIONS (We Think)

Based on the session findings, the following conclusions %,,,-e made by the panelists:

@ 0 There is a "second" window of opportunity for Ada stimulated by:

- Megaprograrmning
- Object-oriented technology
- High integrity systems
- Distributed systems client-server mrchitectures

"* We need to widen the market base outside of the DoD niche, but we must realize that it is

not for every market.

"" We need to encourage research institutions to employ Ada as a core echnology.

""_ We need to encourage investment in software by clhanIng the accounting riles and rights
in software clause of the ['AR

R!R}OMMENDATIONS (You Do)

hi order to take advantage of the "2nd window of opportunity" the following actions are

needed-

Put more hiLsiness focus on Ada plans and strategies

N Accelerate the migrations to Ada 9X by providing access to quality tools, biding.
trainirn, mmsition support, and iplemnentation guickdnce Within the next 6 monthis.

Iktfycew hi/?lOnnaon Systems ,4At'epcv L-8 No\'vtmber 8, 1991
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_O • Promote Ada as a leading edge technology.
ge f i bylevra ng lessons learned in the

NManage the opportumity and take fuill advantage of it by levera le
early years of Ada.

In order to widen the market, the following actions are needed:

"* Hold a summit with other agencies to define cooperative strategies v,hich benefit
everyone.

"* Negotiate MOA's and leverage the government's purchasing power to create demand.

"* Create joint acquisition/advisory board to improve communications and liaison wifth key
acquisition officials.

In order to encourage research, the following actions are suggested:

"* Have a few Principal Investigators examine potential issues in Ada-based products.

"" Pursue creation of subsets and supersets for teaching and research purposes.

* * "Make it easy for entrepreneurs to access technology necessary to innovate and build new
products,

i.efen•e Informazion Systems Agencv E-9 November 8, 1993
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O 5.0 PANEL

Panel tme eronts were selected to represent vaIious iacets of the indLuStrial coni1tUflitv.

Nam ne ()rgOiinil:ition

Panel Chair: Dr. Terry Sn aeter GDE Systemns, Incorporated

Panel Facilitators. Mr Don Rkefer Institute for IDefense Analyses
Ms. Debbie Dowling Electronic Data Systems

Panel Members: Mr. Miltcn Cooper Computer Sciences Corporation
Mr. John Marciniak CTA, Incorporated
Mr. James McCall SAIC
'r. Walker Royce TRW

0

LA)feme infonnacion Systems Agency E- 10 November 8. 1993
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*6.0 PAvK1CIPANIN

Participants were allocated a IrIaXiIILniu Of' 15 minuteIS to give paI nel members thirii Coimmentis
to qusin mti h n~sr icipli ne. -lime fotlo\ing participants presented1 hl)i chgs

dating& the Ada ~uad- is', Workshop) (Relier to Section 7TO of'this Ap~pendix. RtIlcipmul
Briefings for Lopies IA-prseritations). Participants ar-e listed in the order of presen-tationl.

Narne (Alomizati or. Iriefimng

Joiner, Harry Telos Corporation Presentation .- Slides
[)kel, Davi d Applied Expertise, Inc. Presentation - Sli4t~s
Bal four, Brad Soffýclh- Inc. P: esentation - Slides/PositionPaper
Schwann, Stephen The Mitte k--orpor-'1noi Pr.%entatio- Slides
Watennani, Deb Stafistica, 1-1c. Presentafion - '1' Slides
Ahiarc'nian, Gregory Source. Traiislat~ioni ard Prestý.Atation - P(;,6itio Paper

Hart, Hal TRW Presentation - No slides
Stevens, Scott Magniavox Presentation - Slides/Position Paper
Kiell, 3ruce Hughes Presenrtation - Slides
Kcrnnedy,' Gary IBM Federal Systems Coip. Presentation - Slides/Position Paper
Leif, Robert Ada-Med Presentation - Slides

* Crafts, Ralph Ada Software Alliance PResentation - Slides
Kester, Rush DC SIGAda Presentation - Slides
Henry, John EDSI Presentatior, - Slides
Riehie, Richard Ada Works Presentation - Slides
Maymir-Ducharme, Fred Un~isys Prz-3enwtion - Slides
Johnson, Barbara Ra-y-iheon Presen~tiaon - Slides
Kidwal, Shakill Ekxaronic Data Systemns Presentation - Slides
N yberg, Karl (lrebyni Corporation Presentation - Slidus

Note: c-me o1' h. ;'iew~s axpressed wewe so/ely the paiiat own cvqd not of 'hi.s'//er
organizailon.

.0lueene Irhfiomaiaon ývstems Agency E-11I November 9, 1993
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. 7.0 PAR1lCRIANi BIEFlINGS

Thlis section Contains, a copy of pluiCipant biodink, rateiials provided to the Industry Panel
di-ring. the Adai [)ia-Use WNkorkshop. In cases wvere presentation rutNals wer suibilitted InI
handwritten Fouiii typecd copies were Lcicated by the Adha Dual- Use Workshop staff'.-fheste
copies are nol ed accordingly.

Dc eseh~oncvo ~~ShJlens Ageflcvi E- 2 Novetnber R, 1993
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Participant Briefing
Harry Joine:-

Telos Cornoration
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Harry F. Joiner, Ph.D.

Chief Scientist

Telos Corporation

Why Isn't Ada Popular?

• Education in software engineering
a Restrictions on programmer freedom (i.e.,

encourages the engineering of SW)

• Availability of inexpensive tools and
compilers

Availability of statidard software packages/
assets

Too much horsepower and complexity for,
small projects

Lack of management support

____ -----..... .. ______ _____________• • • • • t



Ada and Popularity

Do you have to win the popularity contest to
be successful?

What does commercial popularity buy you?

th bAda is currently

the best technical solution

• Large system development

* Safety-critical systems

Long-lived systems

• Software reuse



* Ada's Major Drawbacks

"* Lacks state-of-the-practice development
tools/compilers

"* Lacks standardized interface mechanism
for O/S, windows, DBMS (and SQL)

"• Conflicts with some functions of the O/S,
etc.

-0

The Questions, Please [
* Ada acceptance within our organization
• Investments to increase the commercial use

of Ada
Increase in Ada's appeal, adoption, and
popularity

AAN& it



Action Plan I

* Participate more aggressively in the
development of commercial standards
(including de facto standards, such as X-
windows)

" Support the development and use of
"secondary standardsicommon packages for
Ada

" Pay for the development of commercially
competitive development tools and distribute
them widely

Action Plan II

"* Support the investment of transitioning DOD-
maintained software systems to the
commercial market through common
architectures and reuse

• Make DOD software assets available for
commerlial use

"* Support the implementation of professional
standards for software engineers

" "- " --- " F I I' 'l"_ = ! ! i :• ' I " I __" ti o! I!l
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Applied E-xpertise. Incorporated
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Presentation to the Ada Dual-Use Workshop

Vianna, Virgir'ia

October 19-20, 1993

Dave DIk*1
Appli.d Expaltna, Irc.

1925 Noarh Lynn, Street. Suit. 802Arlin Ion, VA 22209
7?3 516-0911

F-,lx: 7D3 516-0,918

ddlksl@ajpo.xsl.cmu.adu

n 1,a Ap,4d Expe.t , kw.

Ada mar* of q-aaL -,in foft ua

Background

"• Intellimac i1981._]

- First commercial Ada appJlc-atlon (1981) - Pan at team
- First Integrated Adjq producl - Supportld manry pion~ecg Ada

applicatlkmts

" Commercial Ada Users Grojp [1986-.]
- Founded (1986) tidor AJP04DA sponsorship
- Focused on aumslLont an Intdus martget askAd

- Partkicpants .ncludwl 8,.W4ng, GE, Shell, RouleMr Oracle
. 14.1lngs drew many govemmeM manag-rs, aniuykA to hear

answers
"* Case studies [198&-.] (Reuters, Do0eI-Schlumberger, kokkla, B9osig.

GF. Xerox, oterv)

"• Proseritations, tutorials [1986.]

"* Ada Market Study 11990]
" Specialized user studies ont adaptation issues, veridr

studies [1989-]

C I WJ A.,PPOed Experi~ew hwc.

0 Page 1



Lessons from the Past

S Common Threads
Motivators Barriers

iImprove Quality Lack of Interfaces to

SIncrease rouse commercial standards
-OS- o-COW tool buler

* introduce software don't,-ui much Ada
engineering -Extra time and S rquired

Mandate.- -Mandate
- Prom JAs. methods, people

provwt on M + LOC-elsiv precis e

"am$tet orto "cilhve audience"

- Advocates that have -Reaction to kirced use/
experience to sIhow gains militasry image- 'U couldn't
in quality, productivity be any good-

0 Ian Appiwd Exprfami, kw_

What actions can we take to get Ada accepted as the preferred
language within your organization ?

* Background: AE builds Information systems and tools such
as:

- CBD Express - A widely ued commercial product that automates the
praparalion and tranamiazion of Commnerce Business Daily
announcemenits

- Case tracking infornalion system for the National Mediation Board - A
central rusource tor schduling and recoeding NMBa' activities

- Contacts management databtae tar the international Finance C•.•rporslon
(World Batik)

* Suggestion: (Not necessarily easy) Encourage Borland and
other database vendors to:

- Use Ada Ihem•al•ve
- Pr•vide, tools that suppot Ada that ars as good or better than tools tor

other languages - e.g. Ada equivalaM to the "C ,•gruci"

C1 i N. Aapdoed Exp.,uin, hwc

Page 2
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A4da. a m~k foaLmoLrYM jUAa~r

What Investments can we make to increase the
commercialization of Ada?

9 X promotion seems right on target

Get Ada (perhaps early 9X) out Into the "open"- get known in
the open systems community as a baarer of critical solutions

- Strengthen ties with open "ratems tooa builders and "ems Integratorus
- Form an IEEE subcomrumlett or stardarda group locused on Large,

complex Systems
- kIntity and build upon Ada "niche'. posalbty.

- Multimedia
- Build rellabae standards-based etymnpanents that auppnr safe'

converzion of large maintrame systems to distributed open sy"ems
- Perhaps lverlage the U.s..' 1.my's cooperative attort with

Georqga Tech

0 I= APiNd Erpeeta. no.

What can we do to 'tncre;'se Ada's appoal adaption and
popularity within y, ur roftwtre community?

Apply lessons learned
* Focused customer - supplier panels such as:

- -DBMS awues for AeA" Chaired by George Poonen, GTE 119861
- Customer• M(&; Allen Salkary- US. Army, Jukka Worokorpl -

Nokkia

- Suppjlerw ýarry EllIsom - (r*we, Paul Fvdler - CRJ
- -What whilvhendoar have to do to get GE to ume more Ada7?- Chaired by

Daidd Boter- GE , Dave Oskel, Facilhator 11990]
- Customei•-: GE Medical. Jet Engines. Metal Indusines, CSC,

West mgh,Ae

* Supie" Also. DEC. IBM, Teesoft, Verdix, SPS

Support addttloval case studies that provld, unbiased
Insight Into whe. where and how to use Ada

0 1M. Appowd Ejpoflýe. J&nc

0
Page 3
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"Ada Dual-Use Workshop

Sof~cch Position IPapcr
How DoD Can Revitalizc" Ada

Brad Balfour

sOFrecH
1600 N. Beauregard St.

Alexandria, VA 22.3 11

voice: (703) 824-4505
fax: (703) 931-6530

email: bbalfour@softech.com

"Revitalize Ada" -

What Does It Mean

Ji Combatting a perception

o That Ada isn't successful

o That Ada isn't growing

O That Ada isn't a viable technical solution

J DoD alone can't do it

J DoD in partnership with industry, acaderia, i,..the

Federal Agencles, professional societies, and trade
0groups can do it A =E' .3'



5 Key Activities 0

U Reconfirm DoD's Commitment to Ada

DE Collect and Disseminate Ada's Successes

ED Focus DoD and CIM Efforts on Ad2

13 Promote Industry Dual Usage of Ada

U 'Promote Ada 9X and Ada 9X Education

is the most imporian, action that DoD can take

Reconfirm DoD's Commitment to Ada
0 Advertise the fact thar Ada is DoD's corporate

standard a:id has been chosen for good reasons
D Remember that programmers view languages as an

almost religious issue

D Make an analogy to the other corporations that
standardize on a single language, environment,
platform or tool set

•1 Enforce the use of Ada on all types of systems
0 Minimize exceptions
C) Present a singlepositive message in public 0
0 Ensure that ARPA, NSA, MITRE, etc. are visibly,

using Ada
A=



Collect and Disseminate Ada7s

"Successes
Li St,,,r i! steps '0 :ACUc~lflli.'hth.:

this: ih1)K I) )Colc

P) olicy cCtahtsl i d ihcd requo rn g all 'I roicct. virhi1 !_)oI) cllct
and i)cport several ,imple kindcs of irnformation

i) }Lunding and cxpciditure reports on DoD clcvlop; cn t
activitics can be collcctcd b1 AJPO aind AdaIC

0 business case information as well as Ada usage and ;avinys
information ca-n then be dcvelo ped ac:r disseminated

D DoD must then collect Ada project irformation arn write up "Ad•a
success stories
O Present as papers a. both Ada and not-Ada conferences
o Also disseminate via:

+ Press relcases to newspapers / newsletters
* Articles submitted ro conferences and magazines
+ Postings to electronic bulletin boards and mailing lifts
* Advertisements in journals and newspapers
+ Packets with detailed success stories available from AdaIC
* Booths at conf,.rences and trade shows

Focus DoD and CIM Efforts on Ada
U Reuse Repositories

O Already focus on Ada RSCs as a core technology

O Narrow thtir focus to just Ada for code components

L) Center for Standards

C Supplement Technical Reference Model with availa)le bindings

o If bindings don't exist, subsidize efforts to develop them and
place in public domain

o Include efforts to submit them for standardization by ANSI or
ISO

(D Include "def-acto" standards

O Provide a presence on both formal standaids conmittecs and
industry coordination groups setting "defacto" standard,'

+ Offset the heavy C and C++ bias ofthese groups

* Ensure Ada AI.Is are defined at the same time the C/C++
APIs are defined



Promote Industry Dual Usage. of Ada

I D [) ral- -U Jse I n c n tiv cs'

P) Irovide contracting p(t .icy and rCgtul i(.1ns that giv, iVll ei' ,

to contractors who dcmoun;trate" dual-ius- of Ada .vi"Iii• ticn.ir
non-DoD commercial applications

0 Jnicentivcs could take the form of propo:,ai c-valuatin cricr'>a

C0 Government could. provide "dual-use" fund,; si,,ilar to the
ATIP p:. ogram

* Couid be used to leverage DoD technology into "dual-use"

technologies

0 Follow •ap these efforts with pfess coverage

Promote Industry Dual Usage of Ada (2)

J Accelerate Deployment of Ada Compilers
0 Use the DoD's leverage as one of the largest

customers of Ada tools

0 Work closely with the vendors to ensure that:
* Ada compilers are available simultaneously with

the release of new hardware
*AAda compilers are priced competitively with C

amid C++ compilers
* "Sidgrade" pricing is available to owners of

competing language compilers
* A Borlarnd or Microsoft "name brand" Ada

compiler is available
L to



Promote Ada 9X and Ada 9X Education

" !! "I d- leudac Nw im'v-Ada (2:'xmtIIInit0 oh. Ada 9X
'1Li ) Jo•i r. withl SIGAda, ~Idclmf ia and tr;;de association2;

Targct existing OOPL markets including:

* Recergineering MIS applications frorn Icgc.cy COBOl. to 00
Client/Server systems iM an OOPL

* OrganizLations thinking of developing new app.lications, using
OOP in C++

* Distributed computing applications - Clierit/Scrver,
simulation and supcrcomputing

* Non-DoD embedded systems: cars, household appliances,
medical instrurner.ts, etc.

E Promote Ada 9X Education (2)
U2 Createý Promotional Material

O Sin~ilar ;- the way the the DoD has promoted wcapon systems
in the past

0 Distributed widely through a variety of sources including

AdaIC, confexcnccs, industrial tr,,iners, university educator;

CO Available to anyone at no cost

Ui Fund Appearances at Non-Ada'irde Shows

o Use AdaiC in conjunction with ACM SIGA.cta antd inIdustry
tradc groups

(D Promote Ada to new markets

, Show a significant presencc at non-Ada conferenccs both
nationally and internationally

C3) Provide new developers with in":-mation on Ada

* Give them e.,ugh material to take home and convince their
boss

o Target many difference_ conferences
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October 19, 1993

Ada Dual Use Workshop Position Paper
How DoD Can "Revitalize" Ada

1. Introduction

There are many things that the Department of Defense - through DISA/JIEBO/CEM - can
do to "revitalize" Ada- In this context, "revitalize" means combating the perception that Ada
isn't successful, isn't growing, and isn't a viable technical solution. DoD, alone, cannot
"revitalize" Ada, however, in a partnership with industry, academia and other Federal
Agencies, DoD can effectively expand Ada's visibility and use.

. 2. Key Activities

Five specific DoD Ada revitalization activities are recommended below. These activities
address ways in which the DoD can build upon its current leadership role in the Ada world
and revitalize Ada throughout the software engineering community. The five activities are:

A. Reconfirm DoD's Commitment to Ada

This is the most important action that DISA and the DoD can undertake. Expand
opportunities to advertise the fact that Ada is DoD's corporate standard and that it has been
chosen for very good reasons. Many prograrmmers view languages as an almost religious
issue and attempts at stuadardization and uniformity will encounter resistance. To reduce
costs. many corporations standardize on one language for corporate wide use --- this is an
appropriate. and accepted fact.

Dol) must continue to aggressively enforce the Ada standard on all types of systems and
nunMinize the exceptions. Get the support of ARPA, NSA, MITRE and others. Additionally,
DoD must place great emphasis on presenting a single. consistent. tositive message in all
pub',ic forums - that Ada is the DoD's choice for software development and is a successful
positive technology.

B. Collect and Disseminate Ada's Successes

Ensure that success stories are collected and disseminated. To accomplish this, several
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things can be done:

(1) Policy can be established requiring all software projects within DoD to collect and
report several, simple, kinds of information (e.g. size of the project, number of
developers, length of the project, outcome, etc.). Funding and expenditure reports on
DoD software development activities also can be collected by DISA (more specifically
to the AJPO and AdalC). Business case studies for Ada usage and savings car, then
be developed and disseminated.

(2) DoD must collect appropriate Ada project information and write "Ada success story"
professional papers for presentation at Ada and non-Ada conferences. Ada success
stories also can be disseminated using several media:

a) press releases to newspapers and newsletters,
b) articles submitted to conferences and magazines,
c) postings to electronic mailing lists and bulletin boards,
d) advertisements in journals and newspapers,
e) packets of detailed project success stories available from the AdaLC,
f) booths at conferences and trade-shows.

This effort to document DoD Ada use must be supplemented with the collection of non-DoD
statistics as well. Currently industry, academia and organizations such as SIGAda do this on 4
a volunteer basis; DoD can supplement its volunteer effort with appropriate incentives.

Create additional positive press for Ada. DISA can support the creation of both press
releases and articles on Ada. These should be targeted at magazines anl newspapers that
have not typically had heavy Ada coverage. These would include: Con.puterworld,
Government Computer News, Datama:ion, IEEE Software, Journal of Object Oriented
Programming, etc. DISA should coordinate the release and placement of these roress releases
and articles with the Ada vendor community so that the vendors can place ads for products in
the same magazines at the same time as news articles appear. These articles need not (and
perhaps should not) be written by the DoD. However DISA can provide additional funds to
successful Ada projects to document their results in the form of articles submitted to
(traditionally) non-Ada magazines and conferences. Close cooperation with Industry trade
groups and ACM SIGAda is necessary to support this activity.

C. Focus DoD and CIM Efforts on Ada

Ensure that DoD reuse repositories focus on Ada reusable components as a core technology.
DISA (through its Center for Standards) can supplement its Technical Reference Model by
ensuring that Ada bindings exist for all standards and are freely available through the
repositories. For those bindings that do not exist, DISA should subsidize efforts to develop
and place them in the public domain. This should include efforts to submit these bindings for! 6
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su'ndirdization by ANSI or ISO. Additionally, DISA should not resu-ict its efforts to only
-ANSI or ISO standards, but should work with vendors who supply "defacto" standards to
ensure that Ada bindings (APls) are available for those products as well (e.g. Microsoft
Windows, X-windows, etc.)

iPxovide a preserce on industry coordination groups, who over the past five years, have
emerged as a powerful factor in setting "defacto standmaxds". DoD and DoD contractor
participation in these groups can balance the heavy C and C++ bias and promote Ada
requirements, particularly in the Ada API and/or bindings area.;. These groups should
include, as an example, OMG (which is defining the CORBA and ORB sets of services), the
MIT X consortium, OSF. XOpen, COSE (Common Open Systems Environment), CCrIT
(telecom), X12 (Electronic Data Interchange), SQL Access Group, and ODA Consortium
(Open Document Architccture).

D. Promote Industry Dual Usage For Ada

Provide Dual Use Incentives. The DoD can provide contracting policy and regulations that
provide incentives to contractors who demonstrate dual-use of Ada within their non-DoD
commnerciai applicatons. Incentives could take the form of proposal evaluation criteria which
promote contractor dual use of Ada in their non-DoD business areas. Additionally, the
government could provide "'dual-use" funds (similar to the AJPO's highly successful ATIP
program) to leverage government Ada investments into "dual-use" technologies. These efforts
should be followed up with large amounts of positive press in the form of articles in major
newspapers (e.g. Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, etc.) and frequent demonstrations of
Ada technology in "dual-use" situations by high ranking government officials.

Accelerate deployment of Ada compilers on strategic platforms. As one of the largest
customers of Ada software, the DoD can influence the direction taken by the current Ada
compiler vendors. By working closely with the compiler and hardware vendors the DoD can
ensurt. that Ada compilers, like C and C++ compilers, are available simultaneously with the
release of new hardware platforms. Hardware buys contingent upon the availability of Ada
compilers on those platforms also encourages industry cooperation.
Dol) also needs to provide a clear message to the vendors that as a customer, it wants
compilers that are priced competitively with C++ compilers for the same platform. DoD could
also encourage vendors to offer a "sidecrade" from a competing C+-+- to an Ada compiler to
entice people to try Ada. Finally, DoD could approach Borland and Microsoft to provide Ada
compilers along with their tools for other languages (even if these compilers are simply
OEMd from existing Ada vendors).

E. Promote Ada 9X and Ada 9X Eduration

Educate rhe non-Ad•a conmunirv on Ada 9X. Embark on a joint campaign with trade
* associations, ACM SIGAda, amcd academia to educa(.e ,:he sofrwar.ilhardware industry on the



benefits and features of the new Ada9X. Additionally, target existing object orented
programming languages (OO1L.) markets which ma:,' provide new niches for Ada:

Reengineering MIS applications forn legacy COBOL to Object Oriented Clicnt/Server
systems in OOPL (include reverseireenginr.ering tool vendors). Ada9X could be used.

Organizations who are considering developing their new applications using OOP and
C, . Ada9X's object oriented featuies AUil be superior.

Distributed applications including client/server, simulation, and supercomputing. Ada
9X's new distributed computing capabilities are well suited for this area.

Non-DoD small embedded systems such as the popular embeildded controllers found in
cars, household appliances, medical instruments, etc. This community shares much
with the DoD and could benefit from the many Ada lessons learred.

Create promotional material. DISA, using a professional marketng/PR firm, could create
promotional material on Ada 9X's features and benefits similar in quality and style used to
market large weapons systems in congress. These materials should be distributed widely
through AdaIC, Ada vendors, conferences, industrial trainers and university educators at no
cost. Materials should appear "generic" to avoid any perception of DoD bias.

Fund appearances at non-Ada trade sizows. DoD can and should use the Ada Information
Clearinghouse, in joint cooperation with an Ada industry trade-group and with ACM SIGAda,
to promote Ada in new markets. Significant presence at non-Ada conferences both nationally
and internationally can provide new developers the necessary information to get interested and
get started. DoD could initially sponsor an Ada booth represented by a professional
organization such as ACM SIGAda_ Target major Object Oriented conferences (OOPSLA
and Object World), MIS conferences (such as DPMA - the Data Processing Management
Association, and ITAA -The Informat.on Technology Association of America), CASE
conferences (CASEWorld, etc.), embedded software./real-time/distributed systems conferences
(such as Embedded Systems Conference), and major "general" software conferences (such as
Comdex).

3. Conclusion

The DoD has a multitude of opportunities to make real progress in efforts to "revitalize" Ada.
There are large numbers o& DoD workers and support contractors who art "knowledgeable and
enthusiastic supporters of the language. That is not enough. To achieve strategic long term
Aria benefits the DoD needs a solid professional mrukeing campaign. Marketing, coupled
with a focused progr-am of technology insertion incentives and data collection and reporting,
will provide the DoD a solid foundabion for Ada revitalization thrcughout the co)mmunity.,1 S
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0 1 have 25 years of experience developinq real-time software in
Industry (not DOD)

* 1 have been involved in High Level Real-time L~anguage efforts
most of that time (HOLWG, Purdue Workshop, AN&~ Pascal,
PLIM)

* I was a member of one of the review teams on -the rainbow
lang uag es

* I teach Software Ennineering and Ada



* Software Engineering

- Is not practiced by most software developers in the US

- Idea of the free spirit of software development is still
believed by most management in the US

- Programmers do not read technical books or magazines

* Cost

- Lack of low cost, high quality Ada compilers

"* Good quality C/C++ compiler costs $40 as part of a
book on learning C++

"* Until recently, the least expensive Ada compiler was
$500 and was of questionable quality

* DOD Language

- Ada is perceived as a DOD language

- High cost of validation and captive market causes
high cost compiler problem

* Ada programmers more rounded

- Ada programmers know severai languages

- Most C programmers only know C

UNIX and MS-DOS are the cause



* Inexpensive compilers available

e Increasing interest in software engineering

o Number of languages in use is smaller

- Most new code is done in COBOL, C/C++ and
Ada in that order

04

* Languaqe of discourse for research in real-time systems

e Very succý-ssfui for large-scale system development

* Demonstrates that having a language that supports software
engineering makes it easier to do software engineering

0



1. Minimum number of languages and dialects

2. Emphasis on maintainability and readability of code to reduce life-cycle/maintenance costs

3. Formal standardization and configuration control of the language

4. Support for "programming In the large." In particular, emphasis on integration of software components

5. Support for "programming in the many." Linguistic and tool support for o.•*, dinating 
t
he work of many

engineers

IR Support for specification, development and reuse of software components

7. Support for safety critical aspects of software development and/or safety certification

8. Wide acceptance in commercial practice in similar domains

9. Availability of high quality comnmercial tools

10. Availability of trained software engineers and ar-chitects

11. Support of reak-ime and multi-tastidrg applications

12. Uifecycle language suupport

Ii
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As a businessman considering investing more money to start new Ada
businesses (or invest more in my Ada software reuse service), given the
dual-use climate that is spreading, and DoD interest in commercializing
Ada, I (and others) must look at the costs and benefits of doing so.
Benefits are easy to recognize - more sales of Ada compilers, components
and services. Given Ada's minor presence outside the Mandated world, I
am sure some sort of linear relationship exists between the amount of
money invested and the potential profits - the market is very elastic.

The costs of commercializing Ada is a much more complex subject, because
of the existing behavior patterns for the supply and demand of programming
products and programmers (i.e C/C++ is too entrenched and too competitive).
In thinking about these costs, it is hard not to conclude that Ada is not
very com'rcializable, short of sub-billion dollar investments by the Ada
community. Other languages are too sutccessful, and corporations making
their next generation commitments now, for Ada to easily win market share.
What follows is my proof on why Ada is not commercializable under current
DoD economic assumptions.

The following argument is pessimistic for the sake of argument. I do
not fully believe my own argument, as if I did, I would not be undertaking
the great expense (at least for me) of attending the Ada Summit, nor wouid
I continue to try and sustain my software reuse business in the Ada
community. make thp argument so that those attending the Summit and
readers on comp.lang.ada who have little contact with the non-Mandated
business world can uncerstand how difficult it is for those of us fighting
for Ada acceptance. It also reflects what goes on in our minds as
developments are announced inside and outside the Mandated world.

EFFORTS TO COM14ERCI kLTZE ADA WILL BE AS STRONG AS ITS WEAKEST LINKS.

WL•AT FOLLOWS ARE TiE WEAK LINKS.

9



1) The future standard platform has two Pentiums running Windows/1lnxx
on which compilers cost $199 or less, a prohibitive price for Ada
compiler vendors.

2) Jobs, jobs, jobs - there are 100 times more non-Ada jobts.

3) There is izisufficient demand for an Ada components industry to
bootstrap its'ýAf.

4) The exmbedded world does not like it's tasking built into the
language

5) It is too expensive to translate legacy projects in advanced
software research from their existing languages to Ada.

6) The related worlds of signal processing, graphics, multimedia,
networking and comnmnications are dominated by companies closely
tied to C/C++.

7) CASE tools make megaprcgramming increasingly cost effective with
C+i- and Smail talk.

8) Megaprogramming will increasingly become irrelevant.

9) The leaders in the academic world will never adopt Ada-

i0) Growing apathy inside the Pentagon towards Ada

11) ARPA will never agree to put its enthusiasm and tunding behind Ada.

12) The Ada Mandate will never force Ada compiler vendors to become
competitive.

13) There is no marketing and demographic lata for programming
languages on which to make decisions and future plans.

14) Think of TCP/IP, C.AUS, VHDL, AH1DL, SEI's CMM, all from the DoD.
Their success implies Ada meets no pressinq needs.
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mili compi workl.ation.3 and micocOlnp. .l . 'I'hlo i -lf;;t tblrf.ilk m!rk tI.:;
are too s to sustain a profitable bus.inzes s mayrketirei Ada produc-Ls.

Maintrames .roe a dying market - Just look at the agonies; of. 111M and
Fujitsu. 'ither than their massive communications and file serving ability,
there is nothing attractive about mainframes. And even these two benefits
are slowing being surpassed by other technologies. Even the DOD is qettinq
rid of its mainframes for networks of small machines. The business that is
still left in the mainframe market is mostly serving existing customers,
and existing mainframe languages - Cobol and Fortran. Little demand there
for Ada products, on top cf competition from C vendors (such as SAS).
Ard if nothing else, IBM has made it quite clear it is has no interest in
promoting Ada in the mainframe world - kiss of death.

Minicomputers - same thing. Substitute Wang, Data General, DEC, Prime,
Hewlett Packard and others (except for their workstation products) for IBM
and Fujitsu and the same arguments hold. What business is left is servicing
existing customers with their existing languages - little room for 1,da
products to Eustain a profitable business. Again, while IBM has a strong
market in mi.niccmputers (ASX2X series). it has no i.iL..eres. Iii promoting
Ada here also. (In fact, its upsetting that the leading STARS prime, IBM,
refuses to commercialize Ada anywhere, preferring C+-4- and Smalltalk).

Workstations have three problems that limit Ada penetration in the market.
First workstations were born out of the Unix/C world, and both C and C++
are heavily entrenched here. All of the big commercial software vendors,
all the large university research efforts, and much of the communications
and networking world using workstations are all based on C/C++. On top of
which, many in the workstation world of the software hacker nature don't
have a high regard for anything out of the DoD including Ada - a dumb but
common attitude. Combine this with the Free Software Foundation, and
the billions of lines of C/C++ worykstation source code that float over the
Internet every day, the many, many software research projects funded by
the DoD in C++ et.al., and you have a tough, tough market to break into.

Second, there is not a big market' for supporting products and libraries,
to sustain sales of Ada products other than compilers and CASE tools.
Can you think of any software product like 1-2-3 that drove the workstation
market - a so-called "killer app" other than Unix itself? Given advertising
and technical. support costs, it would be hard to bootstrap a successful
solely-Ada product into this market. And third, eventually all workstation
software prices will coverge to PC prices (as PCs become more powerful. and
fast Windows and Macintosh emulators [WAPI for one] become available on
workstations). Also GNAT will cannibalize some compiler sales in this
market, and Cvqnus--like companies can thrive but do not make an industry.
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Whi.ch brings us t" the microcomputer market, in particular, that market
based on platfor with Intel nicxoprocessors running Microsoft/Novell/IBM
operating systems. As much as they may hope, all the non-Intel processor
efforts (Sun, Motorola, MIPS) will never dislodge Intel from its dominant
position. Intel is too good and too tough. Similarly no one will dislodge
Microsoft, Novell, IBY, and the Unix groups from their dominant operating
systen1 positions. It is here where the battle of Ada commercialization
will be fought, a terrain where Ada is at a hugh disadvantage from the
outset, having to charge up steep fills into the guns of C and C++.

For one, all of the dominant operating systems are C/C++ based: Windows,
Novell OS, OS/2, and Unix. Microsoft atene has sold over 65,000 Windows
NT developer kits at a cost comparable to that of Ada compilers. 65,000
is a number at least twice as great as all sales of Ada compilers, even
including the Mandated world. These systems, and other applications,
each total millions and millions of lines of C and C++. Most of the top
100 independent software vendors selling irnto this market use C or C++.
Most of the new software technologies available for this , irket are done
in C/C++: 00 databases, multimedia, communications, multiprocessing, Al,
natural language, etc.

New entrants usually succeed by having a small team code up a beta-product
for version I to be marketed as quickly as possible. What's the language
of choice for this SEI CMM-rating-of-0 development style? C/C++.

Second, there is intense competition between programming language vendors.
Everyone is trying to get market .. hare from Borland and Microsoft, who in
turn seem to revel in fighting with each other. List prices for many
compilers are oftea over $400, but- if you present them with the cover sheet
to a manual from a competitors products, they will chop off up to fifty
percent of the price. Newcomers breaking in have to otfer even lower prices
than the market leaders, usually less than $200, and throw in some gimmick
like a free CDROM or a trip to Hawaii. And whenever Borland feels a cash
crunch, they make their prices $99. Wi h their current cash streams, Ada
ccmpileus vendors would go bankrupt trying to compete in this market.

Third, the Ada community ha. ten years of non-relatic'- with the press in
the microcomputer mirket to make up for. Thete is little editorial coverage
on Ada by the non-Mandated press (and eve1n the Mandated press like GCN does
as much to help Ada as hurt Ada wit.th its cVo w-rale)- There are movers and
shake -s in the microcomputer world, hone of whom :eaIly are familiar with
the Al"a c(ommunity. How can per)pl e dc:id-. to choosfe Ada it they riiv(e r sete
ir: mn t xoned .;nd reviewe:d in the• pl.]b 1ica tiowi thley read?

F-inall.y, not only does Ada h1wvf h t( lt: t. l t ,hivi ly :*itrenched C/C + , but
as.o othlier lraiuP..qe];. Cobol i! o ,i az n 1'(.x .x t hI MIS w rl( dewn S i V..

ma .. Al 'K, 1!k i a -;o quit,, p( pui, aF ind win iii <n.e 10(1 (S•iv,,t. , .•ic}, .1:.
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1 t t k~0 .a :I) ". I; I. )i I (d ti t in mci: x i h" ,i M anI d,i 'I t W,
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[SOLUTION: Subsidize Ada compiler vendors to ma rket theý (urrerit verr;ions
of their PC compilers for $19.99, or some other really low almtount. This
is a tactic others in the PC business are using to quickly capture market
share and profit off of future upgrades- Cost at least $15,000,000.
Either that or nationalize Microsoft :-)

I constantly argue the government shouldn't do this stuff, but if ARIA
is going to spend $100 million on commercial CAD, DoD can do so for Ada.]

2) Jobs, jobs, jobs - there are 100 times more non-Ada jobs.

Almost every economic commentary today revolves around jobs. NAFTA,
Clinton's health plan, the Space Station, etc. Those who have them are
in no mood to risk them, and those that want them will do what it takes
to get the job. All of which is bad news for Ada programmers, because if
you have been following the help wanted ads for programmers over the past
few years, it becomes evident that there are over 100 times as many as
non-Ada jobs outside the Mandated world as there are Ada jobs. 100 times.
This is even more pronounced in the major software metropolitan areas like
Route 128, Silicon Valley, Southern California, and Austin.

This sends out a very strong signal to the market to shift resources
to those languages where there are new hires, because this is where many
of the new programming language sales comes from. With growing dominance
of microcomputers in the corporate computing world (see 1 above), there is
the growing dominance of C/C++. And as the 1990 SEI infrastructure report
mentions, and those familiar with terminal Markov chain states, once a
programmer gets into the C/C++ market, there is little incentive to
transition out. So as DoD downsizing continues, the job market will result
in many qualified Ada programmers being absorbed by the C/C++ world.
Nothing worse than a "Body Snatchers" scenario (and no, those are not pods
being harvested on the remaining farms of the Silicon Valley and Boston
areas - just funny shaped• pumpkins and meloens :-)

Thus the dynamics of the job market do not create many opportunities
for new Ada sales. People sell where pe-ople are being hired and outfitted.
Also see #9) below - academic world. Schools teach Ada because companies
hire C/C+4 programmers because schools teach Ada .............

[SOLtrION: Fund a Works-Project-Administration-like effort by paying pweýople
to develop and initially market comixponent libraries for Ada. See below.
Cost $20,000,000.]



3) There is insufficient demand for ar Ada co:,iponents industry to
bootstrap itself.

Markets are driven by people with a strong incentive to see their
sector succeed. One reason why Apple's Macintosh became so popular,
despite the higher prices of their machines, was that a lot of dedicated
and profit hungry people wrote some great software for the Macintosh.
In the programming language market, one of the great drivers is the supply
of third party applications libraries: graphics, comniunications, databases,
debuggers, memory management, GUIs, etc. A big factor in choosing a new
language is the ability to find those libraries that you depend on in that
library. For example, this explains one reason why the scientific groups
never switched to Ada and slowly to C/C++ - no one has bothered to convert
their massive Fortran numerical analysis libraries.

Many companies in the C/C++ world have grown from b..asements to nice
sized companies selling these third party libraries and products, because
in these markets people are willing to pay for reusable source code, even
in object library format. More available libraries turns into more sales
of compilers which results in more available libraries ad infinitum. A
nice self-sustaining cycle that helps drive the C/C-++ market, a process
that is not passive. Also, the compiler companies work with third party
suppliers and VARs to help this process along.

It is very difficult to start. such a process for the Nda world. Given
the marginal demand for Ada compilers outside the Mandated world, it is
hard for a third party Ada component supplier to be profitable solely on.
sales outside the Mandated world, especially where there is so little
support from Ada compiler vendors. Presently there are only a handful of
Ada component suppliers, and the same ones everyorie has beer touting for
the last ten years - Booch components, Graco components and a few others.
(For some reason, CAMP -seems to have dropped off the fice of the earth).
There is no growth, few successful new entrants - all indicators of a
stagnating market.

One strategy lmight be to use sales inside the Mandated world to funil
marketing and sales in the non-Mandated world,. using the generous flows )t.
money in the Mandated world to launch non-Mandated businesses. Nice idea
in practice, but Mandated contractors are notorious for beinq unsupp[ortive
and disinterested in the third party compornent. products, especially given
often lamented but never chariqced 2'WO+ I)o) software procurement requlatiois,
many of which hindeidr saloe, of rousaible softw Iare to thew oD world (arid in
some cases ma:ke it i. lloga1). 'lbhinq:; Ir-e .;(o bad, that. it is i~led,,i in
the minds of many defense contr•lctors , '1nd probably il rI a1litly, t. ? uts
chArge r umbe:rs for contracts to al ow we rke r: t~o a tti.t:ed innhouso - mirnai,-
to h•ar sal os pi tches for AdIa pr )( u(1 t.;, !. Ih uit( )w I II , ),nti',:; t I I t eI iI r- -
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Ifantl ty .corlomi.- i.mode.s i.; tha, t h( i - wor4-ir :; ii.,v(,e have hai~d te o i, n t.iaI IY
:iii rei~;l~iAdaci)
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I SOLUTION: Fund a Work:; - Pro ject-Adiinji :;tri on-- ikO' 0 ttAAcit by paying peop] e,
to develop and initially market component. libraries for Ada. See # 2)
solution. Subsidize C/C,-++ component suppliers to develop Ada versions.
Cos't $20,000,000 1

4) The embedded world does not like it's tasking built into the
language -

The growing power of embedded processors and their cheap costs wUake it
possible to stick them in almost any product. This in turn fuels a booming
embedded programming market, as evidenced by Embedded Systems Programming
magazine and the Embedded Systems conferences. In following thte embedded
marketplace, I never get the feeling that programmers want tasking built
into their language. There are dozens and dozens of multi- and real--time
tasking executives for sale, each offering a different solution to the
problem of many different instances of tasking in real-time products.
Maybe they do want it in their compi-Lers, but the don't seem to be
flocking to Ada, and in the interim, tnese p.-od'icts help drive the C/C4++
market.

Furthermore, as microcomputer operating systems become increasingly
sophisticated (something like Windows NT), with tasking and other real time
capabilities available as system call s, the demand fcr such capabilities
explicitly in the language becomes a uinor berinfit,and sometimes a problem,
as the programmer has to disable the programming language's tasking and
real time features to use another execuitive..

And frankly, the Mandated world lost big -ire d',e to fEI's inability
to work with CKI. Had they been able to get. I.da u3ed for developing Mach,
which is being adopted by many as the op:rat..r : .stem kernel, Ada would
have benefited greatly. A tough sell (see wcrkstation argument.) but at
tho timo it would m hve lbeen wortth '.Az eoffort.

Thus; oe soj!(d the Mandated wi jr Id, I am not. ý, ;•r h',w much beac ift, it. is.
Iso; Ada to Ihave taskinq buil _x into it. Inside -h i,,L...ndoted world, sure it
is of qreat to help for contributing to the reli ibLi_ ty and maintainability
ol embneldded weapon systems. But outside, I am Pot su''-o if i.t ir; much of a
ad ýankgoe for marketi nq and coimnercial ization. I h aye hear.d gocd stor ies
fIrom the Tarttan people about their non-Manda ted s;al_.!s, btl tbhis miiqht bLe
a I1. o.I t.qe demand-

(.SOLUTION.- Thi s is a tough one, s,in.ace it i-,, an o fv. 1K0 rTi.sona] pro f r erinc

()n th;, par- of enhAdd(hd.5J - tdins-; d•:;.iirqi. rr . A firS:i ;tLoC.) would Nib to do an
i ndt rpthi -' rvf, of tlho neil -MiadatLi(,. I oni)', ld I s;,,;t r; (,)m' ciwni i ty to f 1i3nd out,

wlil tli ey art,_ doinqg, how they a ro (,0) .., it, ,nd why t. 'i('v it , doinq i t
'h i mayi)c s(- in(' ;c•ric'] (can be I ou.id _•.. I I A1t,+ Co t. o; ,,t ml : $'200, 0M)!
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5) It is too expensive to translate legacy projects i,. advanced
software research from their existing languages to Ada.

P.r-ograimaing lanquage sales come from two places - new efforts and
existing efforts. Existing tefforts usually mean legacy projects, and in
many programming conamunities, this raeans Iarge amounts of code that have
to be converted before a new language can be adopted. In the scientific
programming world, no one will switch unless their large numerical analysis
libraries are coniverted. In the w-orkstation and acadextic worl.ds (which
until. quite recently was the same), you. a'e talking about legacy projects
in C and C44. in all of these worlds, you are talking about hundreds of
millions of lines of code in an existing lanquage.

You may argue bindings and Ada pragmwas, but thlis has never been a
popular approach in any language- Bes.idefn evern here, Ada is being beaten
out by other languages. For example, .1?axrcPi.ace has a nice system for
practically .wrapping Cobol moidules invide of Smialltalk objects, so that
qradnally a top-down reengineering of Cobol legacy systems can be done in
a manageable and cost effective way. I am. not arquing that this is a gooxd
or bad thing to do, but t~hat for those doing :i.t,, other languages are
beating Ada to the marketplace.. OMG efforts with COREIA also make other
languages equally attractive for 00 as compared to Ada9X.

Even in the DoD world, there are popular legacy systems that have
never beei, converted to Ada as part of some evangelizing effort. IA-WTRAN
and ASCA from the Air Force; GRASS, BLAST and BRIGAD from the .A-my; NPSNET
and NEC from the Navy and other programs are popular, important and still
not in Ada. Many of the research projects at the service academies qualify
as legacy projects, and most are not being done in Ada, which is a shame,
since the service academies (especially the NPS and AFIT) do some great
work. And it would havw been nice. if someone had f'tindcd a .Fovial-to-Ada
converter years ago. Every four months I get a swarm of phonecalls a.; sui:e
Jovia[ conversion effort hits the street and everyone starts looking for a
Jovial converter, yet no one individually has, che tunding or interest to
have one developed (yea, I know translators never work-iook at the mili.:,ons
spent on the now forgotten WWMMCS Fortran and Cobol translators), but. a
decent set of assistance tools could be developed N1.

Thus for those interested in pursuing counne(cia 1 ization through thrtlsts
.in.to thit academic. and |corlp}ra ('• wort.d.s ,0t1he r is a bi q p r:eoblm of cor.'ive irting
l.egacy sy'-,ms .irto Ada be tore or i n paraIlel with thte idopt. i ol 01 Ada. I t
is a. v.ry tough soli, and Y-i,; ky invie. imnentt for all partie,. ;.

IS LJT ItIN: Fund th. o t. ink; at: ~; oi, I)DI} and non-. Do popiU la 1, qa y : Vy .II
Wiy L f!tLl(N. for j i. _t GNAT .- why not. Ada Vxursi on!' of all ,of t.hic 1:;1. t. ) I 7
he.lp :;, ) f th h! a .e lr il t iqVe tý;ity I',t(cy sy.; .emn; to cor-rvoEr to Ada ( f or
exainpl ., * SPICk: (C ,t at lt';l ">0) 1i '1I i)on, pret•'od•d ,y ' 1o10,0, 0 :;t.uudy
to do) ,1 c I;lt i .() l ill(t )I te I he I,•(Itq(:y' ::vi e :: or .
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Won Id o f u jobý, I nietwork; nq , mu] t~i m(N 1 a , ente!rtaimn an vrta ral

All Af the crnter-ta ifment com~panies , the telephonle and cab.Ve companies,
and wnaty sol tw.ere( developers -e juiaping int~o thiis market. It is ostimatedf
that everyday i'-i '-ice San Fi-ancisco Bay Area one new multi-media comp~any is
being formed. Tens of bili'ons of dollars are being throwa around *'cith
reckless abandon (not really - these people are bottom-liners all the way),
with Japan and its billicrns also join~ing in.

Unfortunately for commercializing Ada, there is little Ada use by these
collaborating groups. The entertainmient companies don't program, the
cable compani. s follow telecomm~unicat ions companies, the telecommunication
companies (AT'ý, Baby B~ells, Sprint, MCI) are all using C/C+-+, and thie
software comp..ni-es in multimedia a~nd graphics, with their Macinto'shes and
PCs, are also all using C/C++. Sure there is the occasional company li-ke
Silicon Gre, )hics successfully and proudly using Ada to do this type of
work, but o onomically they have only a marginal, presence.

If you. read the magazines for electrical engineers (Elecitronic Design,
Electronic, 1nginearing Times, Embedded Systes~s Programmaing) wBhere the
hardware xor the global mult~iredia. world is covered, all you see is ads
for C/C-'f- product-s and tools. Ditto for the sof tware_ develope rs (Computer
Graphics, N~ew Age Media, Wired, many of the L0M and IEEE magazines) .
Global interactive multi-media communications is the next big i-ndustry -
and Ad has iio presence at its bitrth.

And someone stop the 1-ýavy and Air Force from showing the ir really nice
distributed graphics prog~rimlIing system (NPSNet) written i~n C++ to thle
gi-aphics ý.orid (also funded hy ARPA - C++ being distributed to industry).
I1 know that they are proud, and they shoul~d be for their effort, hait it
is kind of einbaras sing for the !4andate-d World that it is~ not in Ada.

Aq.tiIL, commnercial izing Ada in tlhii; marketplace will be quite hard,
fot, t~he usual reasons of entrenched ti rst--entry-ers - (1 could qo (,,n with
similar stories for the Al, paralle& and mutti-procssinq, database and
othey domains, but it 1sjust the same as here).- Too much money is beiLng
spenlt in thle mulitimedia world r ltnow, toc~klinq i.n people to proq i-ammi inq

Sa nquwIlero co in the n ei r fltu ore, oir m'oie la t# r day Ad.i markl t.rinq
Ca~ljjai q.i to have much of au impact.

(S(,UTY1ON: !.rilx! b'teven Speilberg , or iundi ''i licon (Grap~hics t~o dlevelop
some nice ~multim(eiia tools in Ada, andl dona-te lots ot thc ir platiorns into
the inalttimoldia industry. Cost at least. $10,000,000. For or~ber areQas of
software-- ippli.ication, init ial ly target the advartcell ý;cftwalru R&1) iri
those areaiz ( para ilel , W. At tcI, w~i ich convenientl-y has a lotl fun1(_de
by ARPA 4 1;e 1l ) below



7) CASE tools make megaproqramuiing increasingly cost effective with
C++ and Smalitalk.

Any callpaign, to commercialize Ada will hai ~o be founded on whatever
strengths Ada does have in relation to other languages. Once such st~rength
is the use of the languiage in megaprogrammiing projects, those large team
multi -programming projects prevalent in the Defense world. For these
projects, usE3. of Ada has consistently shown the benefit of doing so. (Of
course it would help if some of the megaprojects (FAA, WWMCCS, STANFINS]
didn't get into so much trouble and bad press for non-Ada reasons).

The problem in commercializing Ada using the megaprogaimming benefit as
a selling point is that increasingly, CASE tools are making megaprograymnxing
possible with other languages. For example, at a 1991 OOPSLA conference,
someone from Rational argued this very point - that Rational's tools can be
used -to allow development of > 100,000 li-nes of code projects in C+-+. If
you attend commercial CASE shows, yr-i see more and more to,.tis x-rom other
companies offering similar capabilities. And success stories frum companies
using C++ for large projects (ATT, 1-Kicrosoft, Mentor) and Smalltalk (Xerox,
American A-irl-ines) only strengthens the case for these languages.

I am tired of Ada people bragging about- the strong type checking you
get with Ada. This is a lousy marketing argument, since such features are
increasingly available with CASE tools for other languages. I have heard0
this brag being ,ade for Ada9x. Well it is no longer an impressive feature.

Now it may turn out that in fact using languages other than Ada for
negaproqranmminq is not as cost effective as some waay clai-m, that there are
hidden costz; that have been ignored or not accounted for. But from a
ma-rketing point; of view, enough of a case for non-Aria mc~aprograrmG' nq cani
be made to weaken tb is approach to commnercializing A6-1.

(SOLUTION: Again, another tough one. Given the. "oqivalent" capabilities
of Ada9X and C+-+ and Smailtalk, it is hard to design a GM5E tool for Ada
that can't equally as well be used for these other languages The only
hope here is to loudly and endlessly publicize-. success stozri.es w~ith Ada
projects to at least koep Ada's good new-s in the public's eye. Co~st. is
$ý2,000,O0O to fund a professional publicity campaign. And please, cicn
someone at; gunpoint f~orce the STARS people to start sihowing Up at the
comniercr at trade shows, and conferences dealIinrq with CASE?]
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will. all be in C/C++ - Window:; , So I, Ir v i, Mot I , Not{e.;, (I(U)1W,1t0, ,tc
are all comlpeting to be dominant in this area. Sure in some irndlO;tsrio,:;
(avionics always being touted) megaprogramming will have some role, with

wins for Ada, but never enough to sustain a thriving Ada industry.

As the corporations downsize both themselves and their information
processing activities, mainframes and megaprogramming will gradually
diminish in scope, and while providing sales to an installed base, will
present few opportunities to sustain healthy Ada sales. And it certainly
wouldn't hurt for the DoD to question its reliance on megaprogramning -

the wars of the future might be better served with distributed systems -

it works for the wars of commerce.

[SOLUTION: There is none here. The future is not megaprogramming. If
you w,_nt to know the future, read the science fiction book "Ender's Game"
by Orson Scott Card, to see how the large distributed simulation wargames
the DoD is increasingly using (all in C/C++) will eventually blur the
line between virtual and live combat.]

9) The leaders in the academic world will never adopt Ada.

This follows from a lot of the other sections, but I mention it
explicitly becuase so many in the Ada community seem to be placing their
hopes on using GNAT in the academic community to launch some campaign to
eventually win market share for Ada. I am dubious, for the following
reasons.

"First academic success of a language means little. For example, the
most popular underiraduate tezc:hing language is Pascal, but it is rarely
used in the corporate world (compared to Cobol/C/C++/Fortran). And if an
academic institution geared its language choice vocationally, it would
choose C/C++ as the protessors read the help wanted ads, and hear from
their fo-rmer students looking to hire part-time people. An argument, can
be made for learning with the better- language, Ada, but in tight job
markets, lpeople want what is being hirred on their resumes.

Sec-ond, most. ta i tin(-{ ac.adomi c comp. tin(n exp)l i ence comes I rom work on
academic research projects as a juni or or :;niior, or gyrduate s;tudent.
lhowever, most o t.these legacy pro je,'-t; sare not. in Ada, aind will rarely it
ever be translated. So even though you might expose a student to Ada as
a freshman or sophmore in the introductory courses, most of the advance.d
courses and work will not be done in Ada, though will be the nosit re-(.cent
experiences to retain.

-I



Third, NOT TO DENIGRATE THEIR CONTRIBUTIONS OR RELEVANCE TO SOCIETY,
but most of the institutions teaching Ada or where Ada can be introduced,
are not the "leading" software academic institutions. Most of the top
software institutions, as measured by the presence of their students in
those companies dominating, driving and creating new markets, by their
presence in leading software metropolitan areas, by their receipt of the
advanced software research government funding from the DoD, DoE, NASA, NSF
and NIST, for the most part don't use or care for Ada. MIT, Harvard,
Carnegie Mellon, Stanford, Berkeley and the rest of the UCAL system,
Cornell, etc, are not and probably never will be Ada institutions.

Fourth, the service academies don't have the be-',t record for using
Ada. If you measure the programming language use in theses issued by
the NPS and AFIT, you will see Fortran, Pascal, C/C+- and Ada equally
distributed - better than academic institutions in general, but not the
most toutable record for DoD service academies. It's a shame, because
the work I see in these theses is first rate and would be a big credit
to Ada if it was all done in Ada.

Thus, I am dubious about the strategy of commercializing Ada through
the route of academic acceptance, especially if Microsoft starts flooding
the universities with the source code to Windows NT. GNAT helps, but
only as a skirmish in a much larger battle.

[SOLUTION: As part of #2), #3) and #5), fund efforts in the major
universites to convert some of their legacy projects into Ada. Also
flood the service academies with Ada compilers. Make ARPA tie academic
funding to Ada use.]

10) Growing apathy and bic."ering inside the Pentagon towards Adai

To quote Ralph Crafts, "there is a resentment and fear in the various
components of tile DoD regarding the Ada directive", that he has been
told by lower ranking Pentagon of-ficiaLs that "no one has ever explained
to them why Ada is a good idea or how Ada can help them in accomplishing
their mission-; instead they have been told "thou shall use Ada" without.
a shred of accompxanying justification and rationale.

My estimate, bhase•d on how peophle inside the DoD spends Lheir money,
and not on what people :;ay, i• that the majority of the 1•l) i_,; either
apathetic o}r hoLsti 1 e t.o Ada. My est imatIe is os, Jollows; - at lea: L 95 *
of ARPA i i~ 1th( ti i tA)iw 11r'ds Ada ( .st t•. low), at l ear _. 75t ot tih( Navy
(based on 'Put. t e'. anld ot•her Navy (Colmmel](nt; t, a fla C(o)mIDtmet:; I Miol Navy
Conti'act-or:), whi 1(e tlhe Air For-ce andl Army iro probably spI it- dowin Lhe,
middle. For extm lh ,, t_he Ai[- r ., ce, tnidh; tlhe( Kit;A pr'ojt(-t, a (A!;l.: 4lioit
with : imi~ini r t-511:; to V : APl., hut KL;A i:; ni)t ro iniq done withi Ad.;t, In]
the, Aix F,,)tct i:; :;(, h.fltpy with KPl'.;A c:;:;l.t:, i i.'- ; un diri q fij ,mnfOii ci,0,i zin z
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is probably not deop (en1outh :;ta/tLi ;ti~c,-Jly ( see #13 be1)ow)-, hut I (t o g•?
around. For example, there have been a decreasing number of DOD SBII<
topics involving Add, wi-th the- most recent 1994 so]icitatio copetl
devoid of any mentions of Ada. The majority of the success articles
that I read for Defense progral:rnuing activities use non-Ada languages.
The majority of source code listed in DoD serv.ce academy theses and
technical reports, and general DoD technical reports, is not Ada. Sure
the large, mega projects inside the DoD aie in Ada, and should be, but
the majority of everything else is not in Ada.

As many have noted pub'l-cly and privately (I have endless quotes if
"you want them), the Ada waiver process is a joke, which wouldn't be if
the DoD waL truly behind Ada. In recent months, a variety of DOD
officials (for example, General Kind) have suggested that maybe Ada
needs some reexamination. To quote Ralph Crafts, "There's been no
continuity, enforcement or explanation to the people in the field who
are supposed to implement the Ada requirement. I've been with several
organizations over the last few months, and there's confusion, resentment
and anger because they get the word one way one month and then some
high-level person comes in ana says 'Just go ahead and do it this way.
Ionore the Mandate until we get caught." and "The Ada waiver is ludicrous.
There are claims by the services that they are fully behind Ada, and they
have granted no waivers or a handful of waivers over the last couple of
years. Well, that's a really nice facade because people who don't want
to use Ada don't bother to go through the waiver process. They go off
and do what they want and hope they don't get caught until they have so
much invested in it that they can't be told to stop. It's interesting
that people can just ignore tAle Ada Mandate with impunity and they will
go off and require the use of C and C++".

And then there are ancedotes like the following: "I watched in amusement
(for five years, no less) senior officers in the Air Force decide that
their old COBOL systems needed only 30% of their software rewritten to
repair the junk. The only reason they stopped at 30 was because they had
to use Ada if it hit 33%. Of course, two years later, they'd REestimate
that ANOTHER 30% had to be rewritten -- deftly avoiding the Mandate without
fear of getting into trouole."

And it doesn't help when Del) olficials like Paul Strassman, once
they are out of oftice, trash Ada publicly. Many in the corporate world
read of these bickerings in the trade press, and use it. as an excuse Lo
not. consider Ada. To quote Paul Strassman, "The economic driver really
is sottware reuse. The underlying reason for Ada or:. •.y was software
reuse and software modularity. Today, by and large, sottwa,-e reuse is
being driven by the fact that software objects are commercially available,
and most of the sottware objects on the market are just no Ada objects.
The world is not going the Ada way". lie doesn't mention that because Del)
contractors don't like buying Ada objects, most of the few Ada components
suppliers can't remain in business. But in any event, his comments, as
an ex-DoD software of I iai l, hurt Ada credibility.



So in general, the unity of attitude towards Ada that some in the DoD
claims exists, doesn't exist. There is a lot of conflicting attitudes,
concerns, frustrations, and programmning language practices.

[SOLUTION: I have absolutely nothing to suggest here. Had I oeen able
to figure out this messy politics, I would have figured out how to wLn
a contract. In six years I haven't done the latter, so don't expect
much from me on the former.]

11) ARPA will never agree to put its enthusiasm and funding behind Ada.

An anonymous ARPA Ada quote, seen in 9/14/92, pg 98 Government Computer
News, "It makes absolutely no sense to have a law to mandate the use of
Ada. It was not the intent of the Ada program to have absolutely one
programming languge. The law CANNOT apply to ARPA."

In the eyes of many decision makers in the corporate world, ARPA is the
DoD's leading software agency. ARPA funds all of the advanced research in
software and has a reputation for starting computing sub-industries. And
when ARPA likes something, it goes after it enthusiastically, to the point
of crossing over political policy lines. Craig Fields was willing to be
fired as director of ARPA when he tried to inject some venture funding in
a semiconductor company, crucial apparently, to help ARPA needs. GAO and
Congress chastised ARPA for its meddling in the supercomputing market,
where it directed companies to purchase and use certain machines favorite
to ARPA. Recently ARPA anted up $100 million to help commercialize
the CAD industry vis-a-vis DoD needs, with Martin Marietta receiving
$53.4 million and Lockheed Sanders $42.5 million. And then there are the
hundreds of millions that have gone into SEMATECH. ARPA will also fund up
to $48 million to help the active matrix liquid crystal display industry.
So when ARPA likes something, it RFIALLY likes something.

Here's an example of a project ARPA could have forced Ada to be used,
but didn't, and an example of how they spend big bucks on everything but
Ada. ARPA is funding the Center c•r High Performance Computing (CRPC)
with $15 million to create a real-time operating system scheduling
framework, distributed file systems, a high-performance fiber-optic
connection and multi-processor modules to work with the OSF's Mach 3
microkernel (again where was SEI with CMtJ'?). Ada is NOT being used by
CHIC to do this work. To quote CPHC director (an ex-Marine), "I'm a big
Ada advocate, but commercial developers just aren't producing the kind
of Ada products that would make it catch on. The realities are such
that you aren't going to see commercial software done in Ada. When
companies like Microsoft make Ada compilers, then I'll believe Ada has
a future". Why should commercial developer.s tusei Ada when APPA refuses
to make this project, and otrPrs ;, use Ada?
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larger than its Ada funding. And sinco 'he comme.cl.a. CAD industry is a;
important to the DoD as is the- comnmerci,-.1 Ada i ndustry, and a lot mo'-nr
healthy than the commercial Ada industry., certainly whatever reasoning i ed
to aiding the commercial CAD industry with $100 million should have led
1.-1A to a sinimlar decision for Ada.

And the Ada ARPA does cset involved with, like STARS, seems more like
fifthi columu undertekings than anything else (and until someone from STARS
shows up at .k commercril- CASE show and starts displaying the benefits so
often touted wi.thin the STARS community, few outside the Mandated world
are going to take STARS seriously; if the Air Force can commercialize
the non-Ada 2UBSA, certainly ARPA can try commercializing STARS).

Commercializing Ada requires handling perceptions. Aad one perception
to many in the corpozate world (or at least those who bother to follow Ada
at all) is that the DoD's leading software agency does not like Ada. An
agency that many in the corporate world pay attention to, Jf for nothing
else than the fact that ARPA doesn't get reorganized every few years.

[SOLUTION: Quite simply, does DISA have the blood and guts to fight ARPA,
and have the DoD force ARPA tc embrace Ada? If not, then this whole thing
is a complete waste of time. If we can't sell ARPA on Ada, we won't be
able to sell anyone else on Ada. For those of us spending our own money
on trying to commercialize Ada, it is frustrating seeing the DoD continualy
ducking this issue. DISA needs to put ARPA into a headlock o'7er Ada.
Maybe give a contract to Hulk Hogan.]

0
12) The Ada Mandate will never force Ada compiler vendors to become

competitive.

In a world where the DoD disconnects itself from the general software
industry, and is willing to pay any cost to develop defense software
systems, the Ada Mandate is a viable, beneficial mandate to have. Use one
language - simple, clear and very conducive to reuse and maintenance.

In any other world, the Ada Mandate is a failed microeconomic distortion
of the marketplace. At their current price levels and capabilities, Ada
compilers are uncompetitive. To compete in the microcomputer marketplace,
and even the workstation marketplace, Ada vendors will only be able to win
market share by charging $99 or less for their comipilers. Yet once they do
so, they have to charge the DoD and its contractors the same amount, and
as they have admitted, they cannot afford to do so. A-s long as the Ada
Mandate is in its current form, the DoD can have one langulage or it can
have competitive Ada compliers, but not both.



[To show how vicious PC pricing it, Borland is trying to capture
market share, and pass Lotus to be number two in the PC spceadsheet market,
by selling the latest version of theii Quattrr, spreadsheet for $49, 90%
off the list pri.ce of $495. Any Ada compiler vendors want to offer 90%
discounts to everyone to steal some market share from C/C+4-?]

Further, Ada credibility is weakened by Ada compiler vendors trying to
sun.vive at any costr. I have seen more ads from Ada vendors and contractors
marketing C++ products than I have seen for Ada products. I can understand
the Ada vendors trying to survive, but it is at the expense of their own
Ada sales, and testimony to the problems caused by the market distortions
of the Ada Mandate. In recent months, I have seen ads from Telesoft for
their TeleUse C++ GUI code generator, Intermetrics for their 68000 C
compilers for the embedded world, many from IBM pushing C++ and Smalltalk,
Meridian with their C++ Desi(ner, DDC-I with their C++ multitasking
executive, Rational selling the Booch components in C++ with their Rational
Rose, and Tartan selling a C+4- DSP compiler. In aggregrate, as much is
being spent by Ada vendors on these non-Ada product advertisements as for
their Ada products if not more - understandable but not credible.

(SOLUTION: Unfortunately, while I can see ways to address many of the other
problemns cited above, fixing the Mandate escapes me. Get rid of it, and
the vendors can't survive on their Ada sales. Expand it to include C++, and
the same thing happers. Even worse, the longer this non-solvable issue
goes unsolved, the more costly it will be for the DoD to solve it.

One suggestion would be to subsidize the Ada compiler vendors to flood the
markets with $19.99 pricing cn the current versions of their compilers, in
order to profit in the future from upgrades to a much larger installed
base. But frankly, I don't think they should be awarded in this way,
given their past histories. After all, they should have be the ones
organizing this Ada Summit, not DISA. Though if nothing else for their
advertising consistency over the past few years, I could see funding Alsys
and Aetech.]

13) There is no marketing and demographic data for progra-mming
languages on which to make decisions and future plans.

One vital element in any business plan, especially when you are
approaching venture capitalists, is the market survey. This involves
determining the potential demand for your product, and current suppliers
that you will be competing with. Such data dees not exist for the
programming language marvet vis-a-vis Ada interests. I have heard that
DISA is secretly developii.g plans to "save" Ada - well if they are (why
in secret?), they should stop it they don't have the following data.
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decision makers use, schedules and populerity of commrc.ial software
engineering trade shows and conferences, d'in&miics of software development
at the top 200 independent software vendors, academic us! of programming
languages for both teaching and R&D, DoD use of programming languages at
all scales and for all applications, flows or retisable software, and other
marketing factors.

Such data is vital for successfully commercializing Ada, and it is
collectable, as I have demonstrated with my occasional statistics postings
to comp.lang.ada. To proceed without such data is a very risky gamble
that most likely will fail.

[SOLUTION: Fund such a study at a cost of $500,OOU.]

14) Think of TCP/IP, CALS, VHDL, AYDL, SEI's CMM, all from the DoD.
Their success implies Ada meets no pressing needs.

Surprisingly for a government bureacracy, the DoD has had some successes
in developing software technologies that the general software industry
accepted commercially and profitably for entrepreneurs. TCP/IP, CAMS, VHDL,
AHDL (the new analog design language), and SEI's CMM rating have all
enjoyed commercial success. Why? Each met some need industry had, and
each were a good solution for that need, all of which have spawned many
self sustaining companies and/or incorporated intc product lines. Even
for these successes, it took many years of use to gain wide acceptance.
Overnight stardom cculd not be mandated.

Ada has not had the same degree of acceptance and success. It is not
too rash then to conclude it mets no pressing need, and probably won't
fill any pressing need for the next few years. Thus commercialization
becomes difficult to achieve.

(SOLUTION: Look 5 out of 6 success with software technologies is not a
bad record, more successful than my ventures. Chalk up the defeat to
learning, and move on].
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" Concentrate investments in the following areas:

- Ada Semantic Interface Specification (ASIS)

- Interfaces & Bindings

- Reuse

- Ada 9x Support

- Advertising

" Advancements in these areas will benefit all Ada
users, commercial and DOD.

Electronic Systems Company ,,



"These interfaces will allow tool builders to access
detailed semantic information, without investing in
a compiler front-end.

" With these interfaces, a whola rvew generation of
support tools can be developed.

" Support for AS!S version 1.1 (Ada 83) is slowly
building, but could use a boost.

" Version 2.0 (Ada 9x) should be expedited, so that
9x can be supported in Uhis area.

1 .'-• T .''., ,•. M .- ... -." , . ,.•,,, .3?• l .'', :' ,,: .... . -,, _ý,,.

Electronic Systems Company 0

• Quality Ada interfaces to commercial off-the-self
(COTS) products are badly needed.

. These interfaces need to support multiple
integration strategies.

* To be competitive with environments which do not
require bindings, they need to be readily available
and very inexpensive.

Electronic Systems Company
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* Continue efforts to make large-scale reuse
libraries available to both defense and commercial
users.

0 To be cost effective, developers must be able to
quickly locate and retrieve high quality

components.

6 Incentives must be provided to both DOD and
commercial developers to provide quality
components to the libraries.

........................................

Electronic Systems Company 10, n

"• These improvements will make Ada a serious
contender in the object-oriented programming
world.

" New language features will help address many of
the issues which have hindered the acceptance of
Ada.

"* Venders need to be "encouraged" to provide
timely support for Ada 9x, including the annexes.

0

______ Elecirenic Systems Cnmpsny ,,,
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" It is time to begin marketing the Ada alternative,

outside of the defense community.

" Almost ten years of experience with Ada in the
defense community shoutd be shared with the
cormmercial sector.

"* From a technical perspective, Ada 9x will compare

favorably to the alternatives.

"* From a business standpoint, it will take effective
reuse, and superior programming support
environments to win the business.

-j• MVagnavox-=--- , -.. . ..

" Eloctronic Systems Company 10193

• All of the issues presented are being reviewed at
some level by the Government or industry groups.

. The committees, groups, action teams and
agencies need adequate funding to finish their
tasks in a timely manner.

* In addition to these groups, commercial vendors
will need "incentives" to help offset the costs
associated with providing support for ASIS and
Ada 9x vwithin a relatively small Ada marketplace

Eletronic Systems Company ,



A da Dual-Use Workshop

Recommendations Provided By

Magnavox Electronic Systems Company

Introduction
Magnavox has been using Ada on large Command arid Control applications since 1984. In
fact, we have actively tracked and been involved with the lan•uage that became Ada since
the inception of the H1igher-Order Language Working Group (HOLWG) in the mid-1970's.

It is from this inside perspective that we offer an integrated response to the questions posed
by this panel:
• What actions can we take to get Ada accepted as the preferred language for development

of software systems within your organization?
"• What investments can we make to increase the commercial use of Ada?
"• What can we do to increase Ada's appeal, adoption and popularity within your software

community?

Response to Questions
As a software developer for the DOD, Ada is the required and preferred language for most
of our large projects. In addition to these large systems, we also produce many small
embedded systems in which C is currently the language of choice for various reasons. In
order for Ada to become the preferred language company-wide, the following must be true:

"• Ada compilers must be able to operate with a minimum of resources. Many smaller
projects are developed with only a few PCs or workstations as the programming
environment--these cannot provide the resources needed by many of the Ada
development environments.

"* Compiled code must be extremely optimized in both size and performance. In some
cases we have switched to Ada because improvements in computer and compiler
technology have made the use of Ada feasible for the first time. Some of our embedded
system products are extremely small with stringent size, power, weight and
performance constraints. As technology has improved we have been able to use Ada in
applications that previously required carefully crafted assembly language.

• Ada pro~Tramming environments must be affordable. Small projects can not easily
afford the high cost of today's Ada environment, which is mainly targeted to large-
scale development.

There are many issues related to the commercial acceptance of Ada, many of which will
most likely be covered by participants from others areas. We would Like to see investments
in the following areas:

ASIS
The --cent introduction of the ASIS (Ada Sematic Interface Specific,.on)_1rvides the
oppo'nirv for Ada environments to bec far ueTicr to other 0 anuages inl,.iL

tool intea-rion. Magnavox has successfully used the LRM interfaces (a precursor to
ASIS) provided in the Rational environment, to build several tools for automatic code
gener-aton. These tocls could not have been produced in a cost effective manner, without
these interfaces.
Ada compiler and rrol vendors must be given the proper encouragement to quickly adopt
this standard and produce inte-rated development environments. The cffori to produce an. ASIS interface for Ada 9x should also be expedited.



Interfaces & BindingBoth the commercial and defense worlds are struggling to integrate available components•into large systems which meet customer and market needs. The challenges of large scale

systems integration in an Ada environment is further complicated by the lack of Ada
interfaces to many of these commercial products. Even though the Ada language provides
the capability for a developer to integrate multiple languages into a single program, the
practical aspects of maintairnng a development environment for more than one language can
greatly increase developmental costs.

OuaIiZLAdid interfaces tocornmercial off-the-self oroducts (COTS) are needed to provide a
more cost effective environment for Ada-based i.tewration of commercial and defense-
related systeT-,s. These interfaces need to offer multiple integration strategies that are
flexible and allow the developer some implementation options. Interface paradigms such as
client-server, blocking/non-blocking, and type conversion issues need to be addressed by
these interfaces, to allow a seamless integration with the Ada environment.

Developers need C and C++ binding to products such as windowing environments,
databases, and operating system services. Significant effort has been focused on this area,
but reliable interfaces are not easy to locate. These bindings must be readily available for
the many different products, and must be free or extremely inexpensive, in order for Ada to
compete with environments which do not require bindings.

Reuse
This is, of course, one of the hottest topics in the software development community. The
Government needs to continue the eforts to make large scale reuse libraries available to
both defense and co er, ial users, Cost effective use of these libraries depends on the
ease in which developers can quickly locate and retrieve desired components. To gain
confidence in these libraries, the components must be highly reliable and well maintained. 6
Incentives must be: provided to both DOD and commercial developers to provide quality
components to keep the libraries well stocked.

Ada 9x
Ada 9x represents a significant and long awaited improvement to the Ada programming
language. These improvehients will allow Ada to become a serious contender in the object-
oriented programming world. The new features provided by Ada 9x will allow Ada to be
used for many of our small embedded systems. The question is, who will support Ada 9x
in terms of compilers, language sensitive editors, debugging facilities and other
programming support tools? Proper incentives should be Providd. to vendors to help ge
Ada 9x off to a runnins start. Vendors should be encouraged to provide full support for
the language including the annexes.

Advertising
The marketing "word" on how to cost effectively implement Ada and obtain benefits
(technical, financial, time-to-market, quality, etc.) must get out through traditional industry
publications such as ComputerWorld, InfoWord, PCWeek, etc. It is time to share the
experiences of the defense community with the commercial world so that they can get a
boost from almost ten years of experience with Ada.

Summary
The question asked was "what can we (Government] do...?" Most of the areas addressed
in this paper are being reviewed at some level by the Government. The comiUttees.
workdng groups, Action Teams, and agencies need receive proper funding to compiete their
tasks in a timely manner.



In addition to these groups, commercial vendors will need "incentives" to help offset the
costs associated with providing support for ASIS and Ada 9x within the relaiveiy small
Ada marketplace.

Continued support in both of these areas will be needed until Ada gains enough of the
market share to become industry supported.

0

0
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Ada Summit

Increasing Commercial Use Of Ada

Dr. Bruce Krell
October 19-20, 1993

MY CREDENTIALS

iDoD Project] TOW Missile Control For Cobra Helicopters

Commercial Projectl Electrophysiology Analysis System For Cardiologists

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Developing With Ada: Life Cycle Methods
DoD by Dr. Bruce Krell, Bantam Professional Books, 1992

Commercial High Speed Windows Appllcatlons: MultitosknIna DesignMethods
by Dr. Bruce Krell, Bantam Professional Books, 1993

ultilingua] Ada, C, C++, Fortran, Cobol, Pascal, DBASE, SQL--- -- -- --- -- ----- -- -- -- --- -- --- --- --- --- -- --- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- --- -- -- --



Increasing Preference For Ada In Aerospace/Defense

Short Term Long Term

Uniformly, Rigo'ously , Enforce Ada Mandate: Educate DoD Program Managers And Staff:

Deliverable Systems Importance Of SW Engineering
Military Research Labs Effective Tailoring Of 2167A

Avoid Herd Mentality Approach r[o Ueve'opment:
Require Certification Of Software Engineers:

CASE
Reuse Standard Training: tnitial, Continuous
Object.-Oriented Certification Examination

Design Approval Authority Before Coding

Abandon OOP Aspects Of Ada 9X: Allow Percentage Of Procurement Funding

Inheritance
Run-Time Polymorphism For Training In SW Engineering, Not Coding

Increasing Preference For Ada Within Hughes

General Experiences

Assuming: Rigorous software engineering prior to coding
Effective usage of Ada Characteristics

Observed: Requirements/Design 55% Of Schedule
Code/Unit Test: 20% Of Schedule
Integration Test: 25% Of Schedule

Better Performance
Higher Reliability
No Integration And Test Nightmares
Delivery Within Cost/Schedule Constraints

Controlled Exper!mentatlon

Same Design Implemented In Both Ada, C
Design Uses Encapsulation (objects. ADTs)
Fixed Development Periods (15 weeks)
100% of Ada Users Delivered 100% of Integrated Code
70% of C Users Delivered 70% of Integrated Code



Increasing Commercial Use Of Ada-The Problem

0
Over 2,000,000 0/C++ Programmers:

Typically Use Coding First Approach

Taught Religiois Fervor And Hacking By Universities

Extensive Lib ' , Avwilable:

Target 1I; 'dware

DBMS S3 ,port

Window, ,Pls

Increasing The Commercial use Of Ada: The Solution

Short Term Long Term

Fund University Undergraduate Prograr In
Provide Appropriate Libraries SW Engineering:

Practical, Not Research Oriented, Curricula
Regularly Rotate Appontments (No Tenure)
Require Program Certification:

Initial
Continuing

Fund Experimentatlonal Research:

Same Design, Implement In Ada, C, C++
Same Problem, Develop With Multiple Methodologies
Collect Comparative Metrics

Pray, Pray, Pray Promote Publication Of Practical Articles,
Books On Aspects Of SW Engineering:

Not Theoretical Or Abstract
Not Hacker/Programming Approach
Emphasize Procedural Approach
Define Standards, Principles, Practices, Procedures
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DEFENSE !NFORMATiON SYSTEMS AGENCY
ADA SUMMIT

OCTOBER 19-20, 1993

IBM I FEDERAL SYSTEMS COMPANY
INDUSTRY PANEL

ADA POSITION PAPER

Gary F. Kennedy, Manager
FSC Software Engineering Process

Bethesda, MD (301) 493-1170



DISA / ADA SUMMIT
CONTENT

* IBM / FSC OVERVIEW

* FSC ADA EXPERIENCE

* LESSON", LEARNED

* RECOMMENDATIONS

IBM /FSC



DISA / ADA SUMMIT
FSC OVERVIEW

FSC POPULATION PROFILE:

- 11,700 PEOPLE

- 52% ENGINEERS AND PROGRAMMERS

- 5 MAJOR SITES / LABS

* APPROXIMATELY 3 BILLION $ REVENUE

* SYSTEMS INTEGRATION AND DEVELOPMENT

-- LIMITED COMMERCIAL PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

* PRIMARY CUSTOMER: FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

IBM / FSCF



DISA / ADA SUMMIT
FSC ADA EXPERIENCE

OVER 30 ADA DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS IN 8 YEARS

-- INCLUDING 22 ACTIVE PROGRAMS

-- 5 MILLION LINES OF DELIVERED ADA CODE

-- CURRENT PROGRAM BASE WILL BE PRODUCING
APPROX. 1 MILLION LINES OF ADA CODE / YEAR

-- PRIMARILY LARGE, COMPLEX APPLICATIONS

* IBM AND FSC HAVE INVESTED HEAVILY IN ADA

-- COMPILER TECHNOLOGY

-- INTEGRATED ADA DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS

-- ADA TRAINING AND EDUCATION

-- PARTICIPATION IN iNDUSTRY STANDARDS GROUPS

* ADA IS STRATEGIC TO FSC

-- CORE COMPETENCIES AND ASSETS

-- EVOLVED AND DEVELOPED BY EXPERIENCE

ENDURING AND OVERCOMING THE START-UP PAIN

- INITIAL EXPECTATIONS OVERSTATED

- IMMATURE TOOLS AND ENVIRONMENTS

- SHORTFALL IN REAL-TIME FEATURES/BINDINGS

IBM / FSC 0
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DISA / ADA SUMMIT
FSC ADA LESSONS LEARNED

* THE HARD PART (THE FIRST 5 YEARS)

- SIGNIFICANT START-UP IMPACT

- INITIAL PRODUCTIVITY DOWN

- MATURE PRODUCTIVITY (NEW CODE) EQUALS
OTHER 3GL'S DURING DEVELOPMENT PHASE

- REAL-TIME APPLICATION IS MORE COMPLEX

- SLOW EVOLUTION OF SUPPORT TOOLS AND
INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTS

- SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT IN REAL-TIME FEATURES
AND PRODUCT / INTERFACE BINDINGS

- HARD TO QUANTIFY BENEFITS ON SHORT
DEVELOPMENT LIFE-CYCLE ALONE

* THE GOOD RESULTS....

- HIGHLY MAINTAINABLE CODE PRODUCED

- IMPROVEMENT IN QUALITY ON INITIAL DELIVERY

- REUSE, PORTABILITY IMPROVED

- BASIS FOR COMPANY-WIDE ASSET REUSE

- REENFORCES GOOD SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

IBM / FSC



DISA / ADA SUMMIT
RECOMMENDATIONS

, FIRST AND FOREMOST...

- FACILITATE INSERTION WITHIN ACADEMIA

E.G...

- GRANTS / STUDIES

- FREE COMPILERS

- FOCUS ON ADA LANGUAGE AS A FACILITATOR OF

GOOD SOFTWARE ENGINEERING PRACTICE IN

IMPLEMENTATION

- INCENTIVIZE ACADEMIA / INDUSTRY PARTNERSHIP

INDUSTRY NEEDS DISCIPLINED SOFTWARE ENGINEERS

FOR TOMORROW, NOT Jusr PROGRAMMERS

IBM / FSC



DISA / ADA SUMMIT
RECOMMENDATIONS

° SECOND AND ESSENTIAL...

- DOD AND THE GOVERNMENT NEEDS TO SEND A

CONSISTENT MESSAGE

I.E...

-- MANDATE NEEDS TO BE APPLIED MORE

CONSISTENTLY OR ELIMINATED

STREAMLINE/ACCELERATE EVOLUTION OF THE

LANGUAGE STANDARD AND DEPLOYMENT

ONE OF THE MAJOR INHIBITORS TO COMMERCIAL

ACCEPTANCE IS THE PERCEIVED DOD FLAVOR OF

THE LANGUAGE AND THE EXPECTATION OF SLOW

PROGRESS vs RAPID EVOLUTION ESSENTIAL TO

FIELD COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS IN THE HIGHLY

COMPETITIVE AND RAPIDLY EVOLVING TECHNOLOGY

ENVIRONMENT OF TODAY

"IBM / FSC



DISA / ADA SUMMIT
RECOMMENDATIONS

* THIRD AND VITALLY IMPORTANT....

EXTEND MARKET OPPORTUNITY WITHIN THE

GOVERNMENT

E.G...

-- MIS

-- NON-TRADITIONAL SYSTEMS APPLICATION

-- MAINTENANCE AND UPGRADE OF DELIVERABLES

I.E...

INCENTIVIZE INDUSTRY TO MAKE THE

INVESTMENT IN LONG TERM ASSETS

THE BENEFITS OF ADA DEVELOPMENT ACCRUE

TO THE 'OWNER' OF THE ASSET

THE MAJORITY OF PROGRAMS TODAY ARE

DELIVERED TO THE GOVERNMENT TO BE

MAINIAINED AND UPGRADED

IBM / FSC
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DISA / ADA SUMMIT
RECOMMENDATIONS

* FORTH AND FINAL...

- ACCELERATE THE DEPLOYMENT OF ADA 9X

-- 00 FEATURES WILL MAKE ATTRACTIVE TO

COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

-- 00 & RT FEATURES WILL RE-INCENTIVIZE

FEDERAL APPLICATIONS

IBM / FSC
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0 Ada Dual-Use Workshop:
Comments for the Industry Panel

Sheraton Premiere at Tysons Corner
October 19-20, 1993

By: Ralph E. Crafts, President
Ada Software Alliance, Inc. (ASA)
Rt. 2 Box 713
Harpers Ferry, WV 25425
304-725-6542
FAX: 304-725-6543
E-mail: SSTl@mcimail.com

0

Action Items for DoD/DISA to
Increase Commercial Use of Ada

Three Major Categories:

1. Get serious about DoD's Ada directive

2.. Work more effectively with outside organizations

3. Market, promote, and advertise

0



Get Serious About I)oD's Adda
Directive

o Top execs must be clearly and forcefully
committed

o Provide incentives (both positive and negative)
that encourage the use of Ada

o Promulgate the "whys" of using 4Ada
o Put the onus of "proof"' on the other languages
o Back up the words with funding and programs

o Revamp/eliminate debilitating standards

Work Effectively With Other
Organizations

o Explore cooperative actions/programs with
other government agencies

o Provide mechanisms for exploring & exploiting
common needs

o Learn about the needs of commercial entities,
and communicate at their level

o Facilitate cooperative efforts with Ada
organizations and events (i.e., TRI-Ada,
WAdaS, SIGAda, ASA)

0



Market, Promote, and Advertise

"o Commercial successes are not often technically
superior

"o PR, marketing, promotion, and advertising are
critical to commercial image and success

"o The sales and marketing models are different

"o DoD is not skilled in these areas--it will need
help

"o The Ada community also needs to be educated
as to how to work with commercial markets

Sumnmary

o Ada is still the best choice for accomplishing
the DoD's mission--make that fact known

o The DoD must be serious about using Ada, and
clearly show its commitment, to influence
commercial interest

o Enormous benefits can be obtained by working
with other organizations

o Marketing, promotion, and advertising are
absolutely essential for success

0
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* Workshop
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Rush Kester, Chair D.C. SIGAda



0
Ada as a Preferred Language

• Provide affordable retraining of existing
staff in

Software Engineering
- Object Orientation
-Ada

• Publicize the availability of a production
quality Ada compiler and run-time for
existing mainframe platforms

0

° Convince decision makers by actions and
words that DoD's commitment to Ada is
strong

* Provide tools that ease conversion and
re-engineering of legacy systems in other
languages

• Make Ada the centerpiece of government
research programs

0



* Promote the "better, faster, cheaper"
attributes of Ada in non-Ada communities

9 Convince Congress and non-DoD
agencies that software policies should be
based on the long-term economic
advantage

Investments for Commercial Use

Continue/increase funding of GNAT
compiler and environment until sufficiently
mature to make a good first impression
Fund public domain translators from all
popular programming languages
Fund efforts to standardize bindings to all
popular COTS products



* Support the commercialization of
products developed tor the DoD

* Support revisions in procurement
regualtions that facilitate development of
and with reusab!e software

e Fund Ada I.C. presence at non-Ada trade
shows

0

Increase Ada's Appeal, Adoption,
and Popularity

* Promote publication of Ada success
stories and lessons learned

9 Make Ada the centerpiece of government
research and development programs

* Enforce the Ada mandate within the DoD
and encourage other government
agencies to adopt Ada



"I Promote Ada technology transfer outside
of the DoD

" Provide a supply of trained Ada software
engineers and a demand for more

" Ada education in area high schools
(Washington Ada Symposium (WAdaS))
- Provide low cost training
- Provide forum for technical exchange
- Emphasize Ada successes and lessons

learned in non-traditional areas

Ko
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop
John Henry

EDSI

Expanding The Use of Ada in The
Marketplace

* Market Ada to managers
e Make Ada desirable to programmers
e Get Ada into schools and colleges



Market Ada to Engineers

'Fund comparative studies of Ada and
other languages
Disseminate studies to widely read
periodicals

• KII the myths

Make Ada Desirable to
Programmers

• Invest in tools and libraries
• Allow Ada to keep up with a changing

world
- C and C+ + compilers change every

nine months, Ada changed every 13
years (if we're lucky)



0
Make Ada Desirable to

Programmers

* Subsidize a iow-cost PC-based
development environment

* Get serious about Ada reuse
- Incentives to put code in libraries
- Incentives to use code from libraries
- Force DoD agencies to share software

sources

0

Get Ada Into Schools and
Colleges

o Subsidize a low-cost PC-based
development environment

o Get a good author to write a useable Ada

textbook
o Encourage Ada 9X as the standard and

teach "object oriented programming with
Ada", not "Ada, an object oriented

*I language"
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Industry Track

Richard Riehle"ti"'eroaap° secmu°, , ,,

Richard Riehle

Software Engineer

AdaWorks

261 Hamilton Avenue

Palo Alto, CA 94301

(415) 328-1815 FAX 328-1112
riehler@ajpo.sei.cmu.edu

Presented October 19-20 1993, Tyson's Corner VA

I© AdaWorks- 1993

Ada Dual-Use Workshop
Industry Track
Richard Rlehle

rlehter@aJpo.sel.cmu.edu

Introduction
Commercial Projects in Place

DJ NSTAR (Nippon Telephone & Telegraph
C Inteis;4t VII
iL- RADARSAT (Canada)
0 Mariy International Projects

C) China, Japan, Europe

Commercial Piojects

f ( " AdaWorks 1993



Industry Track
Richard Flieh~le

, rlehl1pr P galpo'SeO C11tr e(t O

Victim or Villain

"I'm not really bad. I'm-just drawn that way."

Jessica -- Who Killed Roger Rabbit

"I'm not really bad. I've just been implemented that way."

Ada -- In a moment of wistful reflection

--- 1 ©AdaWorks" 1993

Ada Dual-Use Workshop
Industry Track Q eton
Richard Riehle

What Actions Can We Take

If "we" means the Department of Defense ...

[D Reaffirm DoD Commitment
C- Manage the Mandate
C0 Get all DoD Managers on-board
C7 Publicize at Highest Level.
C) Involve VP Gore's Cost Cutting Effort

--- ( c AdaWorksr- 1993
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ndustr', Track I..StiO..lichard Ilihl , "'u .Li~ LI-

What Actions Can We Take
(continued)

Reaffirm Single Language Policy

U Publicly Emphasize Cost Benefit

[U-Public Pentagon Announcement
by Secreta'ry Aspin

[ Regular Pk-ess Releases

J Be Prepared to Field Criticism

F ©ý_O AdaWorks"- 199299

Ada Dual-Use Wnrkshop - -
Industry Track Ision # 1
Richard Rleh ;ei

rlehmer@ajpo.seI.cmu.edu I

What Actions Can We Take
(continued)

New AJPO Director

D High-profile Software Indust'y Figure
J Commercial Software Credibility
J Committed to Ada Success
U Willing To Learn What Ada is About
J Evangelical Personality
U1 Respect of Congress, DoD, and His Peers

I Ada W ork s-, nio'



Ada Dual-Use Workshop
Industry Track It
Richard NOiehh(

What Actions Can We Take
(continued)

Place the Emphasis on Ada

" Enforce Waiver Process
" Establish Pilot Ada Projects
L- More Emphasis on Training
I] Sponsor Publication of Case Studies in Media
9_ Restore STANFINS-R

©c Adalforks- 1993

[Aa DuaI-U.-- Workshop
Industry Trark -usion # 1

SRchar~d rRiehlej'
r e:r!he@ajP°'sel'cnu. erlu

What Actions Can We Take?

(continued)

Manage the Chain of Command

0J USN blatantly ignores Ada
Dl USAF gets away with as much as possible
-71 Anny is a little better
L- USMC - Obeys Orders

0 Salutes and Says "Yes Sir"
O Still knows who it works for
-0 Trains its personnel in Ada

0 Uses Ada whenever possible

-I P AdaWork,'



Ada Dual-Use Workshop I""" ,
Industry Track | Question #2
flicham H~iehle

What Investments Can We Make?

Money is the Bottom Line

Investment is the Right Word

0" Allocate Funding for Pilot Ada Projects
ID Stop Funding C++ Training and Projects
' Better Funding for AdaIC
0 More Funding for Training
0 Reuse Library Conversion Funding

Advsor Cmmie o AdaWorksr 1993

Ada Dual-Use Workshop Asta S o Dees
Industry TrackGemes
Richard Ryehle l G po l

rlehler i raj poeseR p cm uSedu

What Investments Can We Make?(continued)

Advisory Committee on Ada Policy

17.- Reporting to Assistant Secretary. oi Defense
-o Inuty-oenment, Academia,'Vendors

l.-1 Very Small Group (1.2 or less)
1_-1 Meets Qua(rterly or More Often
0! Periodic Progress Report From AJPO Director
171[ Periodic Progyress Reports From Software

Man agene~nt in DoD, and the services

71. Publishies its Own Progress Report

C(, Ada WorksvM 1993-- - -... . .. • ;A- •,g •S: ;m .... .'



Ada Dual-Use Workshop

flichard ielfleh

What Investments Can We Make?
(continued)

Commercial Market Research
71 What Problem Are We TryingTo Solve
71 Who Makes Programming Language Decisions
ID Language Selection Criterial
ID Is Anti-military sentiment a factor
ID Do we need more enabling technologies
ID Do we need more tools
D What's the glamor of C++
No one currently involved in the Ada industry is qualified to perform a
Market Research study in the commercial sector. This must be
accomplished by an organization not currently involved in Ada projects,S products, or marketing ' @Adoks 19
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Ada Dual-'Jse Workshop
Industry Track auestion # 3
Richard Miehle

rlehler@alpo sel.Cmu.edu

What Can We Do To Increase Appeal?

Real Applications Development Tools
I Validation Is Not Enough!
I Plaform Specific I/O Packages
ID Operating System Specific Packages
L-D Greater Portability

O MPE, AS 400, etc. -- no Ada
O Current Poor Support by IBM for VSAM and

other OS/MVS/xx
D Ada with every hardware/OS shipment
ID1 Simply Raise the Visible Commitment within DoD

Co AdaWorks,- 1993
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Industry Track Questio It 3
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What Can We Do to hicrease Appeal?
(continued)

Answer the Questions
L- What makes a progiamming language popultar'?
L- What is the role of compiler & tool Cost?

L- Who chooses a language?
[7) Is Ada, alone, enough?
0 What is the value of enabling technologies?

o e.g. Turbo Pascal, Quick C, Visual Basic, AdaSage
O Aetech, Alsys, Janus, and Meridian MS-DOS APSE

( SGI Graphics Environment Library
o XLib, Motif, and other windowing technologies

© AdaWorks- 1993

Ada Dual-Use Workshop
Industry Track
Richard FRienle

iehielr@ajpo.sel.,mu.edu

[Summaryi

U Department of Defense has enough software
requirement to support a gigantic Ada industry.

[] If the DoD truly supports Ada, the commercial
marketplace will follow.

U Commercial software developers consider DoD Ada
commitment to be something of a joke.

0 Worse yet, many DoD software managers think it is a
joke.

CI Wrhat happened to the days when a commander gave an
order, we snapped an acknowledging salute, and carried
out that order?

D AdaWorksM, 1993
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Ada DUAL-USE WORKSHOP

Fred A. Maymir-Duchlarme, PhD

Software Technology

UNISYS Government Systems

Reston, VA (703) 620-7559

fredmd@aJpo.seI.cmu.edu

19-20 October 1993

Ada Dual-Use Workshop

ACTIONS TO GET Ada ACCEPTED W/IN ORGANIZATION

* COTS BINDINGS

* CASE/SEE SUPPORT

* INCREASE DEMAND FOR USE OF Ada

* SUPPOR77REWARD I7EUSE OF Ada COMPONENTS

* RECOGNIZE USE OF Ada DURING SCEISPA

0



Ada Dual-Use Workshop - -

INVESTMENTS TO INCREASE COMMERCIAL USE OF Ada

"* TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

"* EDUCATION & RESEARCH

* MARKET TO PUBLIC|NON-DOD) & PRIVATE SECTORS

"* COTS / B;NDINGS

"* Ada9X AND Ada9X TRANSITION SUPPORT

"* USE SCIENTIIC/ADVISORY BOARDS FOR FEEDBACK

K Ada Dual-Use Workshop

INCREASE Ada's APPEAL, ADOPTION & POPULARITY WIN INDUSTRY

"* FAIR/CONSISTENT MANDATES

- LANGUAGE-INDEPENDENT REQUIREMENTS (Ada ATrRIBUTEsS)

- REWARD PROPOSALUJSE OF Ada

"* COTS/GOTS & STANDARDS BINDINGS

"• MUL TI-LANGUA GE SUPPORTI REENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

"* COORDINATE W/SYSTEM/SOFTWARE ENGINEERING EFFORTS

* NON-DOD Ada SUBSETS/SUPERSETS

• EXPLOIT POTENTIAL SYNERGY BETWEEN Ada & OTHER TECHNOLOGIES



Aua Ual-Use Wul kslhop

Ada / DUAL-USE RECOMMENDATIONS

* CONTINUiE/INTEGRA TE/EVOL VE AJPO ACTIVITIES

- Technology Transfer (Ada Information Clearinghouse)

-. Technology Insertion (e.g., A TIP)

- Technology Evolution (e.g., Ada9X, Ada2OXX)

- Exploit Synergy w/ other Software Technology Efforts

* Ada/REUSE

- Use Reuse Libraries as Clearinghouses for Ada Components & Interfaces

- Domain Specific Ada Component Interfaces

- Foster Industry Consensus (e.g., publicly available interfaces)

* Ada/PROCESS

- Ada Supports Sound Software Engineering - not evaluatnd in CMM

- Advertise Successful Ada Process Models (e.g., CP-2044, CCPDS-R)

* Support Emerging .ndustry Standards

0
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Ada : A Contractor's View

0
Ada as Prefei, ., Language

"* Currently preferred but losing ground

"* New technology creates complex problems
"• Object Oriented Development
"* COTS Integration
"* Expert Technology
" Reuse

"• Solutions needed now

"* Training is always a required

"• Ada not required on all DOD programs

"* Cost is prohibitive

Ada : A Contractor' s View

Increase Ada Commercial Use

"* Additional access to DOD results & Information

"* Consolidation of government reuse facilities
* Internet access
, Ada reated tools
* Ada bit.dings

"° Incentives for commercial vendors
- Monetary awards

"* Low cost education

0



Ada- A Contractor's View

Increase Ada Appeal

"• Early insertion into education process

"* Moro cost effective

"* More accessible

"• More responsive to change

0
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AML Participant Briefing
Shakil Kidwai

Electronic Data Systems

S

Lkfenve Infoirnation Systems Agency November 8, 1993
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* Ada

Management & Technical

issues

in the

Commerciai World

Shakil Kid -':

BACKGROUND

• EDS is one of largest software developers

• Over 9 billion dollars in revenue

* DoD/Government business is only 9% of total
revenue

* Presence in over 40 countries

0



MANAGEMENT ISSUES 0

" Management awareness of Ada capabilities

" Perception

"* Availability of trained staff

"• Demand by commerciai customers

TECHNICAL ISSUES

With introduction of CASE technology,
language is no lorger a key issue

System will be maintained at specification
level



* QUESTION #1

"• Send clear message
"* Show commitment
"* Issue no more waivers
"* Enforce use of Ada

- migration systems

- new development

QUESTION #2

"• Grants to universities

"• Support/sponser Ada conferences
"* Prornote/advertise Ada success stories
• Provide incentive to vendors to use university

resources

0



QUESTION #3

"* Encourage vendors to develop COTS
products in Ada

"* inexpensive tools and compilers

"* Promote reuse

"* Share lessons learned



A Dtja.l-[ Jse WVorkslop - Indu-stlv' Panel lroceedings

Participant Briefing
Karl Nyberg

Grebyn Corporation

D'efense Infonmnion Systems Agency, November 8, 1993
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop - Vendor ui' PIoczcdiII¢

1.0 T•NRODUC•TION

This appendix contains the findings, conciusions, and recomnmendations for the three questions
that were posed to the Vendor Panel. This data supports the surnmary of the vendor panUel, as
discussed in the Ada Dual-Use Workshop Suninary.

2.0 QUESTION #1: What can we [DoD and industry as pArtneK.' do to incease the

nma-et for Ada goods and services within the non-defense sectois?

FINDINGS

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

"* Each of the Ada vendors is focusing on specific market segments, and striving to provide
high quality cost effective solutions to customer needs in the chosen segnents.

" Many DoD applications are dual-use, either in the specific sense that the exact product
used by DoD is used by non-DoD customers (e.g., a medical instrument) or in the generic
sense that DoD and comrmnercial customers purchase similar products (e.g., aircraft flight
control systeias).

"* DoD information systems are dual-use in the generic sense - DoD has unique
requirements, but there are many similarities between DoD and commercial systems.

* Most information systems in both the DoD and commercial sectors ar- still ,,vitten
and maintained in COBOL.

" In patlifinding applications such as STANFINS, DoD has learned that Ada has
signiru - advantages over COBOL for Information Systems applications.

" Ada 9X will provide significantly enhanced capabilities for Information Systems

development, including object oriented programming.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the session findings, the following conclusions were made by the panelists:

DoD and Ada vendors can be effective partners in increasing the market for Ada goods
and services in dual-use applications by focusing on specific market setp-rents and
capitalizing on their respective strengths.

l)efen•e Inqfomation Systems Agency F- I November 8. 1993
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A particular target of opportunity is the reengineering of Inbinnafion Systens into
architecturally designed Ada components which can be ported easily to rut in diverse
environments ranging from mainframes to open client/server configurations and personal
computers. Ada's technical benefits, especially portability and facilitation of' reliable
component level reuse, are especially valuable in these applications.

The four highest priorities for DoD action are:

I. Demonstrate a consistent commitment to use Ada for DoD applications.

2. Partner with industry to promote awareness of Ada's beamefits in targeted duad-use
applications.

3. Create a business environment which is conducive to private investment.

4. Accelerate the availability of high quality Ada 9X products.

RECOIMMENDATIONS

* The following recommendations were derived from the findings and conclusions listed above.

* DoD should be aggressive in implemnenting the four actiops listed above. A detailed
analysis of each action area, including the findings which motivate the recommendation,
conclusions, and specific iniplementation steps, is provided in the pages which follow.

* Vendors must also do their part. They must provide high quality products and services to
meet DoD requirements, and they must be aggressive in promoting their products -and
services within non-Defense sectors.

Acton Area 1: IJ)envMte a Gonmis tent ConutihtanI to ttwe Ad tJior 1JW) Applicatfiot..

FLNDINGS

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

* All vendor panicinants felt that Ada must be perceived as successfil in the DoD sector to
achieve a cormnercil market.

l)e/en•' hf!)onnalion l,'vSfmen Agencl' F-2 November 8, 1993
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* The Ada vendor comlmunity unanimously rated 1I)oD commitment to Ada mid related
success in the DoID software sector as the most important pre-conditions for success in
the comrmercial sector.

While DoD represents the Ada community's #1 reference account, DoD personnel are
reluctant to appear to be promoting contractor products and services. This JIuctance
hinders the reference process that is an integral component of attracting commniercial
business.

" Vendor participants consistently cited the DoD's need to collect long-term project cost
data as an important step in rallying the DoD behind Ada.

" DoD's inconsistent posture on Ada and its failure to follow through on its Ada mandate
are serious impedinents to Ada dual use. The DoD Ada mandate and level of
conmmitment to Ada are not well communicated inside and outside of DoD.

(.ONC-IJSIONS

* Based on the session findings, the following conclusions were made by the panelists:

"o DoD must make a clear consistent statement of its commitment to Ada and demonstrate
that comnmnitment through concrete actions.

" DISA should take the lead in the use of Ada 9X for Infornation System applications.
Whereas Ada 83 was designed for embedded applications, Ada 9X has been extended
with excellent support for information systems. Given DISA's mission and its central role
in the Ada program, it must complete a pathfinding application of Ada 9X to Infonration
Systems at the ear!iest possible date.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations were derived froni the findings and conclusions listed above:

* The DoD should prepare and distribute a succinct statement of ýwh they are comrmnitted
to language standardization and why they have selected Ada. This story should be told
consistently across DoD.

O)e/iUnse i,•,fnnation ,•vstems Agenccy F-3 No'/emiber 8, 199!3
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DISA shoulC' :ie a specific schedule to migrate its applications to Ada. At least one
migration sN, ;hould be converted this year. We suggest a budget of $2M - $3M this
year, and reoo, iend that the objectives of this initial migration effort (i.e., size and
complexity of system) be established appropriate to that level of effort.

The DoD needs to eliminate embarrassing incidents which impede corruimecial use of the
language. A few of the examples cited are the following:

- Ada not taught at the service academiies
- Military and civilian personnel ignoring policy, law, and directives with impunity
- Lack of 6.1 and 6.2 funds for research supporting Ada
- The selection of a COBOL finance systemn over Ada alternatives (STANFINS)

SThe DoD should demonstrate its comirntiment through concrete actiorns
- Public scrutiny for non-use
- Penalties for non-use
- Incentives for Ada use
- Numerous announcements of specific systems which are being converted or

implemented in Ada.

* Action A1na 2: f'mmtte Ada Awtomnmss in the Conv itw d M lau*etp~e

FINDINGS

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

A.Ada is the best technical choice for creating applications that are reliable, maintainable,
can evolve ovei a long period of time, can benefit from component level reuse, and must
be rehosted to run on a variety of diflhrent hardware configurations during their life cycle.

Ada is beginning to receive the attention and respect it deserves in the non-Ada
commnitity (for examnple, favorable references iD technical papers and discussions in non-
Ada conferences), but vendors would like to see a much higher level of faivorable pubihc
awareness.

Ada vendors would like to see wide disscmination of Ada success stories from DoD
applications, especially applications which are "exciting". Vendors want to work with
DoD to preseni 'ucli stories in a way which will be effective and understandable to the
non-DoD cotrimntuity. Thlle possibility of a negative reaction to DoD's involvement was
discussed, but the consensus%-, was that interesting and fiictual s;torie, will be well received.

!A.:!Jn.e S'.Y'Iens Agen,,', F-4 November 8, 1993
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Ada success stories are not widelv disseminated for a variety of reasons, including the fact
ti at 1) DoD personnel are reluctant to appear to be promoting contractor products and 2)
com•nercial users are reluctani to disseminate infonnation about their strategies and
internal processes.

About hoWf the people attmnding the vendor session would be pleased to see DoD support
market activifies, aimed at enhancing positive Ada awareness, such as advertising of
Adn beniefits and trade show participation. The other half of the attendees were convinced
that DoD could be more effective at enhancing the commnercial market for Ada through
public relati.'k.,s activities (see above), and feared that advertising and trade show acfixities
woul!' be uider-funded, and inconsistently executed. They feared, therefore, that the
rcsuim would be disappointing.

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the session findings, the following conclusions were made by the panelists:

• DoD will benefit greatly if there is a widespread appreciation for Ada benefits and the
business case for using Ada. These benefits will be in the areas of increased availability
of products to neet DoD's needs, lower prices for the products and seices DoD buys,
and ircreased availability of Ada trained personnel to work on DoD programs. DoD and
industry must work together to enhance Ada awareness.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The follwing recoimmendations were derived from the findings and conclusions listed above:

• Focus DoD's participation in Ada awareness activities on DoD's strengths - publicizing
DoD's successfil uses of Ada in a forceful and dramatic way. Specific approaches
inchude:

1 Have senior decision-makers highlight Ada's -enefils and DoD's rationale for using it.

2. Encourage DoD personnel and contractors to publish technical articles and give
presenmafions at technical conferences which provide the facts and bencfits of simg
Ada.

3. Make it clear that it is appropriate tbr DoL personnel to be "refL-rences" fol Ada
products and serviLces which have been used effectively on DoD prolects.

I f/'mc lnom iiwiO Systenms A JIC/nv F-5 November 8, I)993
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4. Develop, in partnership with comnnercial companies, effective presentations of the
business case for Ada.

5. Explain DoD's rationale for conmnitting to Ada& to civilian government personnel,
especially targeting personnel involved in joint programs with the DoD.

"* Make it clear that DoD personnel are encouraged to work with vendors in enhancing the

public awareness of Ada benefits, business cases, and success stories.

"* Issue press releases on systems implemented in Ada.

Action Area 3: Crewte a Conducive Bfiwnesv Ewinnnrnt

FINDINGS

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

" The Ada market is substantial! Ada tools market data suggests the current market for
Ada compilers and tools is about $300M per year, and there are about 50,000 people now
using Ada-

" While the Ada market is substantial, the overly optimistic estimates of an extremely large
marketplace during Ada's formative years (initial estimates of total annual Ada software
development and maintenance exceeding $1003B were cited) may hinder efforts to attract
venture capital finding to laumch a duMl-use initiative. See the Background Notes Section
for further clarification on the structure of the Ada market.

" Vendors were generally enthusiastic about establishing a partnership with government to
stimulate the dual use of Ada. There were, however, some diffeiences of opinion about
government's proper role in this partnership (e.g., good customer, good reference, direct
funder of specific products).

" Several vendors cited specific instances of practices 1y the DoD that they perceived as
providing direct competitors to thieir product lines.

" Vendors wanted DoD to focus its investment dollars on standards and customer
applications which meet specific DoD needs, not on the development of software products
which compete with industr,,

" -1le Dol) was positively ciwed fbr its efforts to stimulate a vigorous Ada parts business

IA,/•';•e lnfonluvio.,? Nv.s eins Agency F-6 November 8, 1993
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through software reuse centers. Rurticipants felt tha! goveinnment wiotdd foster this Ada
parts business and that a robust parts btusiness could aid in penetration of commerciad
sector applications.

a Many vendors suggested strategies of incemtives fir using Ada and penalties ý.6r no;
using Ada on DoD developments as a means for stimulating Ada usage.

C ONCLIUSIONS

Based on the session findings, the fbliowing conclusions wNere made by the panelists:

T [he DoD should emphasize its role as an informed coi suner of Ada goods and senrices.

The DoD should be straightfbrward, open, and consistent about its procurement intentions
for Ada products and for developing applications written in Ada. The vendor comniuitw
will meet tfhe Ada product and service needs of the DOD.

' The vendor community should lead the thrust of packaging Ada goods and services for
use in the conimercial sector.

RE(iOMMENDA'rcNS

T1ie follo"Aing recommendations were derived from the findings and conclusions listed above:

Do) should focus first and fbremost on its need to have its software written in Ada. The
DoD sheould be rock-solid in its commitment to Ada and it should have a plan to
implement all new systems in Ada and to transition legacy systems to Ada. I'le plan
should be implemented and tracked, and progress should be periodically released.

If someone will be writing DoD software, [)oD should make sure that they have an Ada
corpiler and tools, including CASE tools that support development and pioduction of
quality Ada software. DISA's broad sofitare process assessment capability should he
used to monitor Ada usage within DoD Central Design Activities (CDAs) and at DoD
develolpe sites.

1k,1 IFm f h nilio1 ,,.%'Lems ,4,uuvy [-7 Nom einher• 8, 1993
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ActionL Area 4: Accelenrte the A iwlabilio, (f lfgli .hmdio, Ada 9X !ih(I'tV

FINDINGS

The following findings weTe the result of participant briefings:

"* Ada 9X extends Ada with features which provide object-oriented capabilities and
improved consistency of real-time performance.

" DoD personnel and contractors should use Ada 9X as soon as there are proven quality
implementations. Ada 83 is an excellent tool. and there is no reason to rush the transition
to Ada 9X. This attitude is reflected in die Ada 9X transition plan.

" Once high quality implementations of Ada 9X can be delivered, an excellent strategy fbr
expanding commercial use of Ada is to position Ada 9X as a new language providing s.c'
reiable ohject-oriented programming. This c4 mqnercia! positioning is somewhat
inconsistent with the facts (Ada 9X i' wechnizx!y an evolutionary ir-provernent on Ada
83, and upwardly consistent from the point of view of c,-sting Ada applications), but the
positioning will be useful in convincing commercial users to consider using Ada (9X).

" One way to reconcile the facts that Ada 9X is the best available tool for marketing Ada to
the comnnmercial community and that DoD should not use an Ada 9X compiler and tools
until they are proven is to aczelerate the availability of h Ji, quality Ada 9X tools.

" Ada compiler vendors estimate that the transition to Ada ')X will cost between SNM and
$5M, dependinig on the nunmb-r of hosts, targets, and tools they support, and various
technical iactors. "'There are about fifteen base compiler technologles which have been
rehosted, retar;,,'eted, and integrated to cireate the hundreds of" speci fic Ada products in the
niai ket todtay.

CON('I 1JSION\S

Based on the session findings, the following conclusions were made by the panclists.

"* DoD should accelerate the availability of high qual .y Ada 9X imnljementatiolis.

"* DoD should provide monetary incentives COlib~l..1 with caretid ew2luato011 of Ada 9X
proxlucts to accelerate the availability of Ada 9X products and to ;nmooth the tranlsition to
Ada 9X.

1 )kenMeh I'(,h 1711(.111011 S1' ' SM F-8 Novemnler 8, 1993
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"* A DoD commitment of $1 OM woudd pay between 20% aid 40% of the cost of migrating
tie base compiler technologies to Ada 9X

" Any DoD funding aimed at accelerating 9X availability s, ,uld be done as a tartnership
with vendors, and done in a way which incentivizes commercial investment in Ada 9X
products.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recoiri-nendations were derived fiomn the: findings and concli Lsio0'; listed above:

"* Invest at least $10M this year to buy Ada 9X compilers, tools, and bindings for future
delivery. This DoD iMvestmrient wili a(ýcelerate the transitions to Ada 9X and stimulate the
recipients to make the additional investIrients to complete the products.

" Plan and implement early applicatons of Ada 9X within DoD. Goals are to validate the
quality of the Ada 9X implementations, to create favorable references for Ada 9X
technology, and to provide constructive user feedback to help the vendors impqrove their
Ada 9X products. DoD progranms vill have to be finded to pay the cost of their
leadership in the Ada 9X transition. TI'he Ada T•rchnology Insertion Program (ATIP) is a
model for what is required, but the required funding will be flthee to five times greater
than preiious funding of the ATIP initiative ($10M-$15M).

3.0 QUESTION #2: What investnents should we (DoD and irAitry in partnershipl
imake and inifiatives should we L-&! to incease die cormmeiuei wse
of Ada outside of defense applications.

FINDINGS

The 16llowing findings were the result of participant hnlefings.

* It might seem possible to increase usage by gixng product away. In the extreme, that
would eliminate the market, since no revenue is generated when a pioduct is given away.

1)c0.s- 4fimmdu I Systems .s,7y F-9 Novenber 8, 1993
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There was substantial discussion on the pros and cons of tie government paying to have
software developed and then giving it away. GNU Ada and AdaSAGE were particularly
controversial. A t>w of tie par-tiipants believe that it is never appropriate for the
government to give software away Most participants believed that it is; appropriate for
the government to give software away in specific situations, but that the danger of
eliminating the incentive for privote investment must be con-sidered in the government's
decision making process.

Bindings (interfi es) to popular commnercial database nanagw.'cent systems, teleprocessing
and network sofiware, operating systems, and graphics user interfaces must be available as
COTS products. Bindings are most effciently implemented as features of the Ada system
and the prod. ;t being interfaced (i.e., the DBMS, TP and network software, CŽ3, or G 111).

CONCLUSIONS

Based on the session findings, the follkwing conclusions were made by the panelists:

" A najo ity of tie participants were glad diat GNU Ada is being created and Will be
available to increase academic interest in Ada. T-he participaiais did not have enough
infonnation to make any reconi nerdation related to Ad&SAGE. A vocal minority felt
strongly that AdaSAGE products, thereby maximizing innovation and not providing free
products that inhibit private investment.

" If DoD can adopt open domain specific architectures which are consistent with
communercial practices and the requirements of non-DoD users, then Ada vendors can sell
dual-use products, such as tools and reusable components, to both the DloD and
coirinercial customers.

"* DoD should incentivize vendors to provide Ada bindings to COTS pioducts.

RE{_JMMENDATIONS

The following reconmnendafions wre derived from the findings and conclusions listed above:

"* Implement all the reconmmendations provided in response to Quiestioz ',

" Invest in the analysis and definition of standard open software architectures which both6
meet DoD requirements and meet the needs of as many conmmercial customers as IX)SSible.
Develop these standardsL in partnership with industiy. Incennivize vendo:s to provide
quality tools and reusable coinponents fbr these architectures.

0 I ),/crtve In/onnalion S1v.,n',s .gc'nu' F- 10 Nov ember 8. 1 993
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"The highest priority recommended investments are as follows:
- Continue funding for the Ada 9X Program as curTently planned.
- Inest in a DISA Ada migr'ition plan and the ner-tern conversion of one migration

system.
- Joint investments by DoD and industry to develop Ada 9X compilers, tools, and

bindings.
- increase funding for ATIP and focus secificeIly on Ada 9X

4.0 QUESTION #3: What can we [DoD and industry as parlneisl do to increase Ada's
appeal, adoption and populaity?

FINDINGS

The following findings were the result of participant briefings:

All the findings, conchlsions, and recomrnnendations provxided ii answer to the f-rst two
questions are relevant to this question.

O Present Ada marketing efforts need to intensified.

* In the consutner market (i e., desktop PCs), it would be too expensive to try to match the
volun.= and sizzle of C and C++ promotions. The key is co-existence and carefil
targeting of Ada awareness activities to customers who can benefit most fiom Ada's
technical advantages. On the product side, co-existence can be the path to making state-
of-the-art "windows" environments available.

* Ada is often perceived as too tightly controlled by the DoD, even though it is an ANSI
and ISO standaid and there is significawt non-DoD uise.

* On the product side, a high priority is for bindings and interlaces which alliw software
written in C, C+-f, and other languages to be used as components of applications written
in Ada.

1)eIM'fS h1?fIn/7ation .v'sILemS' 1 9,'enu' F- I I November 8, 1993
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on the session findings, the following conclusions were made by the panelists:

"We need to inject excitement and fun into Ada promotion. For example, Silicon Graphics
takes Ada demnonstrations to 80 conferences a year, and they are fun. (Only a few of these
conferences are attended by the Ada cornmmunity, so Silicon Graphics is delivering the
message that Ada programs can be fin to a lot of new prospects.)

"* Industry, in cooperation with DoD, must revitalize its efforts to increase Adca's share of
the market for programming lang-uages.

i .-jetase h1/inflion./ S)vIt'1) I i'c, -' F- 12 Nov ember 8, 1993
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations were derived from the findings and conclusions listed above:

"• Implement all tie reconmmendations provided in response to Question 1.

"* In implementing the second recommendation, vendors (and perhaps DoD) should make a
special effort to deliver the message that programming in Ada is state-of-the-art and ftin.

"" Where appropriate, it will be helpful if DoD can demonstrate high performance airplanes
and other exciting systems which depend on software written in Ada for their
performance.

0 l•x'/e'wc' Lu! ormuion Sytm genhcy F- 13 Novemnber 8. 1993
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5.0 PANEL

Panel members were selected to represent various facets of the industrial cormmunity.

Name Organization

Panel Chair- Mr. William Carlson Intermetrics, Incorporated

Panel Facilitators. Mr. Paul Bacarro Defense Information Systems Agency
Dr. Bruce Burton Intrennetrics, Incorporated

Panel Members: Mr. Lee Ehrlichman Tartan, Incorporated
MrI. Phil Kiviat Knowledgeware, Incorporated
Mr. Mike Devlin Rational
Mr. Dave McAllister Silicon Graphics
Mr. Alan Olson Digital Equipment Corporation

I )c/c•inw I!/onnazion , ;s/cemx Js,-LL 1F- 14 Nov ember 8, 199 )3
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6.0 PARTICIPANTIS

Participants were allocated a maximurn of 15 minutes to give panel members their comments
to questions within the vendor discipline. Thle following participants presented briefings
during the Ada Dual-Use Workshop (Refer to Section 7.0 of this Appendix. Participant
Briefings for copies of presentations). Participants are listed in the order of presentation.

Name Organization Briefing

Lee, Billy Genesis Software, Inc. Presentation - No Slides
Battey, Craig Genesis Software, Inc. Presentation - No Slides
Zirnnerman, Bill Internetrics, Inc. Presentation - Slides
Moskowitz, Paul Verdix, Inc. Presentation - No Slides
Thomes, James Aetech, Inc. Presentation - Slides
Tall, Tucker, S. Intermetrics, Inc. Presentation - Slides
Comer, Edward Software Productivity Presentation - Slides

Solutions
Olie, Jean-Louis ALSYS Presentation - No Slides

* Bond, Jan Ventura Technology Presentation - Slides/Position Paper
Thomas, William Adirondack Computational Presentation - No Slides

Labs
Baker, Roger Verdox Corporation Presentation - No Slides
Houlihan, Paul DDC-I, Incorporated Presentation - No Slides
Need, Perry Ventura Technology Presentation - Slides
Banta, Richard Westinghouse Electric Corp Presentation - Slides
Dancy. Bonnie EVB Software Engineering Presentation - Slides
Dunbar, Terry TLD Systems Limited Presentation - No Slides
Maresca, Paul Adasoft, Inc. Presentation - No Slides
Lieherman., Wayne Tartan, Inc. Presentation - No Slides
Sapenter, Michael Telos Corp. Presentation - Slides
Hemdal, Goran RIO Enterprises, Presentation - Slides
Martinez, Carlos Aetech, Incorporated Presentation - No Slides

Now. Some of the views eaprssed wer solely the tanicixvit's own (,*x! no, of his/her
oPgcntizatior.

IDefense Infomraion Syslemns Agency F-15 Novernber 8, 1993
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7.0 PARTICIPXNF BRIEFIN(S

This section contains a copy of participant briefing materials provided to the Vendor Panel
during the Ada Dual-Use Workshop. In cases where presentation rnaterials were submitted in
handwrittn form, typed copies were created by the Ada Dual-Use Wotkshop staff. These
copies are noted accordingly.

L)efenv'e lnfonnaion SyslemnS A gencv F- 16 November 8, i 993
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Participant Briefing
Bill Zimmerman

Intennetrics, Incorporated

I ,)fense ]Ifomaliul .,siwns Agwi. November 8, 1993
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Ada Da•l-Use Workshop - Vendor Panel Proceedings

Participant Briefing
S. 'Tucker Taft

Intenrnetrics, Incorporated

(Presentation materials were submitted in handwritten forn. A typed copy was created by the Ada
Dual-Use Workshop staff.)

]L)4/?n.)L?+ 1nj i)nlli,:,,l Ssfcf.•' /2NCIS ,'Jl November 8, 1993



Ada Dual-Use Workshop
T Taft

Intermetrics, Inc.

October 19-20, 1993

Question 1

e Enforce mandate consistently, BUT...
- Don't rely on the mandate.
- Make the business case for Ada, both

inside and outside the DoD.
* Business Case:

- Reliability - Manager and Programmer
Expressiveness -Programmer

- Commonality in training and reuse -
0 DoD!CEO/CIO



i6
Question 2

Help to create a critical mass of Ada
users:
- Incentives to use Ada in high schoois

and universities.
- Incentives to use Ada in DoD and

non-DoD research labs.
- Incentives to build COTS in Ada and/or

interfaces to Ada.
- Lower the entiy barrier for "casual" use

of Ada (e.g. GNAT)

6

Question 3

* Everything mentioned previously
•Ada 9X

6
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Current Events

6/30/93 First Complete Ada 9X Draft RM
Released (V3.0)

8/20/93 ISO WG9 Revision Workshop
Concluded Successfully

1.0/1/93 ISO Committue Draft (CD) BallotinMg
Begins (RM9X V4.0 plus updated 9X
Rationale)

12/31/93 ISO CD Balloting Completes



Overall Schedule
October 1988 Ada 9X Revision. Process started

March 1990 Mapping Contract awarded

Feb 1991 First Draft Mapping of
Requirements to Revisions

April 1992 ISO WG9 Finalizes Core Mapping
Specification

November 1992 ISO WG9 Finalizes Annex

Mapping

August 1993 ISO WG9 Finalizes Draft RM

Fall 1993 Initial ANSI Canvass and ISO
Ballot

Summer 1994 Final ANSI/ISO Balloting

0
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Overview of Ada 9X
Full Support for Object-Oriented Prog-amming

*"Ada 9X adds type extension (Inheritance)
and class-wide programming (run-time
Polymorphism) to Ada 83's existing
support for Abstraction and Modularity.

Enhanced Support for Large Programs and
Extensible Subsystems

*[•Ada 9X supports a hierarchical library
and multi-partition programs.

Full Support for Multi-Threaded/Multi-
Processor Programming

*Ada 9X adds protected types (for efficient
Data-Oriented Synchronization) to Ada
83's existing Rendezvous-Oriented
Synchronization.



Overview of Ada 9X
(continued)

Full Support for Information-Systems
Applications

*•Ada 9X supports exact decimal arithmetic
and International character sets, and
through standard packages and pragmas,
character and string handling, picture-
oriented output, and Cobol interfacing.

A Much More Complete Standard Library

*•Ada 9X defines standard packages for
Random Number Generation, Elementary
Functions, Complex Arithmetic, Low-
Level Task Control, Dynamic Priorities,
Interrupt Handling, Per-Task Attributes,
etc.



0

Ada 9X Business Case
Ada 9X is a -Lherently Reliable Language

4 Extensi', , compile-time error detection

4 Thoroug• run-time eriror detection
"44 Very S ng Type Checking (Integers,

Enumei ons, Arrays, and Pointers are
all str, ly typed, with no implicit
conver, ons between user-defined types)

*• 4-*Dynamic Binding i•,' easily recognized
(only occurs when operands are. of a class-
wide type).

4 Interfaces are checked and Information
Hiding is enforced every time you compile
(unlike checking based on separate tool)

Ada's thorough compile-time and run-time error

detection automatically provides better detection for
coding errors than a typical user-written test suite can.

[•> Ada 9X programs will be more reliable when
* fielded, and errors will be caught earlier during the

development cycle, where they are less expensive to fix.



Ada 9X Business Case
(coniinued)

Ada 9X Systems are Flexible and Safely
Extensible

- Abstractions can be extended both by

extending individual types and by adding
child packages.

-4Programs can be constructed dynamically
from independently linked, cooperatively
executing partitions, while retaining
strong type checking across partitions.

-4Synchronization primitives cpn be
constructed efficiently using protected
types as a building block.

4 Dynamic Storage Allocation,
Initialization, Assignment, and
Finalization are all under programmer
control.

"4>Ada 9X programs can easily interoperate
with subsystems written in other
languages, through shared data objects
and calls (both call-outs and call-ins).



Ada 9X Business Case
(continued)

Ada 9X will be an ISO standard, and Ada 9X
systems will be highly portable

"4ISO Standardization is well underway (at
least a year ahead of C++).

4-Implementation dependences have been
minimized in Ada 9X.

4 Additional bounds have been placed on
implementation-dependent behavior.

0



Perspectives on C++

C++ is based on C, and inherits much of C's
inherent unreliability

*Pointer arithmetic substitutes for array
indexing (no array bounds checking, and
no array parameters, only pointers)

• Numeric types are all implicitly
interconvertible (no way to distinguish a
count of apples from a count of oranges)

SThere is no integer overflow detection (it
generally just wraps around)

SThere is no null pointer detection (it just
reads or writes page zero)

SThe "==" vs. " problem remains in I
statements

• The "missing break" problem remains in
"switch" statements

SThe confusing declarator syntax remains



Perspectives on C++
(continued)

A quote from a C++ user:

"Hi, in this relatively small C++ project
I'm working on, some very random weird
errors started occurring and it
eventually turned out to be accessing a
function through a NULL pointer. Sigh.

*• Anyway, it was quite difficult to track
down, and *Deeper sigh* I just added a
whole lot of code to the project and
similar symptoms started occurring.

...Atso, are there any 'safe programming'
techniques which are used to avoid
errors like this? Short of switching to
another language :-)"

[From comp.lang.c++, 12. Sep 1993 (with
permission of the auther, who says...
"I DO like C++... just those *#&*! memory/pointer
errors...").]



Summary

Ada 9X and C++ are essentially
equivalent in expressiveness.

El Ada 9X provides more sophisticated type
composition (discriminant-dependent
array components, access discriminants),
while C++ has a more elaborate built-in
inheritance mechanism.

El Ada 9X provides a more sophisticated
namespace control mechanism integrated-
with three-level visibility control
(visible part, private part, and-body),
while C++ provides three-level
accessibility control as part of the class
construct.

But... Ada 9X and C++ differ
dramatically in their inherent
reliability features.

El Ada 9X detects many errors at compile-
time, and still-more at run-time

El C++ has weaker compile-time, and no run-
t i m e e.-h e c k i rn *
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Striving for Dual-Use Ada

and avoiding Null-Use Ada

Edward R. Comer
President

Software Productivity Solutions
122 Fourth Avenue

Indialantic, FL 32903
erc@sps.corm

Be Sure to Maintain a Core Government Ada Market

Without the core government-sector market,
commercial interest in Ada would be nearly
impossible

- The cui-rent Ada US market of -50,000 engineers (< 5%) is
barely large enough

* Address Ada 9X uncertainties and risks
- Upward compatibilities

-- Risks of a backward slide in compiler maturity
- Compiler availability and commercial tool support
- Funding for risk reduction and migration activities

* Address key Ada interface issues to keep
pace with emerging COTS capabilities



Ada Must Better Support

Heterogeneous Language Applications

"• Provide better compilation system support for
heterogeneous language applications

- particularly C and C++

"• Provide interfaces for easy use (reuse) of
emerging COTS object-oriented software

-- GUIs, object bases, 00 system software

"* Fix the Ada policy to intelligently allow
heterogeneous language applications

4-s 
ii

New Object-Oriented Software
Encourages You Not to Use Ada

• GUIs
- C callbacks, X-events, DLLs

- instantiated C++ graphic object instances

* Object-oriented databases
- C++ subclasses compiled in with the object base for

application semantics

• Next generation object-oriented system
software

- CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture):
Interface Descrop*ion Language (IDL) tools generates C++
headers to be ,orrpiled in with your applicatia,-

Ada must accommodate the use of these new 00
technologies with better interfaces and support for
heterogeneous la:iguago applications.



Take a Market Approach
to Commercial Ada Applications

" Identify high potential segments
- Good product discriminators (e.g., real time, safety)
- Sufficient market size and growth (e.g., process control)

- Good comp ,titive position (i.e., no firmly entrenched
languages)

"* Invest in dual-use technologies to give Ada a
competitive advantage in key segments

-- Reusable software
Domain-specific architectures

- Standard interfaces

"* Do not try to compete in all segments
- Do not sell Ada is as a "do it all" language

- Focus on selected target segments

OsPS-N
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Pari*Lcipant Briefing
Jean-Loiuis Olie

ALSYS
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Jean-Louis Olie

ALSYS

ADA DUAL WORKSHOP

1. What can we do to increase the market fbr Ada goods and services within the non-defbnse
sectors?

To create a demand in new sectors such as transportation systems, telecommunication systems,
medical instrumentation systems or management infornation systems, we need to make sure that
the technical and, more importantly, business cases are made known. We need more success
stories about the benefit of using Ada from DoD and industry.

2. What investments should we make and initiatives should we take to increase the commercial
use of Ada outside of defense applications?

For the last ten years large investments have been made to develop the Ada technology and to
have commercial off the shelf products available. Those products are today technically mature.
To increase the commercial use of Ada, new investments are needed in the field of marketing
to get the world to know that a commercial offering of Ada products exists today. Since the
amount of spending that Ada vendors are doing to promote their products is directly related toW the level of revenue in selling products, delays in funding DoD projects impact badly this effort.
Since the case for Ada has been established, DoD and Defense industries should buy more COTS
Ada products to allow Ada vendors to spend more in promotion. The increase in sales volumes
will lead to cheaper products due to competitive pressure.

3. What can vA - do to increase Ada's appeal, adoption and popularity?

Ada is not visible enough outside of the Ada community. We have to make sure that Ada is
represented in all conferences, exhibitions and trade shows who purpose is Software Engineering
and not only Ada. Ada 9X is a new opportunity to talk about Ada.

Not enough people are trained to use Ada. To increase the number of skilled people we need
to provide Academia and Training Institutions low cost but high quality and easy to use products.

We need to transform the initial "missionary approach" into a business oriented marketing
approach.
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop

Position Paper

bv

Jan E. Bond

COTS Vendor

SAda Dual-Use Workshop Copyriglit 1993 VTI, I-c.

1. What can we do to increase the
market for Ada goods and services
in non-defense sectors?

2. What investments should we make and initiatives
should we take to increase the commercial use of Ada
outside of defense applications?

3. What can we do to increase Ada's appeal, adoption
"and popularity?

.A da I)uD al- t sc 0 orksho ý o ngh t 1 N3 V 1, hi t, 0)
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Answer:

Demonstrated Commitment

Ada Dual-Use Workshop Copyright 1993 VTl, Inc.

Vigorous Technical Initiative

(vrI)
- X % written and maintained in Ada

- Y % written and maintained in 4GL

-where X > Y and X +17 >= 95

Open System Environment (OSE) preferred

- Commnrcial RDBMS preferred

Applies to all COTS, Government Off The Shelf
(GOTS), and Non-Development-Itein (NDI)I)
prodibcts.

ý A•d Iuas-Ise Ns orlkshop Copytigh, 199.3 VTI, Inc.



*) Vigorous Technical Initiative

(VTN )

Tiers I - 3 of compliance

- Tiers examined, in order, to verify compliance

C~onsideration for migration path

- Accountability and Incentives

Ada Iual-Ise Workshopic.

Vigorous Technical Initiative

(VTI)

Two Enormous Benefits

- Support for cadre of Ada disciples

- Tools and organizations created to meet compliance
demand

Ada Ilt .-O e NN or.shop ý.'opyright 1993 VI1, Inc



Vigorous Technical Initiative

(VTI)

The pilot program for VTI in MIS
has already been developed, tested,
transitioned and killed.

Ada Dual-Use Workshop Copyright 1993 VTI, Inc.

0

Vigorous Technical Initiative

(VTI)

- The STANFINS/STARFIARS legacy

SCASE repository

- Program management tracking system

- Suite of product Painters

- Suite of code Generators

All of these were written in Ada!

Ada Dual-I ýr \\ or kshol) Copymht 1993 VTI. Inc.o



* Vigorous Technical Initiative

(VTI)

- The STANFINS/STARFIARS legacy

- Specification 'painters' for screens, reports, etc.

- Generation from design 75% SLOC

- Documents generated from design repository

"Ada -aI-Use Workshop Copyright 1993 VTI, Inc. j

1. What can we do to increase the market for Ada
goods and services in non-defense sectors?

2. What investments should we
make and initiatives should we
take to increase the commercial
use of Ada outside of defense
applications?

3. What can we do to increase Ada's appeal, ladoption

and popularity?

da Iuai-Use \\ ork.Nhop ( p nghl I V I 1 hi ,



Answer:

Demonstrated Commitment

Ada Dual-Use Workshop Copyright 1993 VTi, Inc.m

i0

Vigorous Technical Initiative

(VTI)

The DoD must invest in the establishment
of VTI.

0
SAda Dul~u -1. V. \; rkshup (,'Oi) nght 1S)3 I 1 lIrl



1. What can we do to increase the market for Ada
goods and services in non-defense sectors?

2. What investments should we make and initiative3

should we take to increase the commercial use of Ada
outside of defense applications?

3. What can we do to increase Ada's
appeal, adoption and popularity?

SAda Dual..Use We orkshop Copyright 1993 VTI, inc.

Answer:

Demonstrated Commitment

0



Vigorous Techinical Initiative6

(VTI)

-Dispel Ada myths through education

- CICS

- CAIDatueotrnfDb

-MYS

- CPF (CICS Print Facility)

-MYIS

- EBCDIC

ý Ada ýDual. Use WVV kshop Copyright 1993 VTii Inc.

Vigorous Technical Initiative

(VTI)

Demonstrated Comm-itment

- Field 
S'IANF 

INS 
4nrd STARFIARS

- ~it 0 t thez se' Lnpdc
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop

Vendor Group
COTS Stakeholder Area

Position Paper

Mk Oby

Jan E. Bond
VP of Product Development

Ventura Technology International

Ventura Technolngy Interoatinnal
7260 'ihadeland Siajon, Suite 370
IrIdiapad'o)is, Indiana 46256
217.594. 156(

* Fax 31 .5J4.1I 562
Iniernet vTi@netN's.cfnm



I am VP of Product Development at Ventura Technology International (VTI). I have
a strong Ada/MIS background based upon my experience as a key staff member on the

_STANFINS and STARFIARS Ada programs at Ft. Benjamin Harrison, Indianapolis, Indiana.

1. What can we do to increase the market for Ada goods and services in nen-defentse
sectors?

Answer: Demonstrated Commitment

The DoD should establish that all software procured shall adhere to the Vigorous
Technical Initiative (VTI). Procured software would include a!; Commercial Off The Shelf
(COTS), Government Off The Shelf (GOTS) and Non -Development-Item (NDI) products.
This approach reflects commitment to the DoD's own standards of software development.
Specifically, all software should include:

- X % written and maintained in Ada
- Y % written and maintained in 4GL (where appropriate)
-whereX > YandX + Y >= 95
- where Open System Environments (OSE) are given preference
- and where commercial RDBMS use is given preference

The VTI should include tiers of compliance. The above describes Tier 1 compliance.
Tiers 2 and 3 would have decreasing demands in each area. In order for an organization to

procure software, Tier 1 must be examined first. If it can be demonstrated that no software
exists at Tier I compatibility, Tier 2, and then Tier 3, products may be examined for
procurement. There should be consideration given to a demonstrable migration path to
compliance. Purchasing offices should be held accountable and incentives should be created
for using products from Tier 1, then 2, etc.

The successful implementation of VTI will have two enormous benefits.

First, the DoD will be creating, expanding and most importantly supporting a large
cadre of software disciples, competent in the very areas of software development and
expertise that DoD has emphasized for i*.s own software. This cadre exists today but has
lacked support from the DoD.

An excellent example is Rational. They are a provider of a world class Ada/Softwarc
Engineering Environment and they have done everything in Ada.

Another example is Intermetrics, a company that uses Ada to develop software (its
compilers) evcn i:" an Adni-hostile environment like IBM/NMIVS.

Neither of these firms made this decision because there was a mandate. The resulIts

CovlJ! il(cvSflt]



O are world class, maintainable software systems and more. Since these firms have first hand
experience applying the language, they bring to their customers this expertise. This level of
dedication to the DoD's own existing standard must be recognized and rewarded if Ada is to
survive. Customers of Rational or Intermetrics get the benefit of a direct line to the
knowledge and experience gained by implementing medium and large scale software
programs in Ada. VTI will facilitate the rapid growth and cohesion that this small but
talented group has lacked in the past.

Second are the tools, departments and even firms which will be created to meet the
demands of complying with VTI. Some will develop home grown tools to assist in the
transition. Others will seek outside assistance. In either case, these tools will make their
way to the market and all will benefit. Firms will emerge from the transition with more
maintainable, more marketable software systems and tool vendors will have an opportunity
perhaps unparalleled to make an impact on their market.

The pilot program for VTI in MIS has already been developed, tested,
transitioned and killed.

The STANFINS legacy is VTI. Computer Sciences Corp. was contracted to team
with DFAS/Indianapolis to implement STANFINS, an Army financial management system,
in Ada. Later this team was tasked to deliver STARFIARS, an Army inventory accounting

O system, in Ada as well. No MIS project with a scope similar to STANFINS had ever been
attempted in Ada. In order to accomplish the task, the team developed four distinct
supporting tools: a CASE repository, a program management tracking system, a suite of
product painters (and analysis tools) and a suite of code generators. These tools were
responsible for:

1) allowing analysts (non programmers) to 'parit' specifications for screens,
reports, databases and etc

2) generating from design specifications 75% of the delivered source code that
comprised STANIINS

3) generation from a central repository a complete set of Dol) Sid 7935A
documentation

These tools gave the staff the near real-time access to the work-in-progress of their
colleagues yielding tile confidence to accomplish tasks such as changing architecture that
affected entire systems/subsystems over a weekend. The energy created by enabling the staff
to make such large changes in such a small amount of time led them to create more and
better tools, to continue to improve the way the delivered systems worked, and to move with
confidence lo) il plcnicilt those iinprovenclclts again and again.
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And all of these tools were written in Ada.

As STANFINS headed toward the chopping block (not for technical reasons) some of
the staff who saw the great value of and market potencial for the tools used in developing
STANFINS came together and formed a company exclusively to create a product which
brings this Software Engineering experience to the market.

This story can be written again and again if the courage and vision exists to
implement VTI. The DoD has the opportunity to create many STANFINS and an enormous
number of startups in support of pursuing a standard which will taKe DoD and the market
into the future.

2. What investments should we make and initiatives should we take to increase the
commercial use of Ada outside of defense applications?

Answer: Demonstrated Commitment

The DoD must invest in establishing the VTI. Although not free, the cost will be
reasonable. VTI stands ready to assist in this effort. We will participate in any way that we
can. We feel this is an important endeavor for DoD, the government and the profession at
large.

3. What can we do to increase Ada's appeal, adoption, and popularity?

Answer: Demonstrated Commitment

The DoD must stand by its commitment to Ada STANFINS and STARFIARS are
the largest Ada/MIS systems ever attempted and need to bc put forward by the DoD as
examples of how Ada can be applied to non--embedded applications. These systems must be
thrust into the limelight and fielded today with an eye towards cornpliance with VTI. The
DoD must take two actions to make this happen. First a decision must be made to move
forward. Second, resources need to be applied.

These systems should be transitioned to an OS-1 as soon as possible from then current
proprietary platform. DFAS is already moving toward an OSE solution for STARFIARS.
VTI stands ready to assist in any way to facilitate the transition and fielding of these systems.

DoD must move to reduce the cost of using Ada to develop software. The free
Ada9x compiler is a first step hut mnTIly, mnany more must be taken. Ada will co tione to be
a hard sell until the costs associated with 1i ing it approach those ot CO(20.

There arC l1) techinolo, tical is> tcs associated wirh 'loVlng from ('0l•(0) to Ada.
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, Time after time visitors came to the STANI[INS site with preconceived notions about Ada
and her (in)ability to be used for tloeir programs. And in every case we were able to
demonstrate Ada beipg used. One visitor came in saying, "We can't use Ada because Ada
won't talk .o CICS (an IBM/MVS base '1 P rnoniwor)". Of course that argument fell apart
when we executed Ada programs that had been talking to CICS for some time.

Of course these stumbling blocks turned out to be stepping stones that allowed the
STANFINS team to grow. Here is a partial list of stumbling blocks turned stepping stones
encountered on STANFINS:

CICS
CA/Datacom/Db
MVS
CPF (CICS Print Facility)
MVS Internal Reader
EBCDIC

In each of the above cases and many more, Ada gave the staff the power to prevail.

In conclusion, I submit that the technical case for Ada has been made time and again.
The missing component is comrnitment. DoD must staiid up and renew its commitment toS Ada. Revitalize your commitment to the mandate and strengthen your overall commitment to
Ada by adopting VTI today.
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1. What can we do to increase the market for Ada goods and services in non-
defense sectors?

2. What investments should we make and initiatives should we take to increase the
commercial use of Ada outside of defense applications?

3. What can we do to increase Ada's appeal, adoption, and popularity?

In answer to these questions several issues come to the forefront . Thesc issues are:

What is the market
What needs to be done
What can I do, as a CASE vendor
What can DOD do

What is the marke t

Ada was explicitly made to address the software crisis. That is Ada's strength and
that is Ada's market. Ada's market, at least the Informatior. Systems (IS or MIS or DP)
portion of it, consists of a rapidly growing number of Information Systems that are
impossible to maintain. Furthermore not only is the number of Information Systems growing
but the systems themselves art; also growing in size and complexity.

It is worth noting that the software crisis, the probiem that Ada was created tG help
solve, is not in the nature of a one-time fix like wcrking down a backlog. The real nature o,f
the problem is two-fold:

* how to produce bigger, better, maintainable, and cheaper systems;

* how to migrate the current inventory of aging and unmaintainable syst ms of today

to the bigger, better, maintaiiiable, and cheaper systems of tomorrow.

This is no small job. The market is huge. [**$2,300,000,000,000 in COBOL
maintenance ** SLJDE] This is the market for Ada goods and services. More accurately
this is just the Information Systems part of the market.

What needs to be done

There are two ways of bringing Ada to bear oil this market. Both are equally
important, both are critical to each other's success, and when both are combined they make
Ada so powerful as to be unbeatable. These two ways are:
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1) using Ada to build development support tools such as CASE tools (eg
ASSERT) and APSEs (eg Rational), and

2) using Ada as the implementation language for Information Systems.

The use of Ada-built tools to build Information Systems in Ada has already been
demonstrated. The STANFINS project of DFAS, an Ada system made by using Ada-built
tools, achieved staggering productivity gains ;n the life cycle of the project. Subsequent use
of the tools and lessons of STANFINS on the STARFIARS project replicated and improved
the accomplishments.

STANFINS was done by a staff of COBOL experienced developers using Ada for the
first time. Some of the results of that first time development and use of Ada-built tools to
make an Ada-based Information System are:

* 6 times the industry norm for lines of code production (SLOC per staff-

month), and

* from a common repository the:

* generation of over 75% of 2 million lines of Ada code directly from

design specs,

* generation of a full suite of DoD 7935 documentation,

* the support of all life cycle tasks.

However the really big results of using Ada have not been shown yet. The really big
results of using Ada would show up in the maintenance portion of a project's life cycle.

Unfortunately STANFINS was not deployed so its life cycle was not continued long
enough to get a good measurement of maintenance benefits. But based upon the
demonstrated results and tile maintainability that was evidenced in STANFINS's software
acceptance phase, there is every reason to believe that the maintenance benefits would be
even more staggering than the benefits experienced in the development phases of the life
cycle.

Wheii results like these are achieved then it shows that Ada does fulfill its promise
when used to do what it was made to do. It also shows what happens when the Ada
mandate is truly enforced and the Ada vision is vigorously embraced.
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The promise of the Ada vision has been proven to be real. The size of the market
promises huge rewards for putting Ada to work doing what it was made to do. What needs
to be done is clear:

ENFORCE THE MANDATE

EMBRACE THE VISION

What can I do as a CASE vendor

Use Ada. Embrace the vision.

If Ada remains unused then the vision will never be attained.

What I have done, as a software developer, is use Ada. I first used Ada because the
DOD made me. When the DOD enforced the Ada mandate for STANFINS I had a clear
choice: tither embrace Ada and get the job done, or find another job. I embraced Ada to get
the job done.

Now, as a businessman, I use Ada by choice. Knowing the results of using Ada, and
looking at the market, I became a COTS vendor of Ada-built CASE tools. I want to get to
the non-defense market because I have an incredible competitive advantage from using Ada.
All I need is a track record of solving big IS problems and a supply of business cases and
economic analyses.

What I will do, as a CASE vendor and a software developer, is commit to using Ada
in a big way. We challenge the rest of the industry to make the same commitment. Some
have, and some haven't.

The second issue to consider is that I, or any vendor, must bring to the market
capabilities that are comprehensive, flexible, affordable, and powerful enough to do the
job. To offer these capabilities I need two things: CASE tools and the expertise to use them.

Thanks to DOD, and STANFINS, I have Ada which has been proven to be a superior
tool-building as well as an implementation language. Additional I need some other advanced
technologies like 4GL and powerful RDBMS but again, thanks in large part to the DOD,
these technologies are readily available. By using these technologies I pr3duce capabilities
that are comprehensive, flexible, affordable, and powerful.

The expertise to use Ada in solving IS problems is another matter. The expertise that
is needed is itr twe tightly related areas: tool-users and Ada users. The same things can be
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, said for both. When there are Ada jobs people learn Ada. When vendors use Ada
technology they transfer the technology to their clients. When the iiumber of pragmatic Ada
users reach critical mass then significant problem solving will occur and the big job will get
done.

What can DOD do

The single most important thing DOD can do to help the market is to focus on
tackling the real job and avoid distractions. As the largest single aggregate Information
System shop in the world DOD faced up to the problem long before the non-defense sector
did and designed a tool to tackle the problem. DOD tested the tool and it worked. But
DOD hasn't put Ada to work in a real way to solve the big problem.

DOD needs to put Ada to work in a big wy by enforcing the Ada mandate across
the board. The mandate has not been enforced and during that time the real problem of the
software crisis has not gone away and in fact continues to grow. The failure of the non-Ada
market over the last 15 years to produce any solutions powerful enough to handle the real
problem indicates that none are forthcoming. Enforcing the mandate would at the very least
force DOD Information Systems developers to come to grips with the various principles and. practices of software engineering.

If the mandate is not enforced across the board then at least incentivize the use of Ada
by giving funding priority to projects using Ada and Ada-based tools.

The second important thing DOD can do is to build an increasing community of
Ada user expertise. We need significant projects that are held accountable for results, NOT
protected, sheltered pilot programs.

When tool--users are held accountable for results then tools are seen as vital.
Consequently the tool-builders are accountable to the tool-user. As shown by STANM-iNS
when tool-builders are responsive to the needs of tool-users then tools are rmade that enable
the users to get the job done. Useful tools must be flexible, adaptable, comprehensive,
affordable and maintainable. When faced with an opportunity to make money by providing
these kind of tools then vendors will either use a suitable language, i.e. Ada, or miss the
market. If DOD were to nudge them along that path by requiring some significant amount of
the tools be in Ada and that the tools support Ada then so much the better. In the course of
making Ada-based tools and supporting Ada-based projects vendors will develop Ada-based
expertise in solving big IS problems. Big IS problem-solving expertise is what i, desirable to
the non-defense market regardless of the language.
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Get serious about the size and nature of the job by:

Using CASE tools to put the power of automated development support into the
developer's hands to enable them to do their job.

Using COTS tools so that tools are built and supported by commercial tool-
builders thereby allowing project resources to be dedicated to making systems
rather than split between project and tool support.

Require tools to use Ada thereby increasing the cadre of Ada expertise.

Make it easy to get to Ada-built and Ada-supportive tools by putting them on
contract vehicles.

To move Ada from being from undesired to desired we must:

Deploy STANFINS so the maintenance benefits of Ada can be documented
beyond any shadow of a doubt.

Document and publicize big Ada success stories by producing business cases and
economic analyses much like the GAO does.
This should help to:

lispel the Ada myths.

Remove Ada's stigma of being an intellectual and high-tech tool by putting
Ada to work in the IS world.

Increase the number of Ada cadre experienced in solving big IS problems.
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MARKET

"This planet has so far invested

$2,300,000,000,000

on the maintenance of COBOL code"

- Computer Weekly

SAda Dual-Use Workshop Copyright 1993 VTI, Inc.

r Results of first time use

Ada tools on Ada IS

- 6 times the industry norm (SLOC/STAFF MONTH)

- from a common repository:

- generation of over 75% of 2 million lines executable Ada

- generation of full suite of Dol) 7935 documentation

- support of all life cycle tasks

S0 - staff Ada illiterate at start

Ada DU)AIAIse Workshop ('vp~righ; 1993 VTii h



Ada fulfills its promise

because

the MANDATE WAS ENFORCED

and

the VISION WAS EMBRACED

.Ada Dual- Use Workshop Copyright 1993 VTI. In. J

DOD

ENFORCE the MANDATE

Vendors

EMBRACE the VISION

Ad ;,. % aI .I s o k-, h,



-• ElMBRACE the VISION

Vendors COMMIT TO USE IT

HUGE market exists, and growing

Ada - quantum leap in COMPETITIVE edge

refine Ada usage on solving big IS

develop expertise and cadre in solving big IS

gain track record and publicity from DOD

IAd Dual-Use W rkshop Copyright 1993 VTI, In-,

ENFORCE the MANDATE

DOI) USE IT

FOCUS on the real job

PUT Ada TO WORK doing what what it was made to do

GET SERIOUS about the size and nature of the job:

Use Ada-built CASL tools to make big IS

Utse Ada-based COTS tools to focus resources on job

SIGNIFICANT PRO)J ECTS ACCOUNTABLE FOR RESULTS

NO1 protected(, sheltered, pilot p)rojects

Ada d u•il- I se V, •kshop u,-,p,,.,h 1993 V'I 1, In.,



ENFORCE the MANDATE

'Furn on STANFINS to document maintenance benefits

Put Ada to work on real projects

produce big IS success stories

increase cadre

increase expertise of solving big IS problems

Document & publicize success stories ala GAO reports

dispel Ada myths with the facts

remove stigma of Ada for intellectual/emrbedded use orily

Make Ada-built tools easy to use

put on contract vehices

get procurement points for Ada-built tools

Ada DuaI-Use Workshop Copydight 1993 VTr, In,.[ S
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Ada Dual-Use Workshop
R. C. Banta

Westinghouse Electric Corp.

October 19, 1993

Question 1
What can we do to increase the market for Ada goods and

services within the non-DoD sectors?

* Advertise to colleges and universities so
that they boeome aware of the availability
of low cost Ada compilers for PCs.

* Encourage universities to teach Ada
courses.

* Encourage legislation of Ada usage for
the entire Federal Government as the

0i language of choice.



Question 1 (cont.)

Step up the advertising of the low life
cycle cost of software wheiI Ada is used.

e Advertise the reuse advantages of Ada for
commercial families of software.

Question 2
What investments should we make and iniatives should we

take to increase the commercial use of Ada outside of
defense applications?

Encourage legislation of Ada usage for
the entire Federal Government as the
language of choice.



e
Question 2 (cont)

a Invest in expanding Ada Clearinghouse to
distribute free and low cost compilers to
universities.

SExpand the Ada Clearinghouse charter to
make it the technical information source
for Ada technical data and to be the Q&A
focal point for commercial users.

Question 3
What can we do to increase Ada's appeal, adoption and

popularity?

• Make better known Ada success stories
especially concerning the cost savings
achieved by using Ada.

• Have Ada Clearinghouse membership in
standards groups such as IEEE and
ANSI.
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Question 3 (cont)

• Offer a scholarship/financial reward to the
college student who writes the best
computer game using Ada.
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Dual-Use Workshop, October 993

EVB Software Engineering, Inc.
5303 Spectrum Drive

Frederick, Maryland 21701
Tel: (301) 695-6960
FAX: (301) 695-7734

"email: info@evb.com

Presented by: Bonnie Dancy, President

c EVB1 Software' Erngineering, !nc, 199Z4

Du~a-Lhr~e Works hop,~ October 1993 -

A Software Technology
Transfer Firm

J Exclusively Ada since 1984
0 Developed curriculwi to teach Software Engineering

in Ad3 using an object oriented paradigm

O Provided t.o government and commercial '"early
adaptors"

1T hI 1985 devlJoped proprietary products for the

Adca seftware development market.

e FV9, ,ohvware Fngineair9g, Inc., 1 -03 E3a



Dual-Use Workshop, Octobr 1993

The Initial Excitement

[l Technical expectation.
o Ada viewed as a state-of-the-art language.
o A standard language to end duplication and waste.

0l Revenue expectation: a Guaranteed Market.
0 Mandate would ensure billion dollar market.
o High Technology, February, 1983.

"Ada is going to have a dramatic economic impact," -
Jean Ichbia, Alsys.

e EVB Software Enyinoering, Inc., 1993 E....

Dual-Use Workshop, October 1993-

A "Flagship" Reuse Product
E_ GRACETM, (Generic Reusable Ada Components

for Engineering). "
o An early COTS prodact, developed internally, funded

from cash flow.
o A library of data structures licensed in source code to

end users.
0 Tested, documented, warranted - and supported!
0 Customers included Nokia, NTT, and other early

adaptors of' Ada for engineered software.

e ŽVB Softwate Enninearnnq, Inc, 1993



LIDu~al- USO Workshop., OctooL'o,1993

* What really happened.
[7 User Resistance:

O A culture shift mieant extensive training.
O Ada tools were expensive!
( No incentives to use COTS, or to pursue reuse.

EL Ada Mandate unsuccessful -- lost
confidence in projected market_
o Small market -> Low volume -> High prices, etc.
o Lov return on investment.

e EVB3 Software Engineering, Inc., 1993

Dual-Use Workshop, October 1993-

Our Current Strategy

7I Build engineered products, high reuse
and low support costs.

71 Joint ventures for Ada products
o Strategies: Ada graphics products
o GRAMMI from ESL, Inc.
o Bindings for Itasca (OODBMS)

E7 Commercial applications.

e EVB Soihware Engineering, Inc., 1993

"" • • • • " Eli



Current Efforts

71 Examples of Ada products for the
Cmon•rc ieatcal Market:
Reuse & Portability

0 Cadwin: a next generation ,CAD tool
0 H-ieragraph for the ... market
7! Redefining service.

e EVB Sofiware Engineering, Inc., 1993

SWorkshop, October 1993-

#1. How to increase the market for Ada goods
and services within non-defense sectors?

[J Promote Ada to other government sectors--
0 Federal funding of state-to-state

technology transfer to promote reuse.
O State systems run $40-$100 million;

low percentage of reuse
O Example: 1980 - 1990; $950 million spent on

Human Resource Progiams

e EVI3 Software Engine'ring, Inc;. 1993



D7L5T -UsO Workshop, Octobev 1.)93

* # 2. What investments can we make?
Initiatives should we take?

[71 Enforce the mandate.. now!
L) Support the Ada commitment.
L- Develop business strategies which

.- npromote reuse.
0 Encourage Resea.kch & Development;

provide Tax credits for investment.
SSupport the SBIR program.

SEVE3 Software Engineerir,, Inc, 1193

Dual-Use Workshop, October 1993-

# 3. What to do to increase Ada's
appeal, adoption and popularity?

L- Enforce the mandate.
[17 Promote the successes of Ada.
LI Provide financial incentives fov rcu~e.
l" Pronmote technology reinvesi men1.

L"1- Buy conimercial Ada prcodctLs! W•tl[,
NyoUF talk!

S,,' f ..... - - v ,,



-\A Lial.1.Jse 'Akorkshop -, V"endor P aniel PiYoceedinuys

Participant Briefing
Jw-mes Th-omes

Aetech,, Incorporated
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VENDOR S TAKEHOLDER

SHRINK WRAP

James T. Thomes
Colonel USAF(Ret)

Piesident, AETECH Inc.

-IAETECII
Ada Software Development & Tools

AETE-CH, Inc.
"Ada Environment Technologies"

* Ada Software Development and Tools

SFounded in 1984
* Past Commander of Air Force Computer Training
* Established Air Force Ada Training Program
"* Ada Contractor - STARS, Ada9X, CARDS, KWI, CINCOM
"* Adq Vendor -- 30+ Products written in Ada for Ada
"• Standard Ada Environments for Desktop Iil and Desktop ,V



Recoininendations:

To increase the use of Ada within commercial
technologies, the government should:

1. Make a Firm DoD Commitment

2. Develop and Maintain Standards...not Software

3. Popuiarize Ada

3

Recommendation:

"Who will answer the call of the uncertain trumpet?"

2. Develop and Maintain Standards...not Software

3. Popularize Ada

0



A Simple Business Case

"° Does a need exist for the product?
"• Can we build a new or better product?
"* Can we compete at a profit?
"* Should we risk the capital?

Does a Need Exist for Ada Products?
Ada must be used!

The Department of Defense mandated Ada in 1983. (DoD 3000.3)

Public Law mandated Ada in 1991 (PL 101-511).

Acda should be used by industry and the government!

Ideal for large comp!ex systems.

Improves qurlity and re~iability

Reduces life ,Vcle costs

lnternationally accepted

Ada should be used in academia!

Embodies principles of Sottware Engineering

Allows instruction in concurrency, strong typing, exceptions...

0 Ada should be cost-effective for vendors!

Portability increases the market for vendors products.

Reusability reduces R&D, reliability reduces bugs, mairtainability miakes it easy to fix them.



Does a Need Exist for Ada Products ?
Market Perceptions say No! 0

Ada is far more reliable and almost as efficient as C but...

... 'C' is still used for most DoD applications

Ada tools and libraries now exist for MIS systems butX...

... obsolete COBOL systems are still being maintained

Ada educational products are priced at Pascal and C but...

... No Service Academies use Ada for Computer Science I

Ada has been mandated by the Department of Defense, but...

... the mandate is largely ignored!

-The Business Case

Does a need exist for Ada? T?

Can we build new or better products? ,, Yes

Can wc make a protit? ? ?

Should we risk the capital? ,, No



The Certain Trumpet

"* Enforce Existing Ada Mandates
"* Use Ada for CS-1 at Service Academies
"• Achieve Unanimity at this Meeting
"* Publicize DISA Commitment

0

DoD Regulation 3000.3
July 1983

The intent of the law is that you use Ada:

"The Ada programming language shal become the single
standard computer programming language for all defense

Imission critical applications."

0



Public Law 101-511

November 1990

Unless you can prove otherwise, you must use Ada,
because:

"Not withstanding any other provision of law, after June 1,
1991, where cost effective, all Department of Defense saftware

shall be written in the programming language Ada, in tie
absence of special exemption by an official designated by the

secretary of Defense"

The Certain Trumpet

Enforce Existing Ada Mandates

-'s Ada fo C$-'tSrie Aoaeme

Achieve Unanimity at this Meeting

Publicize DISA Commitment



Service Academies CS-I
"Setting the Example ir 1993"

USAFA Pascal

USMA Pas%;al

USNA C (Now adopting C+4-)

The Certain Trumpet

"* Enforce Existing Ada Mandates

"* Use Ada for CS-I at Service Academies

"• Achieve Unanimity at this Meeting

"* Publicize DISA Commitment



VENDOR STAKEHOLDER

PERSONAL COMPUTERS

James T. Thomes
Colonel USAF(Ret)

President, AETECH Inc..

-•'IiETEC1i

Ada Software Deuclopne,,;t &' Too

AETECH, Inc.
"Ada Environment Technologies"

* Ada Software Development and Tools

• Founded in 1984

Past Commander of Air Force Coirn.oter Training

"* Established Air Force Ada Trahiing Program

"° Ada Contractor -SIARS, Ada9A, CARDS, KWI, CWiCOM

"* Ada Vendor - 30+ Products written in Ada for Ada

"* Standard Ada ELnvironments for Desktop ill and Desktop IV

0



Rcc oininendatiois:
7o increase the use oi Ada within cotmNmercial

technologies, the government should:

1. Make a Firm DoD Commitmen't

2. Develop and Maintain 3tandardls...not Software

3. Popularize Ada

Recommendations:

To increase the use of Ada within commercial
technologies, the government should:

1. Make a Firm DoD Commitment

2. Deveiop and Maintain Standards...not Software

see 'k



Supply anld Demand

iffew people are using Ada then

• Ada products will be expensive

Reusable Ada software will be rare

• DoD Ada systems will be costly and risky

If many people are using Ada then

"* Ada products will be competitive

"* Ada quality will be increased

"• DoD systems will be cheaper and better

Therefore, it makes sense for the government to help
popularize Ada!

Thoughts on Popularizing Ada

"Ada must become the language of choice...
not the language of mandate!"

"People must use Ada because they want to..
not because they have to!"

"Ada must come from the bottom up, not the top down,!"

"If Ada is e) er to be popular, then Ada compilers
for the PC must have al ,'he features of other
languageys, and must be fun and easy to use!"



PC Compilers (1.9841)

Bsc Turbo- Ada IntegrAda
~ ~**y. asic Pascal

Validated Compiler u'

Screen Interfaces

-integratedEnvironment

640K Memory ___

No Run-time Royalties_______________

PC Compilers (1994)

Visual C++ Standard IniegrAda iAda9X1
Ada for

Windows

Validated Compiler

Common Libraries

Object Oriented- i-- - - --

LangUage Pragmas

GUM EnvironmentA

GUI Libraries

GUI De~sign Tools____-_



State of the Art of Ada

"You can now do anything in Ada that you can do in C or
C++ and do it faster, better, and more reliably; therefore,
there is no reason to grant waivers for the use of the C

programming language.!"

0 2P

Recommendations:
To stimulate the use of Ada, the government

can help popularize Ada by:

Refusing to grant waivers

PC applications of any kind (C++).

MIS upgrades (COBOL)

Artificial Intelligence (LISP)

Windows (C or Visual Basic)

DBMS (Oracle,lnformixetc)

Demanding the State-of-the-Art in DoD Systems

Modernize Ada PC's in DoD Computer Schools

Mandate Ada in Service Academies

Specify State-of-the-Art capabilities in new RFP's

Mandate Technology Upgrades on existing PC contracts (DTIV)

I



VENDOR STAKEHOLDER

LANGUAGE TOOLS

James T. Thomes
Colonel USAF(Ret)

President, AETECH Inc.

,-AETECII
Ada Stware Development & Tools

AETECH, Inc.
"Ada Environment Technologies"

* Ada Software Development and Tools

* Fo•jnded in 1984
* Past Commander of Air Force Computer Training

* Established Air Force Ada Training Program
Ada Contractor - STARS, Ada9X, CARDS, KWI, CINCOM

* Ada Vendor - 30+ Products written in Ada for Ada

* Standard Ada Environments for Desktop Ill and Desktop IV

S



Recommendations:

To increase the use of Ada within commercial
technologies, the governmc3nt should:

1. Make a Firm DoD Commitment

2. Develop and Maintain Standards...not Software

3. Popularize Ada

Recommendations:

To increase the use of Ada within commercia!
technologies, the government should:

1. Make a Firm DoD Commitment

3. Popularize Ada

0



Counter-Incentives to Commercial Ada
"How can I compete against the federal government?"

GNU-Ada

Free Ada compiler
Licensed to "Free Software Foundation, Inc."
Unvalidated
Funded by Ada9X at $1 Mililon +
Advertised in government Ada journals

AdaSAGE

Free Library of DBMS and User Interfaces
High Quality, Weil Engineered
Developed and Maintained by DOE/INEL
Funded by DoD
In Widespread Use throughuut DoD

The Business Case

"* Does a need exist for the product?
"* Can we build a new or better product?
"* Can we make a profit?
"* Should we take the risk?



The Business Case
Does a need exist for the product? ,, Yes _ _"

Ada embodies principles of software engineering

Ada has features not available in other tanguages

Can we build a new or better product? ,,, Yes

AETECH's "LearnAda"

Integrated, easy to use, PC-based system

Includes compiler, editor, examples, CBT

Air Force Ada Training Program Curriculum

Priced at $79.95 in Bookstores

Comparable to Pascal and C

Can we compete at a profit? ,* No

GNU-Ada compiler is free

Advertised in government Ada journals

Reviewed by government advocates

Distributed by government agencies

The Business Case

DBMS and User Interface Libraries (AdaSA GE)

Does a need exist for the products? ,, Yes

Ada is required for FIS applications.

MIS applications require DBMS and User Interfaces

Ada has no DBMS and .ser Interfaces

Can we build a new or better product? ,. Yes

AdaSoft AdaManager

AdaScft Textual User Interfaces

AdaSoft Graphical User Interfaces

AETECH Ada User

AETECH Ada Graphics

Can we compete at a profit? -,* No

Government funds AdaSAGE

Distributes free



Recommendation:
To increase the commercial use of Ada

The Government cannot:

Compete with commercial firms

Perform "Work for Others" which competes with commercial firms

The Government should not:

Develop Ada compilers

Develop Ada tools and libraries which already exist.

Require the use of specific products.

Promote and advertise government software.

The Government should:

Establish Configuration Control of Ada applications

Develop Standards for Ada Libraries and Tools

Establish Validation Processes and Agericies for Standards

Test and Certify Vendor Implementations

20

An AdaSAGE Example

"• Ada Libraries
"° Developed by the Government
"* Maintained by the Government
"* Distributed Free by the Government
"* Reduces the cost of software development
"° Discourages Commercialization
*. Limits State-of-the-Art



AdaSAGE Recommendations

"Develop and Maintain Standards... not Software"

"• Continue Funding of Existing AdaSAGE Development

"* Assure AdaSAGE works with •.il validated Ada compilers

"* Do not fund new features that compete with COTS products

Transition INEL from AdaSAGE Development to Validation

* Fund the development of an AdaSAGE Test Suite

* Fund the establishment of an AdaSAGE Validation 0fice

* Release the AdaSAGE source code to vendors

* Subsidize initial commercial implementations and validation

"22

The Business Case

AdaSAGE Validation Vice Development

Does a need exist for the products? ", Yes

Ada is required fcr MIS applications.

MIS applications require DBMS and User Interfaces

Ada has no DBMS and User Interfaces

AdaSAGE would be approved to support Ada

Can we build a new or better product? ,, Yes

Faster, smaller, better AdaSAGE implementations

New operating systems

New computers

New Graphical User Interfaces

Can we compete at a profit? .-,,* Yes

Government is not a competitor but a supporter

Products do not comnete with free ý:oftware



Acd Dual-Use Workshop - Vendor Ru'iel lroceedings

Participant Briefing
Michael Sapenter
Telos Corporation
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ADA DUAL USE WORKSHOP

Some Points of View

Presented by.
Goran Hemdal
VP Software
RJO Enterprises, Inc
Lanham, Maryland

A Key Problem

_____iAn IMMOVABLE
An IRRESISTIBLE FORC"- OBJECT

The Ada Mandate
The User Comnmunity

The Mandate may not in Itself be Sufficient
to Cause the Uset Community to Move

(It has not, so far)

XWhat are the Factors that Impede
Movemnient?



A Success Story

The USNA High Speed Fleet Broadcast System

"* Real Time Embedded System

" Mandated Software Documentation in Ada

" RJO delivered the HSFB System and Software:

- On Time

- Within Budget

- To Specification (as existing at the time of Delivery)

"* System has been Successfully Installed aboard Operational
Ships and Shore Stations

"* Delivery of more than 50 Systems to Date

A Success Story

The USNA High Speed Fleet Broadcast System

SSystem Control Software Developed and Documented using

RJO's Auto-G CASE Tool Set

- Requirements Analysis

- Design (All Levels)

*The Delivered Ada Code generated using RJO's Autoada Code
Generator

*The Generated Ada Code Compiled and Executed without
Manual Modification or Intervention

*Maintenance Performed Only at the Design Level

- Any Design Modifications Carried Out Using Auto-G

-- New Ada Code is Generated from the Modified Design (No Hacking
or Patching)



What Were the Design Options?

Option 1 Option 2

Require men [Require mients

Auto-G Design D

Ada 83 Ada 83

Implementation J )Implementation

The Ada Gap The Ada Gap
Reality - Ada Reality - Ada

Oriented - Oriented Oriented Oriented

The Ada Gap is the Real Problem
0,e A'y 'Th e da Gap

Oriented Oriented

*The Ada Gap is Significant, in Particular for Real %ime Embedded
Systems

- For the HSFB System the Ada Gap was Success[Lully Bridged by
the automated Ada Code Generation Anchored in Auto-G

If the Ada Gap is Too Wide and Cannot be 3uccessfully Bridged

the User Community Wil! Not Jump

* Mandated Use of Ada will not Reduce the Ada Gap



How Can the Ada Gap Be Bridged or Reduced?

* By Using Auto-G or some CASE Tool with Similar Capabilities to
Generate Ada83 Code

-- Does Not Reduce the Ada Gap

- Will Not Permanently Bridge the Ada Gap Unless the Generated
Code is 100% Executable (No Hacking or Patching of the Generated
Code

- Significant Performarnce Overhead

* By Using Ada9X

- Significantly Reduces the Ada Gap.

- The Remaining Gap may be Bridged much more Simply thln for
Ada83 and Without the Performance Overhead

What C•n We Do to Increase the Market for Ada
Goods and Services Within the Non-Defense

Sectors?
* ncrease Ada's Appeal, Adoptioi and Popularity

What Can We Do to Increase Ada's Appeal, Adoption
and Popularity?

* A, ithing that Bridges or Redlces the Ada Gap, Including but not
Liimited to Accelerated In.'cfduction :4 Ad,9X

What Investments Should We Make and Initiatives
Should We Take to Increase The Commercial Use of

Ada Outside Defense Applications?
* Any that Help' Eridge or Reduce the Ada Gap, Including but not 40

1.irnited lo A,-. ;e:';-at- I Introduction of Ada9X



What Can We Do to Increase the Market for Ada
Goods and Services Within the Non-Defense

*i Sectors?

* Increase Ada's Appeal, Adoption aid Popularity

What Can We Do to Increase *da's Appeal, Adoption
and Populacity?

*Anythiing that Bridges or Reduces the Ada Gap, Including but not
Limited "o Accelerated hntroduction of Ada9X

What Investments Should We Make and Initiatives
Should We Take to Increase The Commercial Use of

Ada Outside Defense Applications?
* Any that Help Bridge or Reduce the Ada Gap, Including but not

Limited to Accelerated Introduction of Ada9X


